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$75 special price and free gimmicked blindfold - extended for Vanish Magazine subscriptions! 

Exclusively available at Stevens Magic Emporium.
www.stevensmagic.com

Dennis Hermanzo is a European mentalist who has some fresh approaches to 
routines, both classic and familiar, that make this collection of mentalism routines 

well worth reading... Jheff (Marketplace of the Mind).

“Mr. Dennis Hermanzo’s book really surprised me. I was very happy to see his use of 
traditional methods in very straight-forward effects that are really worth doing! Dennis 
explains each routine in nice and direct terms using only the minimal amount of suggested 
patter sot hat you can get straight to it and learn the material! As a person who has performed 
most of my life, I like to think I can recognize good work – this is “good work!” You won’t go 
wrong with this book. It is packed with good usable stage mentalism.” – Richard Osterlind. 

 

“I“I like your approach, nice and direct. is book is the proof that classics can be absolutely 
modern if used in the right way.” –  Luca Volpe
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Internatonal Magic Magazine
VANISH

The big question I had to ask myself was how do I follow up 
after doing a Criss Angel Special edition and a December 
edition with Uri Geller as the cover story? I didn't have 
to look far. Nick Diffattee is a fast rising star in the magic 

world and has been on my radar for some time now as a cover 
story. Going from two giants in our business to somebody I believe 
has the potential to be a celebrity in the very near future was the 
obvious way to go. I'd like to thank Hal Myers for putting this all 
together and a big thank you to Amber Lynn Walker for the amazing 
job she did with the layout of the feature of Nick. 

This edition also includes a new series by Ken Scott. Ken is an 
amazing family entertainer and I am proud to have him doing 
a series for those entertainers who perform mostly for family 
audiences. His advice comes from years of working in the field and 
lecturing around the world.

Something new I have started is a product highlight. These are 
magic products that go beyond the regular products that I review 
and I believe deserve an extra spotlight. This edition sees three new 
amazing products that I feel go well beyond what we are used to 
seeing and certainly each one has set a new benchmark as far as 
magic products go.

I am excited to be doing VANISH on a monthly basis now. The 
workload has doubled and there is more pressure but I have a great 
team behind me and we are currently planning our yearly schedule.
VANISH is definitely a team effort and without the contributors 
there would not be a magazine. If you have a favorite contributor 
please drop them an e-mail to let them know how much you 
appreciate their work. 

Enjoy this edition and I wish everybody a VERY HAPPY 2017.

Paul Romhany

A NEW YEAR ...

FROM THE
EDITOR
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THE MILLION DOLLAR 
PRODUCT 

AN INSIDE STORY ON ONE OF THE 
MOST TECHNICALLY ADVANCED 

MAGIC TRICK TO COME TO MARKET 
AND CERTAINLY THE MOST 

EXPESNIVE WITH COSTS OF OVER 1 
MILLION DOLLARS IN DESIGN AND 

DEVELOPMENT. THIS IS GROUND 
BREAKING MAGIC ...

VAPR WATCH

BEHIND THE SCENES
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“

When I was a young boy I was fascinated with spy 
movies such as James Bond and even the spoof 
show, Get Smart. What attracted me, and still does 
were the gadgets that the spies used. As it turns out, 

a lot of those gadgets weren't too far fetched from what real spies 
use. I remember on many shows they would all wear a watch that 
had hidden functions like shooting a poison dart or it would be a 
gun disguised as a watch and you'd see smoke coming out of it. I 
never thought that I would actually own something that is exactly 
like the gadgets used in those movies.

A few years back on an overseas  television show I saw a well 
known magician produce smoke from his hands. It was done 
in such a way that I had no idea where the smoke came from. 
That one moment really stuck with me and I've never forgotten 
the impact it had on that one effect. It was a few years later that 
I found out the creator of that effect was Will Tsai, and that was 
done prior to when VAPR came out.

Recently I was able to sit down with Will and get a first hand look 
and use the latest release from Will and his team called VAPR 
WATCH. I say latest but in truth, this has been in the design and 
production stage for many years and was actually pitched to 
Murphy's Magic Supplies when the original Vapr was officially 
launched to the market.

The back story is what fascinates me about this product and the 
stages of development it has gone through. The idea of producing 
smoke from a watch is something Will has been doing for many 

WHEN WE FIRST HOPPED ON THE PROJECT, WE 
WEREN’T EXPECTING THIS TO BE A MILLION 

DOLLAR PROJECT. OVER THE COURSE OF 4 YEARS, 
WE’VE PUT EVERYTHING WE COULD AFFORD INTO 

DEVELOPING THE TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED TO MAKE 
VAPR WATCH HAPPEN."
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years and has created various watches for various well known 
working magicians. Yes, others have created smoke from 
watches but none have used this technology simply because 
it never existed prior to VAPR WATCH.

When you want to create smoke you can use two methods. 
One is a fan and the other is a pump. Putting a fan in to a 
watch was something Will had worked on previously but it 
did not produce the type of smoke he wanted as it was far too 
thin due to the way air travels via a fanning system. The other 
problem with the fan method is that you can't have the smoke 
push out to where you want it. The fan just makes the smoke 
flow out of where it comes from. With a pump the smoke is 
pushed OUT so it doesn't appear to come from anywhere near 
the watch. The size was the first obstacle because nobody in 
the world had created a pump small enough to fit inside a 
watch due to the structural limitation of a traditional pump. 
The smallest pump at the time was used for the advancement 
of medicine, even that was too big to fit into a watch. Starting 
from scratch Will spent the next year talking to scientists and 
experts around the world trying to get somebody to believe 
in his outside-of-box thinking to create the world’s smallest 
silent pump. After countless rejections he had faced, he finally 
found two Professors in Japan who were willing to join this 
project. Two years and seven months later after working full 
time with Will in the team, they made a break through and 
created the world’s smallest silent pump. There were times Will 
was close to closing the project down because of the cost and 
time involved but his belief in his creation and perseverance is 
what kept him going. 

The next step was to create the watch itself. As Will said, 

what is the point of having a watch if you can't tell time. With 
VAPR watch you not only get a designer watch that produces 
smoke, but it also tells time. Again there was nothing out there 
small enough or affordable enough to make this work. Will 
travelled the world until he was connected to a manufacturer 
who believed in his vision and was willing to do cross industry 
collaboration. As it turned out that company was world 
renowned watchmaker SEIKO and they ended up help making 
the thinnest watch face possible to go on Vapr Watch.

Each stage of the watch was made by different companies 
which was important to Will to keep the secret safe from lay 
people. Had he put this out in a public Kickstarter programme 
I know watch collectors would have bought them up in no 
time. The design of the watch is that of a high end modern 
day collectors watch and looks incredibly sharp and smart. I've 
worn this myself and fell in love with the overall design and 
shape. Anybody who knows about watches knows this is the 
trend. 

After the pump was created there were still a lot of hurdles to 
overcome. They had to create a wrist band with an antenna 
built-in seamlessly for the remote. YES! The watch is activated 
by a remote!! That is something that takes this to a new level 
all together. Again to produce a self-contained watch band 
with built-in antenna turned out to be more challenging than 
expected; because nothing like that had been done before in 
a standard watch manufacturing procedure. The other thing 
was to create a way that the watch would work for both left 
and right handed magicians. A nice feature about this watch 
is that the smoke can shoot either towards the hand or to the 
back of the hand making it possible now to have the watch on 
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TECHNOLOGY
VAPR TECHNOLOGY
FULLY FUNCTIONAL WORKING WATCH
STAINLESS STEEL
WORLDS SMALLEST PUMP
CUSTOMISABLE STRAP
2 COLORS - BLACK OR GOLD
SHOOTS SMOKE IN TO YOUR HAND
EASILY TRIGGERED

ONLLY A SMALL AMOUNT AVAILABLE UNTIL 
MID FEBRUARY - IF GOAL IS REACHED THESE 
WILL BE PRODUCED

EACH UNIT SOLD IS CUSTOM MADE AND HAND 
CRAFTED.

SPECS

one hand and create smoke in the other. 
Imagine doing Ashes On The Arm effect 
and have smoke just appear prior to the 
revelation of the ashes. To do this you 
could just turn the special tube hidden 
in the strap around so the smoke now 
shoots out the other side of the watch. 
Different sizes of wrist also had to be 
taken in to account so the strap was 
designed with this in mind as well.

There was also the problem of noise. 
A pump has a much higher noise 
level comparing to a fan due to its 
mechanical inner structure, and again 
this was something Will had to look 
at and come up with a new design 
so noise is cancelled-out inside of the 
pump.

As you can see many years of hard work, 
a team of people that crosses many 
different industries and a cost well 
over one million dollars in design and 
development. I don't believe we have 
ever seen anything like this in the magic 
fraternity before when it comes to the 
production of a magic prop that is made 
available to us all.

I asked Will about the price tag, knowing 

full well the cost to make one of these 
is probably more than what they are 
asking. He said he would rather see 
every magician using this than just a 
small handful that can afford a $1500 
price tag - hence his first retail product 
his company SansMinds is selling 
directly themselves. This helps make it 
much more affordable to all magicians.

The campaign at the moment sees 
a small number of finished watches 
(these are all individually hand crafted) 
go out at a price well below cost, 
which is aimed towards funding the 
last stage of a much larger number of 
watch production. Again Will did not 
want to go to a social media funding 
site because he didn't want the general 
public to be aware of this. A small 
number have been produced and the 
first few hundred people who purchase 
will be one of the lucky ones to get one 
and be able to experience the watch 
right away. If the goal is reached then 
a much larger production will begin - if 
not then those who own them will have 
one of the most unique pieces of magic 
in the world!!

Yes, there are other watches on the 

market and they all have their uses. 
What Will and his SansMinds Creative 
Lab team have created here is one of 
the most advanced pieces of magic 
we have ever seen. He has taken 
the advancement of science and 
technology and created something that 
really is right out of the movies.

For more information visit:

www.sansminds.com
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news
HOUSE OF HOUDINI OPENS ...

If you have a story or a news related item please e-mail the editor at editor@vanishmagazine.com
We try to keep the news as current as possible and generally this is the last piece we work on prior to the magazine 
going live.

Budapest, Dec 20 (Reuters) - 
Even almost 100 years after 
his death, the name Harry 
Houdini is synonymous 
with escapology, but less is 
known about his first great 
escape - how he left his 
Hungarian home as a child 
for a new life in the United 
States.

The House of Houdini, a 
museum in Budapest's 
historic Castle district, seeks 
to shed light on the illusion-
ist's roots with a display of 
memorabilia and a research 
team tracking down docu-
ments about his life.

"He was of course the great-
est escape artist history ever 
had ... but I believe his secret 
lies from deep inside from 
his Hungarian roots, when 
as a poor Jewish family they 
escaped Hungary," museum 
founder David Merlini said.
"That was maybe his first 
escape: to America, in the 
hope of a better life."

For Merlini, 38, himself a 

Hungarian escape artist 
who advised actor Adrien 
Brody about Houdini for a 
mini-series in 2014, Houdini 
has been a major inspira-
tion.

Merlini opened the museum 
this year as a tribute to 
the artist who was born in 
Budapest as Erik Weisz into 
a Jewish family in 1874.

He left with his family for 
the United States in 1878 
and became an American 
citizen.

When he became a magi-
cian, Houdini started to call 
himself Harry Houdini after 
the French magician Jean 
Eugene Robert-Houdin.

He went on to become the 

most famous escape artist 
of his day, captivating mas-
sive audiences with his dar-
ing escapes. He died in 1926 
from a ruptured appendix.

"We are all a little bit Houdi-
nis because everybody 
has a secret dream that is 
just waiting to be fulfilled," 
Merlini said.
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The museum displays 
Houdini's handcuffs and 
other artefacts, many photo-
graphs about his life and per-
formances, and also a Bible 
from 1883, which belonged 
to his family.

"We grew up hearing stories 
of Houdini and his escaping," 
said David Orenstein, a tour-
ist from Israel.

Six magicians take turns in 
entertaining visitors in a 
small theatre within the mu-
seum. (Reporting by Krisztina 
Fenyo and Krisztina Than; 
Editing by Alison Williams)

The second full-color, deluxe, 
hardbound volume featuring 
the magic poster collection 
of Norm Nielsen is now avail-
able! 

Potter & Potter is proud to 
announce the release of The 
Golden Age of Magic Posters 
o The Nielsen Collection 
Part II. This handsome cloth 
bound book provides rich 
detail and stunning color 
photographs of this historic 
collection, complemented by 
fascinating biographies and 
information about the per-
formers the posters depict. 

Choice items from the col-
lection of Norm and Lupe 
Nielsen featured in the book 
- and going up for sale - in-
clude a Houdini three-sheet 
featuring the Water Torture 
Cell, rare Chung Ling-Soo 
images, a Kellar Cassadaga 
Propaganda one-sheet, im-
ages advertising, Thurston, 
Powell, Professor Anderson, 
and many, many others.

A few copies of the first vol-
ume are also available from 
Potter & Potter. 

Don't miss your chance to 
own a piece of this sig-
nificant magic collection. 
The auction takes place on 
Saturday, February 4th, 2017 

at 10am (CST). 

For more information or to 
order a copy of the deluxe 
hardbound catalogue, visit 
www.potterauctions.com

New Zealand Magic Conven-
tion 2017
There is less than a year to go 
until the NZ Magic Conven-
tion, and I'm sure that time 
is going to fly by. Here's five 
reasons why you should 
get your registration sorted 
before the end of the year.

1. We'll plan a bigger event
The more people who 
register early, the sooner we 
can invest it back into the 
convention - whether that is 
better tech, better catering 
or another headliner. The 
more people who register 
this year, the bigger our 
plans will be!

2. Win a $300 Gift Voucher
Everyone who registers in 
2016 will go in the draw to 
win a $300 gift voucher to 
spend at Magic and More 
- NZ's Magic Shop. We're ex-
pecting there to be less than 
100 entries, so your chances 
are high!

3. You'll get better seating
We will be seating people 
based on when they regis-
tered. Not only will you get 
better seats in the Saturday 
Gala Show, but you will also 
get better seating at the 
Sunday Banquet (tickets 
purchased separately).

4. Cheaper Tickets to the 
Gala Show
If you wanted to upgrade 
your gala show seat, or pur-
chase extra tickets for your 
family and friends, tickets are 
MUCH cheaper if you buy in 
2016 (about 50% cheaper). 
Prices will increase to full 
retail pricing on the 1st Janu-
ary 2017.

5. Places are Limited

There are only 180 regis-
trations available at this 
convention and places are 
filling up fast! Last year there 
were about 150 people at 
our convention, and there is 
certainly a lot more interest 
this time around.

Always wanted to visit New 
Zealand? Now you have the 
perfect reason!

Places are strictly limited 
to 180 registrations. Avoid 
disappointment and register 
before it's too late!

Registrations are now open 
at www.magicconvention.
co.nz

Melbourne Magic Festival
If you would like to produce 
a show at our tenth Mel-
bourne Magic Festival (July 
3-15, 2017) you have less 

than a month to get your ap-
plication in.
You can apply to present 
your show in the Festival 
Hub at the Northcote Town 
Hall in Studio 1, 2 or 3, or 
any of our satellite venues 
including The Magic Zone 
in Ringwood, The Close Up 
Room in Bell City, The Magic 
Manor in Philip Island, or a 
venue of your own choosing.

The Melbourne Magic Fes-
tival is "open access" which 
means anyone can apply to 
produce a show - you don't 
need to be a member of a 
particular club - everyone is 
welcome!

Application Forms can be 
found here http://melbour-
nemagicfestival.com/
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news
HOUSE OF HOUDINI OPENS ...

If you have a story or a news related item please e-mail the editor at editor@vanishmagazine.com
We try to keep the news as current as possible and generally this is the last piece we work on prior to the magazine 
going live.
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The Royal Card Sword

A professional, stainless steel, card sword  
Can produce up to 3 cards 

Travel case included 
Made in France 

To order or for more information:

400€ plus  
VAT & shipping
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Ultimate Control took the industry by storm!
Ultimate Control BT has more than double the features and is just as easy to use 

with more reliable equipment
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3. Completely wireless…completely
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5. Low battery vibration signal on remote
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7. Touchscreen control
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You Can’t See…

Magic illusions rely very heavily on optical illusions as t
he core of their deceptiveness “there no

way a person could be hidden in that table, it's far too small” and i
ts only by understanding how and

why these principles work that we can exploit them for some (honest) deception. At the heart of all

optical deceptions is one simple
 core principle – the world you see right now is NOT what the real

world looks like; what you can “see” right now is a construct of your brai
n based on data it acquired

previously. We assume, because it
's the easiest metaphor we have, that our eyes are like video camer

a

feeding us with a constantly updated, perfect im
age of the world around us but this isn't actually

the case; your eyes are actually o
nly focusing on little bits of t

he world around you and feeding

the information to your brain; there the data is combined with memories, experiences and a lot
 of

assumptions to create the “picture” that you see. It would require inf
inity more brain processing

power than we posses to actually truly se
e everything in real time so our brains have evolved a trick

to help – it looks for patterns and
 things it's seen before and then a

utomatically “fills in the details
”

from a mixture of assumption and
 memory; this means that the eyes only have to concentrate on change,

difference, new things. Right now as you're reading these words you can also “see” the room around

you.... but actually you can't, what you can “see” is a construct of
 your brain based on the information

it has previously built up about the room around you. All the “live” information is coming fr
om your

eyes reading these words as this is new information that your brain cannot possibly kn
ow. There are

a host of great scientific experimen
ts you can do that prove what you're seeing is not the real world

but a (for want of a better word) 
“memory” - if you see me in person

 ask me to show you

as it perfectly demonstrates how easy it is to exploit this memory.

Close your LEFT eye and with your RIGHT eye look at the Star, you will still be able to see the blue circle out

of the corner of your eye. Keep looking at the star and move your head slowly towards the page - suddenly the

circle will “disappear” but you will still be able to “see” the grey pattern behind it. This is because there’s a

gap in your vision called the “Blind Spot” (punctum caecum) where your eye doesn’t have any light receptors

and so is literally blind. Instead of seeing “nothing” your brain fills in the gap automatically using

memories and information it has learned about what you’re looking at. Your brain recognises the pattern of

the background and uses it to fill in the missing information hence why you can still “see” the background

but the blue circle becomes invisible because there’s no other visual prompts that it exists.

The single greatest exam
ple of this phenomena is when you've misplaced an

 object (say a

pen) and later find it 
has “appeared” lying on

 your desk in plain sig
ht. Earlier when you

were looking for it you
r brain was “seeing” an

 out-of-date memory of 
the desk with no pen

on it and your eyes wer
e distracted providing 

updates of information
 about something else

in your field of view; 
they'd made a brief asses

sment of your desk and
 because it looked

substantially like it's
 always looked your br

ain simply filled in th
e details of your desk

using memories that didn't include the pen. It's only when your eyes provide t
he updated

information about the d
esk (because some other 

stimulus has triggered 
your brain to request

a detailed “update” of 
what the desk looks like) that the mental picture is up

dated and

you are suddenly able 
to “see” your pen again

. This is the very reason why warning light

are always flashing lights; they are constantly changing which causes your eye/brain
 to

instinctively focus on
 them (to update your ment

al picture) and thus literally pull your

focus and attention to
 them.

What you see is NOT reality but your brain’s best guess!
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Well they are both the same size but because of the
way our eyes detect colour and our brains process
distance information different colours affect our
perception of size. Colours at the blue end of the
spectrum seem slightly further away from us than
colours at the red end of the spectrum so we perceive
them as being physically smaller. However in
everyday life most of Blue we experience naturally
is actually a very big object that is a very long
way away - the sky, the ocean, swimming pools, whilst
most of the Red objects we experience everyday are
small and close to us - fire, berries, buttons & pencils

We exploit these principles in illusion design - if we have 2 boxes that

are different sizes but which need to look the same size then by

painting the larger box a colour from the Red end of the spectrum and

the smaller box a colour from the Blue end of the spectrum this optical

quirk will make the two boxes seem the same size.

If a box has a false back then by painting the outside Red and the

inside Blue you’ll make the outside seem smaller and the inside seem

bigger thus correcting the visual discrepancies created by the false

We can also exploit this social conditioning - blue spectrum objects arelight, airy and open, red spectrum objects are dense, heavy and“full”. If you have 2 identical hiding spaces, one painted blue and theother painted red your audience will instinctively assume something isinside the red object because in the real world red things are alwaysfull of stuff! If you want to imply your assistant has vanished, use ablue box, if you want to suggest she’s been squashed up, use a redbox!



Our brain's are hard-wired to look for patter
ns, cross reference them to memories and use these

memories to fill in the blanks where possible, by learning what sort of patterns our brain
s are

looking for we can exploit th
em to make audiences “see” wh

at we want them to see rather than the

reality. When we see a table base we don
't really look at the whole real table – our eyes sca

n it

looking for the patterns that enable us to identify what it is (“its a table”) and th
en our eyes

scan a few key point in orde
r to determine the colour and scale of the table in order to provide

our brains with enough information to build up a p
icture of the table based on previous ta

bles

we've seen. If as a designer we
 know where the brain looks for these details about size and en

sure

that these areas are so thin they couldn't possibly hide anything then everyone who looks at the

table will experience the same hallucination that suggests the whole table is much thinner than

it actually is. By knowing w
here the brain looks for this key information we are ab

le to cause

people to fool themselves.

Why?

Because when we normally see the left combination of lines itsthe inside corner of an object that is some distance from uswhilst when we see the right combination of lines it is usually theoutside corner of an object pointing towards us. In life we havelearned that the left hand combination is usually an object that’smuch further away than the right hand object so our brain usesthis prior knowledge to decide that the left line is  in reality
bigger than the right -

even though all the other clues say it isn’t!

(They’re both the same size!)
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OXBENDER
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ONE OF THE HOTTEST PRODUCTS FOR MENTALISTS ABOUT TO BE 
RELEASED  IS AN INCREDIBLE ONE-HANDED COIN BENDER. WE WERE 
ABLE TO GET A LOOK AT THIS PRODUCT PRIOR TO ITS RELEASE THIS 
MONTH AND CHAT WITH THE CREATOR MENNY LINDENFELD.

THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE DEVICE THAT IS EXTREMELY WELL MADE 
AND SOMETHING EVERYBODY IS GOING TO WANT TO ADD TO THEIR 
REPERTORIE.

Menny Lindenfeld AKA "The 
Paramentalist" (www.
paramentalist.com) is an award-

winning, international paranormal 
entertainer, inventor, and consultant. 
He is well known for his innovative and 
out-of-the-box thinking: blending visual 
mentalism and metal bending.

Lindenfeld is credited for  the invention 
of a large number of new and original 
products such as; Hollow, Hollow 2, Self 
Bending Paperclip, Sealed & Sealed 2.0, 
Mind Over Metal and more. One of his 
latest releases - Blind Man's Wallet was 
nominated for the Trikies Award for best 
product of 2015, and is considered one of 
the best peek wallets on the market.

Back in 2007, Lindenfeld conceptualized 
and founded "Trixcell" - it was the first 
company in the world that introduced 
the concept of mobile magic. In 2009, 
Lindenfeld’s Trixcell was nominated for 
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It's probably the most lightweight coin 
bender on the market. Weighing only 
26. grams (0.057 lb.). So it is no hassle 
to carry it around. You don't even feel 
when it’s in your pocket.
You can also use the OXB for bending, 
twisting or breaking signed keys.
You can use the OXB for bending 
perfectly straight neck-twists in a 
signed spoon.
Also included is a donwload video 
tutorial in full HD teaching various 
methods to use the OXB.

VANISH:  How long have you been 
developing and working on this 
concept? What was your inspiration to 
develop it?

Menny: It took me 3 years to develope 
the OXB to what it is now.
My inspiration was the need I had for 
this gimmick.
I invented the Ox Bender a few years 
ago. After finding myself in a very 
awkward and unexpected situation. 
I went into a shop in my city, and the 
owner recognized me - and asked if 
I can bend a coin for him. So I did! - I 
demonstrated the same coin bending 
routine I had performed a thousand 
times before, using the Quantum 
Bender. The owner and his employees, 
where screaming and very excited, 
kept asking all kinds of questions - if I 
have supernatural abilities etc, etc. 

A week later I happened to visit the 
same shop again. But this time I 
noticed the owner was not happy or 
excited like the time before! He looked 
at me with a very serious face and 
immediately shouted; “I know exactly 
what you did! You used a special  - 
Sharpie device -”, as he called it, “to 
bend the coin!” 

My first instinct was to deny 
everything!

Turns out, he has four (4) CCTV 
security cameras in the shop - one in 
each corner. And the he watched the 
recorded footage of all the cameras, 
basically watching me from every 
angle, just to learn my secret and my 
every move.

I was in shock! I certainly did not 
expect this! But it made me think.
I went out, returned to my car, and just 
when I was about to start the engine, 
I suddenly had a eureka moment! And 
the OXB was born!

I wanted a coin bender that I could 
use without the fear of getting caught 
by surveillance cameras. Because now 
days, they are everywhere, and it’s a 
huge problem to take in consideration 
as a performer.

I called it the OXB because the ox is 
one of the strongest animals in nature.  
The OXB has all the features that I 
needed, to solve the camera problem.
I needed a gimmick that is fully 
concealed and undetectable. Where 
the actual secret bending move is 
done naturally, without the hustle of 
hiding the move.

I wanted a coin bender that is fast 
and easy to use. A gimmick that can 
be used anywhere, in any situation 
- standing or seated, 360 degree 
surrounded. And 100% undetectable - 
even under security cameras.

V - What was the process that went 
into making it?

It was a long process, I made over a 
dozen gimmick designs until I had 
the one I felt the best with. The first 
few working prototypes were made 

of steel which was heavy like many 
benders on the market. I wanted 
something lightweight. It took me a 
while to find the right material for it. 
And I found an amazing material that 
is used in the Sport's Car industry. A 
lightweight material that is though 
and super strong. My goals were: 1) 
The coin should be easy to bend 2) 
Use only one hand to bend the coin. 
3) Should be lightweight 4) And most 
importantly; both the gimmick and 
the action of bending, should be fully 
invisible even from security cameras.

Finally, as somebody who has used 
Ox-Bender I can tell you that this is 
an amazing product. The design of 
this is incredible. The bend is done in 
a natural manner as you hold a pen 
or move towards the spectator. The 
gimmick is small enough that it won't 
be seen and can be held naturally. 
The ability to secretly bend a coin in 
one hand without any effort is a huge 
step forward and I believe this product 
will definitely become a favorite of 
magicians and mentalists alike.
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Ultra
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World’s FlRST Single-Handed Coin Bender.

“Menny is a great creator, with incredible attention to detail.” - DAVlD BLAlNE
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Jeremy Hanrahan is the owner/gaffer at the Hanrahan Gaff Co located in 
Ontario Canada. His company supplies some of the biggest magic companies 
in the world. His extensive knowledge in the art of gaffing keeps him busy with 
consulting and prototyping for some of the biggest names in magic today. His 
small, but always sold out retail site www.gaffedcard.com caters to unique bou-
tique card and deck gaffs that are almost non-existent on the market today.

 www.gaffguy.com

I guess you can say our next deck has been 40 
years in the making. Hocus Pocus magic has 
been in business for 40 years. To celebrate 

this momentous occasion, they have decided 
to release their first deck of cards. There was 
one catch. Sons Cody and Max wanted to keep 
this a secret from their father (Paul Gross). The 
two brothers hired the skillful artist Edo Huang 
to help design the deck from the ground up. 
The creative trio set out to design the deck 
with a vintage retro feel that the magic shop 
had when it opened in 1976. The deck features 
proportioned borders, a very classic layout, 
recoloured court cards and redesigned aces with 
gold tone ink. All of these features are printed 
on United States Playing Card Company Bicycle 
stock with air cushioned finish. The soft feel tuck 
case has sculpted gold foil accents and the run 
has been limited to 2500 units making this an 
instant collector's piece in my opinion. And on 
top of all this, they wouldn't be representing the 
magicians who have supported them all these 
years without a few magician type touches to the 
deck. The King of Diamonds and joker have nice 
reveals worked into the artwork and the deck 
comes with two printed gaffed cards, a blank 
face card, and a double backer card. This deck 
arrives at www.hocus-pocus.com close to March 
2017 so please contact them if you would like a 
deck or 12 reserved for you.

At the time of this article, Max Gross informed 
me that a second deck has been drawn and a 
third deck is in the works. We really can’t wait to 
see what they come up with next!

DECK REVIEW
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COIN GRIFTER 2.0

WAYNE FOX
A professional magician for the last 23 years, A member of the Inner Magic Circle with gold star of 
performance, an expert in Coin Magic and creator of The Knockout Prediction Outdone, 5221, Safe 
Keeping and Obliter8. Co presenter of The Wizard Product Review. A consultant for stage and screen. 
Famously received a standing ovation for his complete sell out Lecture Tour 'ChatterFox' at The 
Magic Circle HQ London 

www.magicfoxproducts.com
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEzhwwDEoeE
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MAGIC
SQUARE

LOUIE FOXX

KICKER

LOUIE FOXX IS THE CONSUMMATE KID THAT 
NEVER GREW UP AND IT’S EVIDENT AS YOU 
WATCH HIM INTERACT WITH AUDIENCES OF ALL 
AGE. HE IS LIVING HIS CHILDHOOD DREAM OF 
BEING A MAGICIAN. LOUIE IS ALSO A TWO TIME 
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD HOLDER AND TOURS 
THE USA REGULARLY. HE IS ALSO CREATOR OF 
MANY ORIGINAL PRODUCTS.

Effect:  You have someone say a 
number between 50 and 100. Then 
you draw a four by four grid on a drink 
coaster.  You then write numbers in 
each of the spaces on the grid and 
they all add up to the number chosen.  
For a kicker you spill some of your 
drink onto the coaster and the chosen 
number magically appears!
Needed:  Band style nail writer, Liquid 

Off ( http://amzn.to/2gwP75c ), cotton 
balls, hard plastic thumb tip, drink 
coaster and a pen.  You will also need 
to know how to do a Magic Square. 
To make the gimmick you will take the 
lead out of the nail writer and put a 
small wadded up piece of cotton into 
the hole where the lead was.  
Put the rest of the cotton ball into the 
thumb tip.  Cut the thumb tip down 

so that it’s just longer than the nail 
writer.  Pour a bit of the Liquid Off into 
the thumb tip to get the cotton ball 
wet, but no so much that there’s liquid 
sloshing around inside the thumb tip. 
The thumb tip is only for storing the 
nail writer when it’s not on your thumb 
and never leaves your pocket. 

Set up:  You will have the thumb tip 
with the nail writer in your right pocket 
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along with the pen.  If you are left 
handed simply reverse the directions. 
Working: When you are ready to do the 
trick, get the nail writer on your right 
thumb and pick up the coaster.  Ask 
someone to name a number.  When 
they do that, then go to your pocket 
with your left hand as you say, “I need 
a pen”. As you are looking for pen, the 
right hand nail writes the number on 
the coaster.  
Your left hand comes out of the 
pocket empty and takes the coaster.  
Your right hand goes into its pocket 
and puts the nail writer back into the 
thumb tip and leaves it there and then 
you grab the pen as your hand comes 
out of the pocket. 
Set the coaster down with the side 
that you wrote the number on down.  
On the side that you didn’t nail write 
the number on liquid off you will draw 

you four by four grid and do your 
magic square routine.  
After you’ve shown that the numbers 
all add up to the selected number in 
a lot different ways, simply flip the 
coaster over and pour your drink on it 
and the number will appear! 
Notes:  This is one of my favorite 
“impromptu” bar tricks.  If I have 
a feeling I might be asked to do 
something, it’s simple to throw the 
thumb tip with nail writer in it into 
my pocket and I’m good to go for the 
night. 
If you don’t know how to do a Magic 
Square, there are tons of Magic Square 
routines out there in print and on 
videos.  A simple Google search will 
lead you to them.  Personally I use the 
routine that Ray Hyman taught me. 
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DIPPY DUCK
MEETS CARD FOUNTAIN

MAGIC TRICK

By Wayne Rogers
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A large number of magicians and clowns 
lovingly manipulate that piece of artificial 
fur and spring we call Rocky the Raccoon. 
But when we pick up our Card Duck, 

Dippy Duck, Joanne, Educated Duck, Clairvoyant 
Card Duck or whatever you call it, we don’t always 
give it the same “gift of life” that we breathe into its 
bushy tailed counterpart.

My current routine with The Duck was inspired by 
a routine that appeared in the Society of American 
Magicians magazine M.U.M. written by Bruce 
Barnett. I can’t go into the full details of Bruce’s 
routine, but I will mention the duplicate cards 
climax because it leads into my own “big finish”. I 
have replaced Bruce’s gags with my own, but you 
are welcome to track down the original script.

THE PROPS: 

A standard deck of cards that has 20 cards 
removed and replaced with 20 cards all the same. 
Cover the face of one regular card with red paper. 
Another with black paper. Write on a 3 blank card 
the words “WHAT’S THE CARD?”  “GIVE US A CLUE”  
and “RIGHT”. You will also need an Electronic Card 
Fountain. The card fountain can also be replaced 
with an elastic band powered device that will 
throw a few cards into the air. I made one using a 
mouse trap but the best thing to use is a proper 
card fountain. If you own one and have not done 
much with it, here’s your chance.

THE ROUTINE: 
Magician has a helper up from the audience and 
asks if they have ever played cards with a duck. 
Duck is introduced along with a deck of cards. 
Cards are shuffled and while one card is selected, 
magician holds his hand over the duck’s eyes. If 
you use an egg bag in the act, this can also be used 
to “blindfold” the duck. Caution the audience not 
so call out the name of the card or the duck will 
hear what it is. Just  talk to and treat the wooden 
duck like a live “person” throughout the routine.

Your helper places the selection in the deck and 
you shuffle the cards. The cards are placed into 
the box in front of the duck and the duck makes a 
few hesitant movements with it’s head but doesn’t 
take a card. You ask, “What’s wrong?” and the duck 
whispers in your ear. Reply, “I’m not sure what you 
mean.” Duck lunges and picks up a card and it’s The 
Joker. Quickly explain, “No, no that’s not the one. 
That’s called a Joker. Try again.”  

Duck dips into the cards again and brings out the 
first card with writing that reads WHAT’S THE CARD 
You tell the duck, I’m not telling. That’s for you to 

A great routine that combines 
two popular items - the Card 
Duck and The Card Fountain. 
This is a great climax to any 

Duck Type routine and suitable 
for children or adult audiences.

“
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DIPPY DUCK
MEETS CARD FOUNTAIN

MAGIC TRICK

By Wayne Rogers
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A large number of magicians and clowns 
lovingly manipulate that piece of artificial 
fur and spring we call Rocky the Raccoon. 
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ABOVE: Card Fountain with only 
eight cards so it doesn't make too 
much of a mess. Use cheap cards 
from a Dollar Store.

“The audience goes in to 
hysterics.  You pick up the 

duck and bring him out for 
one last round of applause. 
Tell the audience they can 
keep any cards that are left 

on the floor.

find out.” Duck plucks another card that 
reads, GIVE US A CLUE.

You reply by first asking the audience 
“Was it a red card or a black card?” 
Children will often say red if the back 
of the cards are red. Play along with 
whatever they say and have the duck 
pick out the red coloured card next 
followed by the black coloured card.

Finally tell the duck he has one last 
chance to find the right card. He plucks 
another card that reads RIGHT. You say 
“Smart duck. So this is the right card is 
it?”

The Duck finally selects one last card 

and it is indeed the correct card. As 
the applause starts the duck picks up 
a duplicate of the same card, followed 
by another and another. You try to 
stop him and say he is cheating, but 
he keeps picking out duplicate card 
over and over. You put each card back 
but the duck keeps pulling them out in 
quick succession. 

In desperation you place the duck back 
into your box or table and thank the 
helper who returns to their seat with a 
nice round of applause.

Turning back to the duck out of sight 
in the box, you say, “Don’t you touch 
anything. Leave all the cards alone!” 
Suddenly from out of the box comes 

flying a whole shower of cards. You 
attempt to catch them but they go all 
over the place.

The audience goes into hysterics. You 
pick up the duck and bring him out 
for one last round of applause. Tell the 
audience they can keep any cards that 
are left on the floor.

SETUP: 

I perform from an open top box sitting 
on a table. The deck, from the top down 
is stacked starting with the Joker/What’s 
the Card?/Give us a Clue/red card/black 
card/Right/20 of the same force card/
balance of the regular deck. I pencil dot 
the backs of the force cards so I am sure 
that one of them is selected. The Card 
Fountain is in the box next to the Duck.

Follow the routine description. I start 
by showing the deck face up, spread 
the first few cards which are the regular 
ones, and shuffle making sure only the 
regular cards are mixed and the printed 
cards and my force cards stay together.

Turn the cards over into dealing 
position and spread the force card 
block to have a card selected. The card 
is returned to the same block of cards. 
The deck is placed in the holder in front 
of the duck. Everything is in order for 
the duck to remove cards.

I place about 8 cards into the card 
fountain. That is enough for a good 
shower of cards without making too 
much mess. I use cheap cards from a 2 
Dollar Shop. The cards don’t match my 
full deck but no one cares.
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After much anticipation Ken Dyne's infamous version of the 'Tossed Out 
Deck' is being made available (in limited quantity) to the magic and 
mentalism community.

Tossed out deck is one of the strongest openers relied on by top 
professionals around the world, and has been for years. And for very 
good reason. 

Now imagine performing the ‘tossed out deck’ and really naming the 
three thought-of cards individually. That is Passed Out Deck.

Finally The Perfect ‘Tossed Out Deck’ For 
Close Up and Stage

✔ No ambiguity

✔ No pumping

✔ No questions

✔ No peeking

✔ No rough and smooth

✔ No ‘thin’ cards

✔ No dual reality

✔ No pre-show

✔ No stooging

✔ No separating the deck

www.PassedOutDeck.com
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All the classic works of the great master of magic, 
Robert-Houdin, under one cover, lavishly illustrated 
with hundreds of beautiful prints, engravings, and 
photos. Robert-Houdin (1805-1871) revolutionized 
the art of magic with his incredible stage mysteries 

and lifelike automata, and he thankfully left a 
number of books recording his philosophy and 

techniques. In Essential Robert-Houdin, you'll find:techniques. In Essential Robert-Houdin, you'll find:
The Secrets of Conjuring and Magic:

Considered one of the finest magic books ever, 
featuring coin sleights and effects; card techniques 

including palming, false shuffles, cuts, and 
stacked-deck work, with twenty card effects; Cups 

and Balls methods and routines; stage effects 
including the Linking Rings, and Robert-Houdin's 

performance theories and essays on gimmicks, 
stagecraft, and psychology.stagecraft, and psychology.

Card-Sharping Exposed:
Robert-Houdin's pioneering work on card handling, 

with dozens of card techniques and routines. The 
Secrets of Stage Conjuring: A dozen great stage 

pieces plus the inside techniques of Robert-Houdin's 
theatre and optical theories.

The Memoirs of Robert-Houdin:
The most complete version of Robert-Houdin's 
wonderful autobiography ever published, with 

material previously omitted from earlier editions. 
You can now enjoy the complete work that 

Robert-Houdin envisioned.
The Priory:

The unbelievable secrets of Robert-Houdin's The unbelievable secrets of Robert-Houdin's 
automated house, with remote-control gates and 

automatic timers.
Plus selections from Robert-Houdin's 

never-before-translated scientific writings, a 
complete bibliography, and full index.

Pages 664 - Hardbound
Over 350 illustrationsOver 350 illustrations

(Regular $100)

Goswick’s
©

GoswicksMagic.com

Over 250 Copyrighted
Original Tricks and Illusions

Original Copyrighted  Tricks!

Monkey GrinderFlight of the Light BulbMonster SuspensionHaunted Block Temple

Since 1992

21 Original Magic Books!

http://www.tricksupply.com
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Jonathan Friedman is a professional ‘musician-turned-magician’ with over twenty years in the biz’. As an 
author, his “The 80’s Called...They Want Their Magic Book Back Vol. One” garnered rave reviews across the 

board, as well as winning the 2015 Vanishing Inc. “Trickie” Award for Best Magic Book. Jonathan’s brand of 
quirky close-up gets tested daily while he works as a demonstrator at one of the busiest magic shops in 

the land, Market Magic Shop in Seattle, WA. 
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JONATHAN FRIEDMAN 
MELODRAMATIC
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We have all wondered “I wish I had a simple card trick that 
plays big, requires minimal skill, involves multiple audi-
ence members and is perfect for the toughest audience 
out there…kids.” Well, it’s time to turn your wondering into 
something wonderfully wonderful…and I’m not being 
melodramatic about it. Well, maybe a little.

Effect: 
A card is found from within a shuffled deck, all while getting 
your full-blown melodrama act on.

Needed:
A deck of cards and three small copies of the following 
script:

Villian:    You must find the card.

Damsel:   I can’t find the card.

Villian:    You must find the card.

Damsel:   I can’t find the card.

Villian:    You must find the card.

Damsel:   I can’t find the card.

Hero:        I’ll find your card. 

Damsel:    My hero!

Villian:     Rats! Foiled again.

  
Before we jump in, just know that this routine wins the 
award for highest entertainment value to lowest skill effort 
ratio out of almost all of the tricks that I perform. When 
I was a child, I used to perform the classic “You Must Pay 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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The Rent” three-character melodrama for my mother. What 
can I say? It killed. Frankly, it demanded to be turned into a 
simple but highly enjoyable piece of magic.

Invite three audience members (preferably children) to par-
ticipate in a production of the “world-famous” melodrama 
“You Must Find The Card”. Each one will get a different role 
for the performance while you get to act as the tempera-
mental director. You will be casting three parts: The Villian, 
The Damsel in Distress, and The Hero. Now, I recognize that 
the obvious way to cast this would be to assign the role of 
The Damsel to a female, but I say flip it. Assign that role to 
a strong male figure while casting a female as The Hero. As 
far as the casting of The Villian, choose the most angelic one 
of the three. Playing against type is where the true great 
performances come from.

After shuffling your favorite pack of cards, offer to have one 
selected, remembered, and signed by all three cast mates. 
That’s one card for all three members to share. Hopefully 
this card will be worth something should they someday 
become famous. 

Appear to lose the card back into the deck but secretly con-
trol it to the top of the pack. Any conventional method such 
as a Double Undercut, Side Steal, or a Pass will do the trick. 
Personally, I elect to simply hold a pinky break above the 
card after it has been returned to the deck and then simply 
riffle off all of the cards above the break in preparation for a 
riffle shuffle. Just allow the selection to fall last when shuf-
fling and you as good as gold.

After explaining what a melodrama is and who the various 
characters are, hand out the three scripts to each member. 
Give a quick “direction” by pointing out to each member 
which lines are theirs.  

Once the actors are in touch with their characters, perform 
a double turnover to reveal an “indifferent card” (fig. 1). You 
will be turning this “indifferent card” into an accordion-
pleated prop that triples as The Villian’s mustache, The 
Damsel’s hair bow, and The Hero’s bow tie.

After turning the double face down on to the the deck, 
take the top single “indifferent card” (really the selection) 
and hold it horizontally in front of you with its face toward 
yourself (fig. 1). Table the remainder of the deck face down 
in front of you.

To prevent the card’s true identity from showing, carefully 
fold the top horizontal edge down flush to the bottom hori-
zontal edge (fig. 2). From here, fold the card into as small 
an accordion-pleated packet as you can. I find that three 
to four folds is probably the max (fig. 3). Once completed, 
lightly crease this card right down the middle (width-wise), 
so that it now resembles a small bow tie (fig. 4). What an 
amazing multi-purpose prop!

It’s time to give some “artistic direction” to your three actors 
on how and where to hold this “prop” card as they deliver 
their lines. This part will always solicit laughs. When The 

Villain speaks, the card is to be held as a mustache beneath 
the actor's nose (fig. 5). The Damsel will hold the prop on 
top of their head like a hair bow (fig. 6). The Hero holds the 
folded card like a bow tie beneath their chin (fig. 7). 

Explain that after each line is delivered, you will take the 
prop back and hand it to the next actor. This will act as a 
cue for the actors to say their lines. You are the director. Go 
direct the performance of your life, of their lives, and off all 
time. I know. That was a bit little over-melodramatic. 

After saying “Action”, hand the “prop” card (aka mustache) to 
The Villian and you are set to begin. Simply follow the script, 
transferring the “prop” card among the actors, and you go 
have yourself a melodramatic miracle of the magical kind.   

Once the last line of the script has been delivered, take the 
folded card from The Villian, or invite The Hero to take it and 
hand it to you. Open it up to reveal the signed selection. 

Go ahead and invite the actors to take their well-deserved 
bows while you prepare to write up your acceptance 
speech, and go claim your Best Director award. 

I should mention that you could perform all three roles 
yourself, which I have done countless times. It definitely 
adds something to the comedic value, but you also lose 
something by not involving others to take part. Also, if you 
feel that your actors can handle delivering their lines “off 
book” (without a script), go for it. If you choose to do it this 
way, be aware that both The Villian and The Damsel will 
have to handle remembering two lines. The Hero still only 
has one. No small parts, right?

*A big thank you to Kitty Gaga for standing in as the model 
in this month’s edition. It’s always fantastic working with a 
true professional (bonus picture figure 8).
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*A big thank you to Kitty Gaga for standing in as the model 
in this month’s edition. It’s always fantastic working with a 
true professional (bonus picture figure 8).

Cheers … Prost … Salud … Santé … L’chaim … Salute … Kampai … Geonbae

AcademyOf MagicalArts.com

Join us on Founder’s Day for a signature NPH Old Fashioned,  
as we ceremoniously tap the AMA’s 2017, small-batch, oak barrel-aged, 
fresh cherry-and-orange-infused Wild Turkey rye.

A final bow ... We miss you, Princess.
Irene Larsen, 1936 – 2016

Founder’s Day Festivities – January 3, 2017
Celebrating 54 Magical Years ...
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

LAP
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

THIS IS ONE OF THOSE PRODUCTS THAT EVERY SINGLE MAGICIAN 
SHOULD TAKE THE TIME TO SIT DOWN AND WATCH BECAUSE 
NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS BEEN DONE BEFORE. NO MATTER WHAT 
TYPE OF MAGIC YOU PERFORM YOU WILL LEARN MORE THAN JUST 
LAPPING TECHNIQUES BY WATCHING THESE MASTERS AT WORK. THIS 
IS A SERIES THAT SHOULD HELP EVELATE MAGIC.

FOR ME THE WORK BY YANN FRISCH ON HERE IS WORTH MORE THAN 
THE ASKING PRICE ALONE. I CAN'T BELIEVE HE GIVES SO MUCH AWAY 
FROM HIS FISM ACT.  

LAP, BY JUAN TAMARIZ, YANN FRISCH, 
AND DANI DAORTIZ, INCLUDES FIVE 
DISCS WITH MORE THAN TEN HOURS -- IT 
IS ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE WORKS 
ABOUT THE ART OF LAPPING. 

DVD 1 - PHILOSOPHY - Dani DaOrtiz's 
complete philosophy on the lap, from 
theoretical to the practical details of the 
lap. Ideas, techniques, effects and the 
general use of everything to do with the 
lap. In the segment called "Perspective," 
Juan Tamariz shows us his vision of the 
lap, starting with Slydini and expanding 
on ideas never published before. 

DVD 2 - BALTASS - For the first time, 
Yann Frisch gives us a fully detailed 
explanation of his Grand Prix FISM 
act, based on the constant use of the 
lap as well as many other physical 
and psychological techniques. Ideas, 
techniques and construction, everything 
is explained in detail. In the "Perspective" 
segment, Lennart Green opens his mind 
about this powerful weapon called lap, 
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showing coin and card techniques. 

DVD 3 - TECHNICAL - Yann and Dani discuss 
ideas, concepts and techniques about lapping 
switches, lapping actions and retrieving 
techniques. In the "Perspective" chapter, Miguel 
Angel Gea talks about his conception in the form 
of theories, techniques and tricks. 

DVD 4 - PRACTICAL - The most practical part 
of this work, featuring a live show with twelve 
effects explained in full detail. Additionally, in the 
"Perspective" segment, Gabi Pareras shows us his 
deep conceptions on the lap, covering not only 
the philosophical, but also the practical. 

DVD 5 - AND MORE - This DVD shows us the 
world of Yann Frisch and all his fascinations for 
lapping techniques, presenting almost eighty 
techniques with a cup and ball, like color changes, 
transformations, vanishes and appearances. In 

“ OVER 10 HOURS OF 
MATERIAL IN ONE OF 

THE MOST INCREDIBLE 
DVD RELEASES I HAVE 

EVER SEEN. DEFINITELY 
SOMETHING EVERY 
MAGICIAN SHOULD 

OWN." 

the "Perspective" chapter, 
Gene Matsuura unmasked the 
legend of Slydini, in almost an 
hour of conversation, in which 
Slydini is unmasked through 
stories and techniques.

WHAT FOLLOWS is my review 
of just DVD2 - BALTASS as 
it has taken me quite some 
time to take everything in. I 
wanted to break the review 
down in to sections and start 
with this, because this I think is 
incredible ...
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REVIEW OF DISK 2
 

BALTASS

Yann Frisch has created one of the 
most original acts I have ever seen. 
There is a reason he blowed minds at 
FISM and is one of the most viewed 
magicians on YouTube. This part of 
the LAP DVD is definitely one of the 
highlights. You will get to see a per-
formance of Yann’s act complete with 
explanation move for move. He gives 
away EVERYTHING!! There are so many 
incredible moments in the routine 
and there is way more than just tricks 
in this. You will learn about timing, 
movement, misdirection, character 
and more. These are all the things 
that make up this act as well as the 
technique of lapping. He pretty much 
created an entire act around lapping 
and it’s the best I believe I’ve ever seen. 
Slydini would surely be proud.  I don’t 
believe anybody else in magic has 
taken lapping to such a level and put 
it in an act that is as strong as this.Yes 
there are some incredible magicians 
who do amazing things with lapping 
with Slydini being the master but this 
is far more than just that. This is an act 
that is world class and you get to walk 
through it step by step both mechani-
cally and theatrically  If you thought 

about learning Yann’s act then you 
will do that here, however the more 
important points you will take away 
are things you can do using YOUR own 
character. There is only one Yann Frisch 
so why copy? I can understand why 
Yann isn’t worried about people trying 
to copy him because the fact is no-
body will ever be able to. He has spent 
a lifetime working on this act and 
it works for him. One thing he does 
believe though is anybody can lap and 
perform any of the moves he has cre-
ated. You could take his concepts by 
all means and create something suited 
for your style.  The fact that an act of 
this calibre is willing to share so much 
really blows my mind. This is some-
thing we should all own and study. 
This is a masterclass on creating and 
working on a highly innovative act.

One of the highlights for me was the 
interview with Yann and Dani Da Ortiz. 
Dani asks Yann questions I am sure 
we have all wanted to ask him after 
seeing his act. They discuss his history 
in magic, how anybody can apply the 
techniques Yann teaches, ways to re-
hearse an act and how Yann was able 
to practice. You will very surprised by 
his answers and this was a real insight. 
I found this to be an extremely inspira-
tional part of this amazing project.

At the end is the "Persecptive" section 
where Lennert Green shares some of 
his theories on Lapping. Right from 
the start he completely fooled me, 
even after watching the entire Lap-
ping part with Dani and Yann. Another 
great master of our craft. I sat there 
enthralled and working at what he was 
sharing. Because I wear glasses this 
was a great bit for me and I've been 
fooling a lot of people with it ever 
since!! 

This is just ONE part of this incredible 5 
Disk set with over 10 hours of mate-
rial. This one alone for me is worth the 
asking price if not more!! More reviews 
to follow ...
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That’s the route more and more 

magicians are taking including 

me. This bi-monthly series will 

talk about magic theaters in 

general, and follow one project 

from conception to completion. 

Hopefully it will inspire someone, 

somewhere, to start their own 

successful theater!

That’s the route 
more and more 
magicians are taking 
including me. This 
bi-monthly series 
will talk about 
magic theaters 
in general, and 
follow one project 
from conception 
to completion. 
Hopefully it will 
inspire someone, 
somewhere, to start 
their own successful 
theater!

So, you want to open your 
own Magic Theater?

That’s the route more and more 
magicians are taking including 
me. This bi-monthly series will talk 
about magic theaters in general, 
and follow one project from con-
ception to completion. Hopefully it 
will inspire someone, somewhere, 
to start their own successful the-
ater!
 
Let me introduce myself:  I’m Dan-
ny Archer--you can call me Danny. 
I’ve been a professional, perform-
ing magician for over twenty-two 
years. In addition, I have lectured, 
marketed effects, booked lectures, 
run conventions and traveled the 
world. I’ve seen it all, and now I 
am opening a Magic Theater in my 
hometown of Philadelphia. How 
did this all come about?
 
After twenty years away, I moved 
back to Philly and reconnected 
with some old pals. One of them is 
Marty Martin, my former partner in 
The Philadelphia Magic Company, 
back in the day when a magic shop 
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was a magic shop--and we had a 
great shop!  We started talking, and I 
told him about the theater that Greg 
Wilson 
and I had been working on in South-
ern California (and I hope Greg will 
open it one day).  Marty remarked 
that now that I’m back living in Philly, 
maybe we could open a…
 
And BAM! It’s happening now! I mean, 
right now! While we have found a 
location, we haven’t yet signed a 
lease. As I write this, we are still look-
ing for additional investor. If all else 
fails, Marty and I are prepared to back 
the project ourselves. We are offering 
a better payback than you can get 
elsewhere, and plan to return 
the capital invested. Maybe you want 
to be an investor?? We have devel-
oped a business plan, and can see 
that we could still be successful, even 
running at 50% capacity to our mod-
est projections.
 
After many intense discussions, 
we decided that we want a magic 

theater, a magic shop, a place to teach 
magic, and we want to hold regularly-
scheduled séances. 

We came up with the slogan Show/
Shop/School/Séance, and it’s become 
our mantra. We want to build absolute-
ly the best theater in the USA for the 
performance of close-up and stand-up 
magic! After visiting and looking at 
many places in the states, we think 
that European theaters are the best. 
We will base ours on the fabulous 
theater in Munich, run by Krist and 
Munch--the Table Magic Theater. There 
is no stage; each successive row is el-
evated and offset from the row in front 
of it, so there’s never a head to block 
the audience’s view. In Europe, higher 
ceilings are far more common than 
in this country. This means we’ll need 
a higher ceiling height than what’s 
found in most US retail locations.
 
Marty and I began to look for a suit-
able location. We discovered that it’s 
hard to find spaces with the right 
ceiling height, proper zoning and 
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good parking--and still be affordable. 
With the first few spots we liked, the 
deal ultimately fell apart. The second 
place we found had a leaky roof, and 
the landlord refused our offer to pay to 
have his roof fixed! Finally, we’ve found 
a location we think is perfect. The 
ceiling height great, and there’s ample 
parking. Most important, the landlord 
loves what we are planning, and has 
been helping us along the way. In 
our opinion, that’s worth its weight in 
gold! 
 
Finding out where to locate your 
theater and how to fund it are two of 
the most critical aspects of the whole 
process. Maybe you have a rich uncle 
or a millionaire cousin, but we don’t. 
As I mentioned, we are still securing 
our funding, but we will carry the ball 
ourselves if we have to. Here’s some-
thing you can count on: whatever you 
think something will cost, you will be 
wrong--it will cost more! Regarding 
the theater’s location: Philadelphias 
metro area population is over six mil-
lion people, all of whom are poten-
tial customers! But even playing the 
‘genii wish game’ (“if we were granted 
a wish, and could put our theater 

anywhere…”) we weren’t sure where 
we should put it. Of course, it would 
seem that the downtown/center city 
area, with its tons of residents, meet-
ings, conventions and tourists, makes 
good sense. But it’s a little too far from 
where we live, our overhead would be 
much more expensive, and parking 
would be scarcer and more costly for 
our patrons.
 
The only other magic shop/theater 
had closed just as we started this 
process. And we concluded that stay-
ing within budget was best. Since we 
will have the only Magic Theater in the 
Philadelphia area, we're confident in 
making ours an ‘entertainment desti-
nation’. Our chosen site is in an easily 
accessible suburban industrial park. 
We’ll have signage visible from the 
road in front, but we don’t expect and 
can’t rely on many passers-by stopping 
to buy a ticket for a show. Our patrons 
will have to hear about the show and 
buy tickets in advance.
 
We’ll have to have an advertising 
budget, and we’ll need a website. So, 
we’ve built one, using the name of our 
business: www.MagicalArtsCenter.

com. The website will be the clearing-
house for everything that will happen 
at the Magical Arts Center. Our theater 
has its own, separate name: The Smoke 
and Mirrors Theater.
 
Thanks to our editor, Paul, for wanting 
to share this story with the brother-
hood. Every other month, here in 
Vanish, we will continue to share what 
happens, as it has happened. For real 
time updates and info, please check 
out our website (ya see what I did 
there?). Marty and I do hope that if 
you are ever in Philly, you will have a 
chance to visit us in person. Peace.
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where we live, our overhead would be 
much more expensive, and parking 
would be scarcer and more costly for 
our patrons.
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had closed just as we started this 
process. And we concluded that stay-
ing within budget was best. Since we 
will have the only Magic Theater in the 
Philadelphia area, we're confident in 
making ours an ‘entertainment desti-
nation’. Our chosen site is in an easily 
accessible suburban industrial park. 
We’ll have signage visible from the 
road in front, but we don’t expect and 
can’t rely on many passers-by stopping 
to buy a ticket for a show. Our patrons 
will have to hear about the show and 
buy tickets in advance.
 
We’ll have to have an advertising 
budget, and we’ll need a website. So, 
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com. The website will be the clearing-
house for everything that will happen 
at the Magical Arts Center. Our theater 
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Thanks to our editor, Paul, for wanting 
to share this story with the brother-
hood. Every other month, here in 
Vanish, we will continue to share what 
happens, as it has happened. For real 
time updates and info, please check 
out our website (ya see what I did 
there?). Marty and I do hope that if 
you are ever in Philly, you will have a 
chance to visit us in person. Peace.
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ARE MADE OF!

Romany, the Diva of Magic, is a professional magician.  She was featured on the cover of The Linking Ring 
magazine in August 2007 and is a regular contributor for VANISH MAGIC MAGAZINE.  She was mentored by 
professional magician and teacher Jeff McBride, who was quoted as calling Romany "a British Bette Midler.

WHAT GIGS

  “Ooh, that looks angry. Is it a birth-
mark?” A little old lady stares at the 
bumpy red rash on my cheeks.  
“It’s probably the ‘change’,” volunteers 
her wrinkled, bouffant white-haired 
friend. I’m on a Saga cruise ship with 
three hundred older ladies who all 
have an opinion about my rash. The 
change? Bloody cheek! Everyone can 
see that I’m in my late, ahem, thirties. 
The angry red bumps on my nose 
and cheeks are due to knocking back 
a latte ignoring my allergy to dairy. I 
take refuge in my cabin but as we sail 
through the Bay of Biscay in Novem-
ber, the heaving waves and tossing 
ship turn my ruddy complexion green. 
After another trip to the bathroom, 
I decide I am done with cruising. As 
soon as I reach dry land, I call my agent 
and tell him so.  
 Back home, in the land of an empty di-
ary, when my phone rings and a voice 
asks if I would like a weekend of stage 
shows in a beautiful part of Wales, I 
don’t even ask how much. How The 

Light Gets In Festival, https://how-
thelightgetsin.iai.tv/ is a innovative 
gathering of questing philosophical 
souls, interested in good music, new 
ideas and intelligent company.    

I am very pleased with this book-
ing; exactly my kind of educated BBC 
audience. Wait until they hear that 
alliteration in my script; no more drunk 
corporate crowds, no more blue rinse 
busybodies with opinions on rashes.  

 “We pay £250.” Damn. Diesel alone is 
going to cost £100. I tell her that I usu-
ally charge more, they agree to £500 
but it’s still not good. I must put a man-
ager on my list of things to manifest 
as soon as possible. But the festival is 
in the quaint, stone built town of Hay-
on-Wye, nestling in the Welsh hills and 
looks a beautiful place to visit.  

I’m packed and ready for an early 
morning start. My chap Walkabout 
pipes up. “Sounds as if you’re playing 

an open-air stage.” Open-air stage? I 
check the forecast; blustery winds and 
heavy rain for the whole weekend. I 
suddenly have a mental picture of an 
enormous sodden open-air rock ’n roll 
stage and an even more sodden me in 
droopy feathers. Bugger.  

 Too late to do anything now, I go to 
bed. The moment I wake, I remember. 
Open air stage! But a good night’s 
sleep works wonders to restore cour-
age. I put myself in ‘adventure mode’ 
and set off in my Divamobile VW 
camper van for the green hills of Wales.  

The journey takes a good five hours, 
the final hour driving through dappled 
evening sunshine down country lanes 
overlooking fields of golden wheat 
and bright yellow rape. As I approach 
Hay-on-Wye, I can see the festival, 
circus lights on the big top glittering 
against the blue night sky, spiral bright 
bulbs on the red and white striped 
helter-skelter shine against dark green 

ROMANY DIVA OF MAGIC
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“ BEHIND THE 
PORTABLE LOOS 
I SPOT A GYPSY 

CARAVAN IN 
THE DUSK.  A 

GENUINE GYPSY 
VARDO. “WHAT’S 
IN THERE?” I ASK. 

“NOTHING, BOXES 
AND STUFF.” 
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“

Romany and her 
props inside the 
caravan all set up.

One of the many funny signs at the festival

How The Light Gets In Festival

The  Big Tent 
at the outdoor 
festival

He looks at me blankly. There is 
nothing behind the tent except a few 
portable toilets. I have five birdcages 
and three magic tables to load plus 

balloons, real egg, fake egg, two 
silks, three ropes, four coins and two 

bunches of feathers. "

hills. I’ve almost forgotten about the scary open-air stage.   

How strange imagination is and how powerful. I had no 
reason to believe my stage was outside other than a day 
and night of terrified imagining. I park up and walk into 
the festival arena to find out. There it is, in a burnt orange 
Moroccan tent glittering with tiny mirrors, the stage at one 
end. Indoors. It is much smaller than I was expecting. So 
is the festival, although beautiful in every detail, from the 
hand sewn bunting to the food stands with flowers and 
funny signs. 

My show is at ten pm tomorrow but the tent will be occu-
pied all day so I unload now before it gets busy. The night 
is quiet and it’s easy to park by the nearest access. I make 
several trips pushing through the late night drinkers and 
give the sound guy my cues. I’ve learnt to get as much done 
as early as possible.  
 
“Where’s backstage?” I ask the stage manager. “Backstage?” 
He looks at me blankly. There is nothing behind the tent 
except a few portable toilets. I have five birdcages and three 
magic tables to load plus balloons, real egg, fake egg, two 
silks, three ropes, four coins and two bunches of feathers. 
Not forgetting feather to cane in hat. In my rider, I always 
ask for a large table, chair, full length mirror and water. I 
swear I’m not a diva despite the stage name but I do need a 
surface to load from and a mirror to check that everything 
is in place. 
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Behind the portable loos I spot a 
gypsy caravan in the dusk.  A genu-
ine gypsy Vardo. “What’s in there?” 
I ask. “Nothing, boxes and stuff.” On 
the basis of ‘better to ask forgive-
ness after than permission before’ 
I quietly clear out the empty boxes 
and move my props in. It’s dark now 
but my eyes adjust to the gloom 
and soon my whole 45 min show is 
set inside.  PHOTO 5 
The next day, two hours before my 
show, I’m prepared and relaxed. 
It’s a small stage, a small audience 
and we’ve already done the sound 
check. I set two benches outside be-
hind the tent and lay out my feath-
ers, silks, cages and jumbo cards. 
I’ve found a bathroom I can change 
in nearby. I’m getting changed, with 
my costume is in one heap, clothes 
in another, me in my birthday suit, 
when I hear a terrific bang. Thunder! 
I throw something on and sprint 
back to my props. Heavy raindrops 
splash fat and wet on my cards, 
silks, feathers. Quick as the lighten-
ing that is poised to strike any min-

ute, I lift both benches into the tent. 
That was frighteningly close. If I’d been 
further away all my props would have 
been completely ruined. The skies are 
black now except for bright flashes of 
lightning and the rain is pouring down 
heavily. The audience literally run into 
the tent to shelter from the storm and 
soon it is bursting to capacity.  
There is nothing else to do but to load 
as unobtrusively as I can at the back of 
the audience. No-one seems to notice.  
The show goes well,  the storm helping 
create a lovely intimate show, if a little 
steamy. Everybody is quiet, listen-
ing. I even get a standing ovation at 
the end, although I think it was more 
because they were damp and stiff and 
wanted to get home quick. The bil-
lionaire organiser of the whole festival 
runs up to me after the show and says 
nice things. Phew.   
The show the next night was in a 
different venue in a different part of 
town, which meant packing every-
thing up. At midnight with the rain 
still falling, my show re-packed in the 
Divamobile, I cooked up a late night 

snack in my camper van and won-
dered about tomorrow. I was a little 
worried. In the programme, my act was 
scheduled for eight pm but a special 
dinner in the same venue was set to 
start a half hour earlier. This dinner was 
advertised as a chance to talk to your 
favourite authors. I couldn’t imagine 
how a networking event dinner was 
going to work at the same time as my 
act. 

Early the next morning I went to take 
a look. With the dining tables set back 
from the stage, my ticket buying audi-
ence was between me and the the din-
ers. Plus the bars on each side gave me 
two separate bar crowds to compete 
with. As magicians, we’re not just do-
ing magic, we’re coping with different 
environments each time which may be 
- and usually are - totally unsuitable.  
I ask the catering manager if he can 
move the dining tables nearer the 
stage. He can’t. Fifteen minutes before 
the start of my show, I’m in full cos-
tume with props on the stage ready. 
But there are no chairs to be seen. 
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People have paid £15 a ticket on top of 
their festival entrance and they expect 
a seat for their money. I rush out to 
the stage manager who has obviously 
been helping himself to the green 
room beer. “Where are the chairs?”  

“We’re not having chairs. This is a music 
venue.” 

“I’m a theatre act, this is a forty-five 
minute theatre show.” 

I run outside to the beer tent and in 
full costume drag tables and chairs to 
the front. He joins me and soon we’ve 
got a good lot of chairs set out. But the 
diners at the back of the tent are deep 
in loud conversation. The beer drinkers 
on each side are also having a lovely 
time and it’s almost impossible to keep 
the energy engaged between me and 
my audience who are squinting be-
cause they can’t hear properly. We’ve 
sold a lot more tickets than anyone 
thought and the floor between the 
chairs is full of people looking uncom-
fortable as their bums go slowly numb. 

It’s one of those shows where you want 
to give up and go home a quarter of 
the way through but you can’t. Every-
thing is right technically but my com-
edy lines fall flat because the acoustics 
are so bad. Typically it’s the one night 
that my jacket escape routine is dull, 
the volunteer knocks my candlestick 
stand over as he leaves and the now 
broken candle won’t light because the 
wind has picked up and is sweeping 
through the tent.  

Props packed away, I sit in my van. It’s 
midnight again. I’ve made some hot 
cocoa with an extra spoonful of honey. 
That was difficult. I wasn’t sea-sick, 
the airline hadn’t lost my props but 
showbiz on dry land is not without 
peril either despite it’s pleasures. As I 
stare out at the hills over my mug of 
steaming cocoa I think to myself that 

I’ve certainly learnt a bunch of stuff to discuss with event organisers before 
agreeing to a booking.  

So next year, if Hay or anyone else want to hire me, I’m ready come rain or 
shine with a rider as long as my arm.  
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Nick Lewin:

POSTER AUCTION
Nielsen
The Golden Age of Magic Posters -The Nielsen Collection Part Two

A very special event is taking 
place in the magic world on 
February 4th 2017 with the 
second auction from Potter 

& Potter dedicated to the world-class 
collection of magic posters from the 
collection of Norm and Lupe Nielsen. 
The first auction took place in the 
summer of 2016, and provided a 
treasure trove of classic magic posters 
being released to magical collectors 
worldwide. The upcoming auction 
is the second half of this auspicious 
event and promises to be just as big a 
delight to magicians around the globe. 
The auction commences at 10:00AM, 
following three days of exhibition 
from February 1-3.  Online bidding is 
encouraged and all the details can be 
found at potterauctions.com

The phone number for enquiries is 733 
472 1442.

The items being auctioned vary from 
highly collectible magical masterpieces 
such as exotic Houdini, Chung Ling 
Soo, and Thurston gems to the much 
more reasonably priced posters of 
contemporary masters such as David 
Copperfield, Ricky Jay, and Channing 
Pollack. There will be many enticing 
items available for every magician’s 

taste during the event, in addition to 
the contagious drama of following and 
possibly contributing to the excitement 
of a world-class live auction. Estimates 
of expected bids are available on the 
downloadable PDF on the Potter & 
Potter website.

The Nielsen Collection

I have known the Nielsens for many 
years and truly treasure their friendship. 
One of my greatest thrills in magic 
was the day I was lucky enough 
to be allowed to view the Nielsen 
poster collection. It was housed in 
the specially constructed art gallery 
attached to the Nielsen home in Las 
Vegas. Actually calling it merely a 
home is an understatement as Norm 
and Lupe’s Nevada compound is part 
museum, part workshop, and part 
delightfully comfortable living space. 
To sit in the Nielsen’s living room is to 
be surrounded by a glorious pageant of 
magical artifacts, each one begging for 
closer examination.

The Nielsen art gallery is situated in a 
small building adjacent to their home 

and it was the ideal spot to house one 
of the world’s premier collections of 
magical artwork. I had never been a 
particular enthusiast of magic posters 
until I saw the Nielsen collection on that 
visit. For me the vivid and exotic nature 
of the various posters had to be seen 
in person to be fully appreciated. None 
of the illustrations I had seen in books 
fully prepared me for the intensity of 
the colors and the visceral impact of the 
artwork that I saw before me. I stood 
gazing in awe at each of the posters 
while Norm was the perfect curator; he 
was silent when he needed to be, but 
always ready with a thorough answer to 
any questions that I posed. 

Nielsen began his collection of magic 
posters approximately 30 years ago 
with the acquisition of a Fu Manchu 
“Dancing Girls” poster. His collection 
quickly assumed epic proportions and 
then as his wife Lupe says, “Our pursuit 
of posters became ceaseless!”  In the 
last three decades the Nielsens have 
gathered one of the finest and most 
distinguished collections in the world 
of these rare and ephemeral magical 
artifacts.
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IN THE WORLD OF RARE AND EPHEMERAL MAGICAL 

ARTIFACTS.”
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worldwide. The upcoming auction 
is the second half of this auspicious 
event and promises to be just as big a 
delight to magicians around the globe. 
The auction commences at 10:00AM, 
following three days of exhibition 
from February 1-3.  Online bidding is 
encouraged and all the details can be 
found at potterauctions.com

The phone number for enquiries is 733 
472 1442.

The items being auctioned vary from 
highly collectible magical masterpieces 
such as exotic Houdini, Chung Ling 
Soo, and Thurston gems to the much 
more reasonably priced posters of 
contemporary masters such as David 
Copperfield, Ricky Jay, and Channing 
Pollack. There will be many enticing 
items available for every magician’s 

taste during the event, in addition to 
the contagious drama of following and 
possibly contributing to the excitement 
of a world-class live auction. Estimates 
of expected bids are available on the 
downloadable PDF on the Potter & 
Potter website.

The Nielsen Collection

I have known the Nielsens for many 
years and truly treasure their friendship. 
One of my greatest thrills in magic 
was the day I was lucky enough 
to be allowed to view the Nielsen 
poster collection. It was housed in 
the specially constructed art gallery 
attached to the Nielsen home in Las 
Vegas. Actually calling it merely a 
home is an understatement as Norm 
and Lupe’s Nevada compound is part 
museum, part workshop, and part 
delightfully comfortable living space. 
To sit in the Nielsen’s living room is to 
be surrounded by a glorious pageant of 
magical artifacts, each one begging for 
closer examination.

The Nielsen art gallery is situated in a 
small building adjacent to their home 

and it was the ideal spot to house one 
of the world’s premier collections of 
magical artwork. I had never been a 
particular enthusiast of magic posters 
until I saw the Nielsen collection on that 
visit. For me the vivid and exotic nature 
of the various posters had to be seen 
in person to be fully appreciated. None 
of the illustrations I had seen in books 
fully prepared me for the intensity of 
the colors and the visceral impact of the 
artwork that I saw before me. I stood 
gazing in awe at each of the posters 
while Norm was the perfect curator; he 
was silent when he needed to be, but 
always ready with a thorough answer to 
any questions that I posed. 

Nielsen began his collection of magic 
posters approximately 30 years ago 
with the acquisition of a Fu Manchu 
“Dancing Girls” poster. His collection 
quickly assumed epic proportions and 
then as his wife Lupe says, “Our pursuit 
of posters became ceaseless!”  In the 
last three decades the Nielsens have 
gathered one of the finest and most 
distinguished collections in the world 
of these rare and ephemeral magical 
artifacts.
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...FINEST AND MOST DISTINGUISHED COLLECTIONS 
IN THE WORLD OF RARE AND EPHEMERAL MAGICAL 

ARTIFACTS.”

“
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Lupe in her workshop 

Norm, Lupe and Nick 
Lewin in the workshop

Norm at home relaxing

From a historical or esthetic viewpoint 
it is impossible for any lover of 
the magical arts to be unmoved 
by the vision it took to assemble 
these masterpieces into a coherent 
exhibition. The posters were 
painstakingly and lovingly restored to 
their former glory as and when needed 
during the formation of the collection. 
The entire project was very plainly a 

labor of love. 

To a certain degree I regret seeing 
such a magnificent collection 
being auctioned and therefore 
deconstructed into individual items. 
However the joy that these posters 
will bring to their new owners is a very 
profound compensation. I recently 
stood in my friend Ray Anderson’s 

living room and marveled at a Howard 
Thurston 3-sheet called "Vignettes” 
that he had acquired in the first part 
of “The Golden Age Of Magic Posters.” 
It was undeniably evident that seeing 
such a stunning piece of artwork 
perfectly highlighted as a solo item 
gave one a fresh and thrilling insight 
into the truly awesome quality of the 
artwork.
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“

Lupe relaxing

Original Posters in their home.

Norm and Lupe 

Their front 
entrance as you 
enter their home.

TO COLLECT THIS MANY RARE, AND IN SOME CASES 
ALMOST UNIQUE ITEMS TAKES KNOWLEDGE, 

PERSEVERANCE, A MAMMOTH AMOUNT OF GOOD 
WILL WITHIN THE MAGIC WORLD AND A HEALTHY 

DASH OF OBSESSION!”

Norm and Lupe Nielsen—The Collectors

Both individually and as a team I consider Norm and Lupe 
to be among the finest that the magic world has to offer. As 
performers, collectors, and manufacturers they highlight what 
I consider the highest attributes of the magic community. 
Indeed an art collection of the class and caliber of the one 
they assembled could only have emanated from such very 
special people.

To collect this many rare, and in some cases almost unique, 
items takes knowledge, perseverance, a mammoth amount 
of good will within the magic world and a healthy dash of 
obsession! I would therefore like to give you a brief thumbnail 
sketch of the dynamic dyadic behind the Nielsen Collection.
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Norm Nielsen

Born in Kenosha, Wisconsin in 1934, Norm Nielsen’s  love 
of magic was sparked when he witnessed a performance 
by the seminal magician and magical teacher Neil Foster. A 
few years later Norm moved to Los Angeles, where in 1953 
he graduated from Foster’s iconic Chavez College of Magic. 
Nielsen went on to develop one of the most commercially 
and artistically successful manipulative acts in magic. 
Norm’s early appearances on television shows such as “The 
Ed Sullivan Show” created a high visibility and a resounding 
buzz in the entertainment world. He used this career boost 
as the fulcrum to become a full-time magician.

Norm’s combination of faultless card and coin manipulation, 
based around a musical theme very quickly became an 
international sensation, For several decades he toured the 
world appearing on the stages of its premiere theaters 
and showrooms. Nielsen’s famous floating violin became 
a trademark routine that served to inspire many, but was 
equaled by none. The finale to Nielsen’s show, when the 
violin “walks” out on stage to take its own bow is a moment 
of pure show business genius. If by any chance you are not 
familiar with Norm’s show I recommend you immediately 
go to You Tube and give yourself a lesson in magic and 
showmanship.

In 1953 Norm created his company Nielsen Magic that 
created magical props of the highest quality. The company 
is still going strong to this day and is famous for its 
attention to detail and a devotion to excellence that places 
it at the pinnacle of any similar ongoing concern. This 
business is now supervised and run by Norm’s wife Lupe. 
The first item that Nielsen began manufactured was his 
signature “Rubber Dove.” This was begun due to the request 
of Johnny Thompson who told him that such an item was 
sorely needed and also completely unavailable. I for one am 
happy Norm listened to Johnny because for the last thirty 
years I have purchased a new dove every year (whether it 
needed replacing or not) in an almost ritualistic manner. 
I can never bring myself to discard the old doves though, 
and my magic cupboard looks like a scene from Alfred 
Hitchcock’s movie “The Birds,” with rows and rows of white 
doves perched on shelves!

In 1993 Nielsen moved from Los Angeles to Las Vegas, when 
his friend Peter Reveen phoned Norm and told him that he 
had found the perfect home for him to occupy.  The house 
was indeed ideal for the expanding business that Norm 
was developing and today it houses the Nielsen’s exquisite 
personal collection of magical props and posters. Situated 
behind the house is a state of the art workshop where the 
Nielsen product line is painstakingly manufactured by the 
couple.

Lupe Nielsen

Lupe was born in the Central American country of Panama 
and she developed an enduring interest in magic from an 
early age. In the 70s, at the age of 11, she saw Norm Nielsen 
on television; she was very impressed by his elegant magic 
but had no idea that their lives would become so closely 
linked in future years.  After moving to the United States, 
Lupe began performing sleight of hand shows on a regular 
basis. To this day she is a skilled and very successful close-
up magician. 

In time honored fashion Lupe began by perfecting her 
magical skills through performing on a very regular basis 
and she notched up over 1000 shows at Busch Gardens in 
Williamsburg, Virginia. It is amazing how slick your magic 
gets when you perform six 20 minute shows a day. After 
moving to the Boston suburb of Watertown, Lupe spent a 
lot of time acquiring knowledge and honing her magical 
skills at Ray Goulet’s famous “Magic Art Studio.” Lupe then 
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 S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E

Nielsen's favorite
Posters at upcoming auction

I asked Norm and Lupe to highlight some of their per-
sonal favorite posters that are being featured in the up-
coming Potter & Potter auction and I want to share the 
ten items that they selected for me. I will list these items 

along with a brief description and the lot numbers from the 
auction catalogue. Be prepared for your mouth to water at 
the details of these gems!
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This lot is a highly collectable poster of 
the magical legend Howard Thurston, 
it was printed by the Strobridge Litho. 
Company in the year 1908. It is a mag-
nificent representation of perhaps the 
most famous illusion from the legend-
ary Thurston Show.

Lot 231.  Thurston. The Levitation.

This poster of Fu Manchu (David 
Bamberg) dates to 1940 and features 
the famous Si-Di caricature of the 
performer. The item features Fu’s name 
in red at the top of the poster and is 
over-printed for an appearance at the 
“Teatro Apollo.” The poster is inscribed 
and signed by Fu Manchu himself. 

Lot 77.  Fu Manchu--- Caricature Lot.
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A handsome stone lithograph portrait 
of Chung Ling Soo (William Ellsworth 
Robinson,) this poster was painted 
by German artist Adolf Friedländer in 
1901. The lithograph features a central 
portrait of the legendary magician 
flanked by illustrations of exotic 
dragons and vignettes from Chung 
Ling Soo’s act. This is one of only two 
examples of this item that is known to 
exist.

Lot 51.  Chung Ling Soo. The Friedländer Por trait.
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This billboard-size poster advertises 
the escape feats of Nicola (William Mo-
zart Nicol) and was executed by the St. 
Paul, Standard Litho. Company in 1920. 
It features a full-length central portrait 
of the magician bound from head to 
toes in handcuffs and shackles. The 
portrait is surrounded by complimen-
tary images of Nicola’s various escape 
feats. The poster is one of only three 
known examples of this item.

Lot 184.  Nicola.

Lot 254.  Vonetta. Portrait.

This rare poster features the incom-
parable Vonetta (Etta Paul) and was 
executed in 1910 by David Allen & 
Sons in Belfast, Ireland. A bust portrait 
of Vonetta looms large above a huge 
cast of differently garbed characters 
which parade through the poster. 
On closer examination, it becomes 
evident that the “other” characters are, 
in fact, Vonetta herself, who presented 
a quick-change routine as part of her 
magic show.

Lot 156.  Malini.  Panel.t.

Max Malini (Max Katz Breit) was a 
performer who was famous for his 
appearances before monarchs, pres-
idents and society elite. He was best 
known for his impromptu miracles, 
many of which were in fact far from 
being impromptu. This vivid two-color 
broadside features a photographic 
portrait of the famous Jewish-Amer-
ican magician and is the only known 
example of this particular portrait.
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Lot 197.  Powell.  Consultation.

This extremely rare poster of Frederick 
Eugene Powell was published in New 
York by the H.C. Miner Litho. Company. 
This magnificent lithographed poster 
shows the mustache-clad magician 
discussing a passage in an open book 
with his costumed assistant, while a 
clown and two imps fetch books from 
a massive and well-stocked library 
behind him.

Lot 99.  Harry Houdini.  The Water Tor ture Cell.

This portrait of Harry Houdini (Ehrich 
Weiss) the world’s most famous 
magician, is by Dangerfield and was 
published in London, England in 1912. 
The item features Houdini’s most icon-
ic escape “The Chinese Water Torture 
Cell.” The poster is 40 x 88 inches in 
size and is one of only three examples 
known of this particular work.
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Lot 117.  Kellar. A Walk in the Woods.

This spectacular item is a poster that 
was created by the Strobridge Litho. 
Company in the year 1900. It is a beau-
tiful example of the whimsical poster 
showing the famous magician Harry 
Kellar (Heinrich Kellar) clad in formal 
wear and sporting a black top hat, 
strolling through an imp filled scene in 
the midst of a forest.

Lot 98.  Herrmann The Great. Por trait.

This poster from the Metropolitan 
Printing Company features Leon 
Herrmann in a half-length portrait. The 
painting features tiny demons climb-
ing over a handsome magic wand held 
between the hands of the performer 
while a third demon is seen whisper-
ing in Herrmann’s ear
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Nick Lewin 
takes a look at
one of the most
prestigious
auction houses
in the world.

Potter &Potter

In the scope of this story I would 
like to focus a little on the presti-
gious auction house that is offering 
the Nielsen poster collection for 

sale to the public. Potter & Potter Auc-
tions is one of the most respected auc-
tion houses in the world, and I would 
like to begin by thanking them for the 
efficient and gracious help they have 
given me in preparing this article. 

It is not generally known what a won-
derful source Potter & Potter has be-
come for magicians around the world. 
As well as specific collections and 
offerings such as the Nielsen “Golden 
Age of Magic Posters,” the company 
has an ongoing bi-monthly auction 
of classical magical memorabilia and 
artifacts. I strongly suggest the serious 
magical enthusiast follow their web-
site at potterauctions.com to see the 
mouth watering items that they are 
offering the discriminating collector 
and magical connoisseur.

Reviewing the potterauctions.com 
website recently reveals some items 
that are historically and esthetically 
of serious interest to members of the 
magical fraternity. If you have a han-
kering to own one of the legendary 
Cardini’s performing stage costumes, 
you need look no further to find such a 
unique item. For the average consum-
er an estimated figure of $71,000 for 
this particular item may be a little too 
rich for their blood, however for the 
right person it is a chance to own an 
almost impossible to find gem. 

A glance at the web site also revealed 
a much more reasonable item that 
certainly caught my eye. You may be 
able to buy a Tom Mullica wallet from a 
number of different sources, however, 
to purchase the actual wallet that be-
longed to Mullica then this is the place 
to go. A signed Dai Vernon silhouette, 
that they offer, is yet another one of a 
kind item that will add prestige to any 
prized magic collection. The website 
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is constantly being updated, so add a 
link on your browser to keep track of 
their latest offerings.

Another project that Potter & Potter 
have recently launched is of special 
interest to magicians whose pockets 
are maybe not quite as deep. The com-
pany has created an online magic store 
that features every kind of magical 
item that they may desire. High quality 
books, posters, props, and memora-
bilia are featured for sale on their web 
site quickerthantheeye.com   It is a rare 
magician who could peruse this site 
without finding something that could 
brighten their day substantially.

I recently purchased Potter & Pot-
ter’s superbly published hardback 
catalogue of the first Nielsen poster 
auction and it graces my coffee table. 
A second volume of this book, cover-
ing the upcoming auction, is due to 
be published shortly and will make a 
great companion piece. Both highly 
collectable books are available from 
potterauctions.com and also obtain-
able directly from Norm and Lupe at 
nnmagic.com  There is even “The Art of 
Magic - 2017 Calendar” currently avail-
able which will look great on the wall 
of any magic den.

Magic has found a wonderful new re-
source in Potter & Potter and I strongly 
recommend that you avail yourself of 
their contributions. In this day and age 
of the prominence of instant down-
loads, it is great to find a company that 
offers unique and highly collectable 
items for each and every magician. 
Whether you are a connoisseur or a de-
voted hobbyist you will enjoy brows-
ing the offerings of this outstanding 
company. 

Lot 139.  Leroy ---  Levitation Lot.

This lot features famed artist Adolph 
Friedländer’s portrait of the great Leroy 
Servais and the poster dates back to 
1905 in Hamburg Germany. This image 
features LeRoy’s greatest creation, the 
“Asrah Levitation.” The levitation and 
vanish of a female assistant illustrates 
what quickly became a classic in the 
arsenal of magicians worldwide.
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is constantly being updated, so add a 
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“

As promised, this month we’ll be talking about how to 
script your story. By this point you should have one 
that is: didactic, grounded in passion, interesting, 

relevant and packed with strong emotions.

Let’s now talk about how to turn that story into an 
experience that will stay with them long-after the show. 
First, we’ll delve into two of the biggest mistakes I see 
performers make when scripting (and how to avoid them), 
followed by how to script for maximum power through “The 
Emotional Massage” and finally we’ll conclude with some 
useful pointers for how to strategically and intelligently 
implement “strong” language into your performance. Let’s 
begin.

#1) Would a clown tell his life story whilst juggling 
flaming swords?
If you’re going to script a story, it deserves to be told 
properly, and telling it in the midst of the effect kills its 
power. Except in very rare circumstances, one should never 
ever tell the story as they’re performing the effect. Instead- 
learn to set the scene. Grab a chair, sit center stage and relax 
into the moment. Dim the lights a bit, take the room in. 
NOW you can begin sharing your story.

#2) Expository dialogue is necessary, so stop 
abusing it! There are 2 primary ways to narrate 
actions during your performance:
Dictation: Verbally saying every action you're doing (I'll 
shuffle the cards, I'm going to place this card in my pocket, 
...)

Implication: Not having to narrate (verbally) but rather 
implying through actions/behavior (giving them the cards 
to shuffle, making a joke to imply you couldn't possibly 
know the word they are thinking of, ...)

This is so powerful as they now 
have gotten a peek into what 
they’ll be experiencing in a 
moment. It’s paramount that 
they go through both a high 
and low to balance out and 
“warm themselves up”."

Every magician that starts to get serious about scripting 
will instantly want to remove all dictation from their show. 
I used to be one of them. But I was dead wrong. My friend, 
mentor and Columbia University/NYU Screenwriting 
professor Loren-Paul Caplin was the first to point out to me 
why we use expository dialogue:

Dictation or “expository dialogue” serves to 
bring comfort to the experience.

Constantly remind yourself: most of your audience 
members don’t often see a complete stranger effortlessly 
reveal PIN numbers and bend metal with the power of their 
minds, so they need to be baby-stepped into the world 
they’re temporarily getting a peek into (and it’s ESSENTIAL 
that you’re giving them the impression they’re only peeking 
into it). It’s for that reason that dictating or “expository 
dialogue” is one of the simplest and best ways to achieve 
this, but in moderation.

I personally make sure that the first 1-2 effects of the show 
are strongest in dictation and I slowly and incrementally 
remove it entirely as the show progresses.

Great, let’s move on.

As promised, here’s one of my top 3 strategies to turn good 
reactions into incredible ones.

Ensure your spectators experience lesser 
versions (samples) of the emotions they’ll be 
feeling at the climax of the effect, before you’ve 
even begun the trick.

The best way I’ve found to do this is through what I call the 
“emotional massage”. Noticed how the reaction to your 
first effect is almost never as good as to the ones after it? 
Well, the emotional massage fixes this entirely and ensures 
they have been conditioned for optimal reactions before 
you’ve even begun the trick. Below is one example of the 
emotional massage in action through story structure:

Claim ===> Pause (Build tension). ===> Joke/explanation/
justification (Release tension) ===> Story ===> Begin the 
effect AT THE END of the story (begin the effect/bringing 
props into play during the last 1-2 sentences) ===> Effect 
===> Ending line before climax to bring it all together

This works because the claim grips them, intrigues them 
and builds tension. The pause heightens said tension and 
the joke serves to swiftly break it. This is so powerful as they 
now have gotten a peek into what they’ll be experiencing in 
a moment. It’s paramount that they go through both a high 
and low to balance out and “warm themselves up”.

Let me give you a practical example of how I’d script in the 
above fashion. For the sake of clarity, I’ll use a particularly 
bland story to illustrate my point and will resort to scripting 
it with the language of a 5 year old. Imagine my story is 
about turtles. Look out for at easily silence can build tension 
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and how much I’m able to milk it for all 
it’s worth.

My previous feat has just ended. I 
remain quiet for a few moments, the 
lights dim, I grab a chair from stage 
left and place it centerstage. I sit on it 
and, still silent, appear to contemplate 
and dwell on a thought. I’m about 
to say something, but seem to yet 
again be enthralled by the thought. 
I eventually look up, and utter one 
simple word. “Turtles”. The audiences 
laughs. I remain quiet. They laugh 
again. “Turtles are the sole reason 
why we are all here”. Awkward laugh. 
Sasha doesn’t laugh, his face remains 
serious. A few seconds go by. Tension 
builds. “No I’m just messing with you”. 
The whole audience (along with Sasha 
now) laugh.

Can you see how, through such 
(horrendous) scripting, I still managed 
to build a scene, create a moment, 
build loads of tension and get 2-3 
REAL laughs. One of the reasons why 
that was so powerful was because 
of the pattern interrupt at the very 
beginning. I personally am a very 
charismatic and seemingly erratic 
performer and the pattern interrupt of 
remaining silent, grabbing a chair and 
dwelling upon a thought is strong. So 
much tension is built here.

The lesson here is this: stop 
feeling like you need to be 

“smooth” with your transition 
between effects, since often 

times embracing the contrary 
can be so much more powerful.
So please, use pattern interrupts.

Before I let you go, as promised, here’s 
the most effective way I’ve found (so 
far!) to implement strong 
language into your 
performance. If you 
want to use swear 
words in your show/
story, it's important to 
consciously choose if 
you want them to either 
remember them: during 
the rest of the show (short 
run), forget them right 
after the story or remember 
them after they've left (long 
run).

Option 1) Use them towards 
the end of your story (in 
psychology, this is referred to 
as the recency effect) to ensure 
they’ll remember them longer.

Option 2) Use them in the middle 
of the story to ensure they won’t 
remember it.

Option 3) Use them at the very 
beginning of the story/show (in 
psychology, this is referred to as the 
primacy effect) to ensure they won’t 
remember it post-performance.

It's also important that when using 
them, your tone is non-reaction 
seeking, meaning it goes downwards 
at the tail end of the sentence.

 

But remember: if you are going to 
use strong language, use it extremely 
sparingly: the scarcity will make the 
times you do use it much stronger.
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I was naturally drawn to character-performances from 
the outset of my career, and heavily influenced by 
early visits to the theatre. The true magic of this type 

of performance made a big impact on me, and I dressed 
up as various characters for my early shows. My first two 
years of professional performing were with Boswell Willkie 
Circus in South Africa. I was fortunate to be in the show 
when theatre elements were brought into the circus and, 
as a result, I was cast as Dracula in an illusion act, as well as 
a Chinese character in my juggling act. After leaving the 
circus I migrated towards comedy and clowning. Over the 
years, I have formulated many characters for different roles 
and functions. 

I hope that the forthcoming series of articles will be of help 
in pointing the way for someone interested in creating a 
character act, or to improve on existing work. The subject is 
vast—as the performance genre encompasses both acting 
and theatrical elements—so it’s impossible to cover every-
thing comprehensibly and, like all things in life, practise 
makes perfect.  

Types of Character work 
I feel one has to differentiate between the two main forms 
of performances—the specialised act as seen at FISM, and 
the walk-about, interactive performance at a festival or 
themed function. The acting techniques I have used are 
applicable to both—but the type of the magic, if any, is 
dependent on the nature of the performance. 
In the following articles, I will concentrate on the walk-
about character from concept to formulation, as well 
offer basic acting techniques and topics pertinent to the 
subject. 

Is there and outlet for character work? 
Indeed, a lot of opportunities open up depending on your 
style and character. I obviously refer to my own experi-
ences here to name a few that I have performed at: casinos, 
corporate product launches or specialized theme func-
tions, shopping centre promotions, and social events such 
as Halloween, Christmas, and Easter. Fun runs and large 
bicycle races are also magnets for themed entertainers. 
Start with Google to formulate the look of the character. 
It is obviously easier to create a character that has been 
requested, rather than an open choice. The first thing to 

look at is the basic gestalt of the character. The same way 
a cartoonist will highlight certain features, you do the 
same with characters. Start by using Google to see what is 
out there. Collect as many pictures and photos that reso-
nate with you. Observation of cultural mannerisms can be 
studied with the help of You Tube. If it’s a talking character 
it is a good idea to learn a few basic phrases.  

Write a character résumé. 
I must have been performing for many years before find-
ing out about this technique. (I have honestly forgotten 
who told me about it.) In a nutshell, you write 
down key aspects of this new character. 
Play around with the traits I am sug-
gesting, and certainly add oth-
ers that you feel pertinent. To 
help you, I have filled in the 
aspects with my Crazy 
Business Character that 
developed over time. 
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CHARACTER: 
Crazy Businessman 
Type of performance: Walk-about 
Character Name: Mr Barnaby Smythe 
Place of Birth: Surrey, England 
Occupation: Insurance agent at Whil-
telsby and Newcombe—Insurance 
brokers 
Dress code: Sloppy 
Suit: Dark; Red tie; red braces; red 
handkerchief; Bowler hat; red or black 
shirt; sometimes he will wear a waist-
coat 
Props: Attaché brief case, umbrella 
Favourite food: Bananas and popcorn 
Character traits:  
• Very polite to ladies 
• Tries to maintain a smart, com-

posed attitude at all times—even 
when he walks into a wall or door.

• Life deals him weird situations, 
where inanimate objects always 
seem to attack him or cause em-
barrassing scenarios.  

• Strange magical occurrences keep 
him confused about his environ-
ment 

• Walks with purpose—but still 
walks into walls.

• Sneezes confetti. 
• The universe revolves around him; 

and he is most of the time in his 
own world, not noticing anybody 
around him. 

• Mostly silent, but will talk if neces-
sary in hot potato voice, or in 
gibberish 

• Integrate your skills. 

List your skills and see how 
they will be useful.
 These might be from alternative arts 
such as Juggling, stilt-walking, or even 
ventriloquism. 

You can bend the normal rules of 
what your character does and doesn’t 
do. Sometimes the more extreme the 
character is to normality, the funnier it 
can be. If you ride a unicycle, is it pos-
sible your businessman character can 
ride one too? 
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Place of Birth: Surrey, England 
Occupation: Insurance agent at Whil-
telsby and Newcombe—Insurance 
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Dress code: Sloppy 
Suit: Dark; Red tie; red braces; red 
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coat 
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Favourite food: Bananas and popcorn 
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List all your gags and situation-comedy routines that will fit the 
character. 
This gives you a framework onto which you can peg various gags and situations. 
Now you can ask yourself the following: 

1. What can I do with the items on him? E.g. BANANA: Eat the banana, use zip-
per banana, forget to peel the banana. Phone rings he uses the banana as 
phone 

2. How can I exaggerate a normal action? Braces get stretched. Umbrella opens 
continuously and it becomes a fight to keep it closed. A can of Coke magi-
cally appears in his shoe. 

3. What known gags or comical situations can you apply to the existing props? 
Floating suitcase mime act; take bowling ball from suitcase Take out a rac-
coon and shoot it with a cap pistol 

Add magical effects to the character. 
E.g. He uses well-known paper glue as a Chap Stick. The stick vanishes. His 
tongue now stretches, comes out completely. He glues it back in his mouth—but 
at an angle. Eventually tongue is fixed. 
He tries to roll a cigarette (right next to a No Smoking sign) 
The paper bursts into flames, the lighter he borrows disappears. He opens his 
Fire Wallet to pay for the lighter, but the wallet bursts into flames. (In the old days 
he would light the cigarette from the wallet and then vanish it.) He can make the 
cigarette vanish and appear continuously. He places cigarettes into his bowler. 
They vanish and turn into a red sponge ball. Ball vanishes and reappears. Ball is 
placed in mouth as if to eat it. He pulls a face, removes ball, but another appears. 

This character is solely for a walk-about situation-type character—but the prin-
ciples I have mention apply to a stand-up show as well. 

Imagine a pirate show. Create the character as suggested. 

Brainstorm pirate props and the ones that can be linked to known magic props. 
I have kept the actual show ideas sketchy, as the idea of this article is just to get 
you thinking. I hope this character-creating idea is useful—it has been for me. 
My business character developed over a long time, with gags developing as I 
added a new item of clothing or specific props to his appearance. He didn’t have 
an umbrella until much later. The props in the suitcase changed over time, and 
aren’t fixed. I enjoy keeping this part pretty loose, so that new ideas are created. 
Sometimes spontaneous comedy situations will happen which can be recreated. 
I suggest using Mind Maps to literally map-out the gags and sequences. I found 
that you can visualise links on the Mind Map to certain props and gags that 
would otherwise take a lot of performing time to link together spontaneously. 
This allows you to go over the character when at home, and create new situa-
tions. I know my subconscious works on this, and I don’t need to put too much 
thought into it any more. 

Create small comedy-situation sets which have a distinct beginnings and ends. 
Perform these within the show. For example, I draw attention to my shoe, and 
that there is something in it that is bothering me. I proceed to take my shoe off 
and tip out maybe confetti (visual) or a large coin (audible). The surprise is when I 
look up and there is a can of Coke in my shoe. I now carry on with show. 

The next article will cover the inner scripting vital to the integrity of the charac-
ter. 

I invite you to watch my ‘Yuri the Waiter’ character linked below. For comments 
and feedback, please do not hesitate to e-mail or leave a comment on the Vanish 
Facebook site. 
info@colinunderwood.co.za  www.colinunderwood.co.za 
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“IF YOU CAN MAKE THINGS APPEAR 
AND DISAPPEAR IN A SET THAT ISN’T 
EVEN BLACK THAT IS HOW YOU WOW AN 
AUDIENCE.”

I hope you’ve been enjoying my recent 
article on magic and it’s influence in 
arts and entertainment.  If you missed 
one of the article, make sure you get 

a back issue to get the full insight of this 
series.

It’s been truly enlightening to see 
how magic methods, psychological 
principles, illusion theory, or magic 
theming has made its way into different 
fields beyond what you might normally 
define as a typical magic show.

We are very pleased to have Andy 
Walmsley as our guest.  You have no 
doubt seen his work on many of the 
most popular competition, awards 
shows, and game shows on television.

Andy is a big fan of magic and he has 
so much perceptiveness to offer our 
profession.  

It has been my goal with this column 
to help magicians move magic in the 
realm of a respected art form.  The 

information you are about to read is 
extremely valuable could really be useful 
advice to performers willing to move our 
industry forward artistically.

Thanks, Andy, for taking the time to 
answer some questions for our Vanish 
Magazine readers from around the world.  
I’m very pleased and excited to have you 
in the magazine. 

VANISH -- Many people are probably 
familiar with your work even if they 
don’t know you by name.   Could you 
begin by telling us about your work as 
a production designer?  Is it true that 
magician Paul Daniels had something to 
do with your start?

ANDY - I am pretty unique for a couple of 
reasons, firstly I design for many different 
genres.  Most designers specialize, but 
I have designed for Broadway musicals, 
theater tours, Las Vegas, TV, circus, ice 
shows, architecture, cruise ships, theme 
parks and of course I have designed 
magic illusions. 

PHOTO:Millionaire set

Andy Walmsley 
Magic in Production Design
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“ The face is 
the mirror of 
the mind, and 
eyes without 

speaking 
confess the 

secrets of the 
heart.
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Secondly, I’m unique because I 
started so young.  I designed my first 
Broadway musical when I was 21, 
making me the youngest designer 
ever to work on Broadway.  

And, I designed my first TV show 
for legendary British magician Paul 
Daniels when I was just 15 years old.

V - Can you tell us a little bit about 
some of your most well known 
projects and how they affected your 
career? You are now a superstar in the 
production design world.

Superstar might be pushing it a bit, 
LOL.  But, I have been lucky to do a few 
landmark shows. 

In theater, my two biggies would be 
Buddy the Buddy Holly story which 
was a musical that played in New York, 
London and 20 other countries. It is 

the 4th longest running musical of all 
time in London. 

I also designed the very famous British 
musical Blood Brothers in several 
countries and on Broadway. 

For TV, I designed many legendary 
shows in the UK and here in the 
States I have done American Idol, 
America’s Got Talent, So You Think You 
Can Dance and Who Wants to be a 
Millionaire, plus many more. 

My sets are seen in the Oscar winning 
movie Slumdog Millionaire, my 
original Idol judges desk is in the 
Smithsonian and I won an Emmy for 
American Idol… you know, you may 
be right I am a legend. LOL.

V - Also, what do you like about magic 
and what drew you to it in the first 
place?

A - re magic.. i guess its the closest tie 
in between performing and set design 
because no other form of performance 
depends so much on physical built 
props and elements to be able to 
perform… i cant think of any other 
performer that so needs a designer / 
builder to help them to perform

V - Are there any components in scenic 
design that if you know more, the 
illusion may be destroyed?  Similar to 
knowing the method of a magic effect.

I love doing forced perspective in 
scenery, but in terms of my work with 
magicians I was taught a huge amount 
from Paul Daniels and his magic 
consultant Ali Bongo. They taught 
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me so much about load space and 
deceptive art direction that can make 
boxes look smaller. 

Paul Daniels once sat me down and 
showed me the best way to do a trap 
door in a stage that is so deceptive you 
cant even see the join 6 inches away. 
We did a lot of those for the various TV 
shows I did for him which was totally 
unnecessary for TV. Especially since 
that was before HD and giant screens 
at home have become the norm.   But, 
that is what Paul was all about.  It was 
important to him to make it believable 
not just for the TV audience, but the 
studio audience and even the camera 
crew. 

I did a mirror tube for him once. It was 
a traditional British red pay phone 
box that was shown to be empty 
then a bunch of dancers came out of 
it.  We did a grid scenic wall 20 feet or 
so upstage of it and had a standard 

mirror tube feeding the girls thru the 
wall into the back of the phone box. 

Paul insisted when I had it built 
that the mirror was front silvered 
as opposed to regular mirror where 
the actual mirror silver is at the back 
behind the clear glass where it is 
protected. This was a headache for 
me because front silvered mirror 
can scratch so I had to have a soft 
protective fabric cover made for 
transport and for storage backstage. 
We had to handle it so carefully, but 
he was convinced that front silvered 
mirror works better because you don’t 
get the optical double image that rear-
silvered mirrors create. (Because you 
are seeing the reflection thru the 1/4 
inch glass) 

It did look amazing up-close, but for 
TV it really wasn’t necessary. Paul was 
a perfectionist and that is why he was 
the best in the UK.

V - How important is scenic design in 
an illusion to make a space smaller or 
larger? How can you manipulate the 
square box to increase deceptiveness?

I have designed illusions for Kevin 
James, Dirk Arthur, Rick Thomas and 
builder Tim Clothier.  Although I know 
a lot of tricks of the trade, those guys 
were all helpful in teaching me more 
art / decorative tricks that can make a 
load space look smaller.

V - Does black art or the use of 
black come into play to hide certain 
elements?

Personally I hate black art. I feel it is 
the lazy magicians method to hiding 
things from the audience. 
My favorite magic show of all time 
was Siegfried and Roy and the set 
was designed by my hero British set 
designer, John Napier. 
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I’M SICK OF 
SEEING STAGE 

HANDS IN BLACK 
PANTS AND TEE 

SHIRTS PUSHING 
CABINETS ON AND 

OFF STAGE.”

“
John nixed the idea of black drapes instantly and did 
a Rear-Projection material upside down giant bowl.  
Sure, it would go dark occasionally but they never had 
the safety net of a black velour curtain.  And, in my 
mind that fools the audience much more.

If you can make things appear and disappear in a set 
that isn’t even black that is how you WOW an audience. 

Personally, I’d love to do a white set for magic. I know it 
can be done.  You can use smoke, lights as blinders to 
misdirect the audience and mirrors can hide anything 
if the shape of the set is clever, even if it’s white. 
The use of the upside down bowl on Siegfried and Roy 
was genius when it came to mirror illusions.

V - You use a lot of lighted lines to define spaces, frame 
elements, or outline portions of the set.  Something 
that wasn’t easily possible before LED’s became 
common.  They seem like mini light boxes that can be 
curved and shaped in any way and color-changed just 
like the stage lighting.  What effects are achieved with 
the use of these?  

OMG, I’m so guilty of over using this relatively new 
technology. I always used a lot of light-boxes and 
neon, but now you can do super thin light-boxes that 
can’t easily be broken and can change color. 
From a magic perspective this hasn’t been fully 
explored on props yet. A one-inch line of light on the 
front of a box can really blur the audiences’ eyes into 
thinking the box is smaller. Then, on a cue the light can 
bump up to 100% brightness just as the girl jumps out.

V - With so many ways of changing the coloring of your 
sets, how important is color in creating the mood of a 
show?  And, if those changes can affect emotion, do 
you feel that the set can become a character of its own 
in the show?
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I rarely get involved with picking colors 
these days. Before all this LED ribbon 
technology I would choose a neon 
color and of course, you where stuck 
with it for the whole show. Now that 
the fake neon or LED light-boxes can 
change color in a snap, it’s all down to 
the lighting designer. 

It is a shame that it has taken some 
control away from me.  I’ve yet to meet 
a lighting guy who can restrain himself 
and not scroll through a million colors 
in a 3-minute routine.

V - I’ve heard that you dislike the 
over-use of video screens, video walls 
and IMAG.  What is the main reason 
for your dislike of this being used in 
productions?

Ughhh…. Don’t start me off. I used to 
design scenery, now I design a great 
looking floor and place video screens 
around it and the video content 
creator usually fills them with crappy 
stock video loops.

Such a shame it has totally destroyed 
the art of production design in TV. 
Luckily it hasn’t fully taken hold in 
theater yet, so when I do theater I still 
get to be creative. 

I’m doing Love Boat the Musical for 
Broadway at the moment, and it’s a 
big budget show with real traditional 
scenery and lots of automation.

V - Can a set become a magician?  Is 
it possible to create a magical feeling 
through set design?  I’m not thinking 
in the literal sense of practical illusions 
involving performers floating or 
disappearing, but the set actual 
giving the experience or feeling of 
these effects.  Can there be illusions 
like levitation, appearance, vanish, 
transposition, penetration?  

Well, this goes back to automation. 
It has frustrated me that no one 
other than Siegfried and Roy has yet 
utilized real Broadway musical style 
automation where props and large 
scale illusions glide into place.

I’m sick of seeing stage hands in black 
pants and tee shirts pushing cabinets 
on and off stage. It’s the 21st century 
and automation is cheaper than you 
would think. 

Nothing would look better than a 
cabinet gliding on stage while rotating 
coming to a graceful stop beside the 
magician.  Then, the doors opens 
automatically just in time for him to 
help the girl inside.

V - How does your own personality, 
interests and sense of humor find a 
way into your set designs?  Have you 
put in a hidden Easter Egg personal 
joke that made it into a design that 
makes you laugh or those “in the 
know"?

Well, I’m British and therefore I have a 
wacky sense of humor… I have done 
a few zany sets for Nickelodeon kids 
shows.

I also designed two attractions at 
Disneyworld in Orlando. For the 
‘AMERICAN IDOL EXPERIENCE‘, which 
was an attraction at the Disney Studios 
theme park.  I added my own ‘ Hidden 
Mickey’. 

This is a phenomenon of designers 
hiding hard-to-find designs that look 
like Mickey Mouse.  There are even 
books for sale about how to find these 
throughout the Disney parks and 
attractions.

For fun, I also put my phone number 
(the old UK one) on a few musical 
theater sets, in graffiti and even on 
backdrops.

V - Copperfield has used a lighted 
edge to create a line to visually create 
a thinner base.  Do you think the use 
of LED’s and edges could or should be 
used more in magic prop design?

I have become fairly friendly with 
David, he is fascinated by my work but 
has yet to ask me to work with him. 

He, of course, has always been at the 
forefront and as mentioned earlier 
he is now using led trim on props.  
But, I still think it can be done more 
effectively and you don’t even need 
Copperfield’s budget to use it because 
it is so inexpensive now.

V - Is there something in illusion design 
that you would like to see happen to 
keep stage illusions current or ahead 
of the curve in the entertainment 
industry?  And, do you feel that 
Criss Angel, Copperfield, Dynamo, 
the Ehrlich Brothers or any other 
performers are heading in the right 
direction?

Honestly, I feel its gone backwards. 

I grew up with magicians as a kid and 
even considered becoming one when 
I was young, so I’ve always been very 
in-tune with what’s going on in magic.

When I first saw Siegfried and Roy 
at the Mirage, (only a month after 
it opened) I couldn't believe that 
FINALLY someone had re-invented the 
presentation particularly scenically of a 
magic show.

You would expect, wouldn't you, 
that every major magic show in the 
following decades would try to out-do 
each other and I have not seen that. 

I was particularly disappointed with 
Criss Angel’s show because he brought 
in Mark Fisher who was one of the best 
designers in the world. Other than the 
stunning proscenium arch, it’s just a 
‘black box’ up-stage more or less. 

If I were Criss or David, I would be hell 
bent on breaking the mold.  Especially 
with the money they have to play with. 
Not just with the props or the magic, 
but with the set.  

The one magic show I REALLY would 
kill to design is an illusion magic show 
in the round, truly in the round in a 
purpose built room.  I know David did 
it on his last special, but there was 
some cheating there and it was TV. 
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I’M SICK OF 
SEEING STAGE 

HANDS IN BLACK 
PANTS AND TEE 

SHIRTS PUSHING 
CABINETS ON AND 

OFF STAGE.”

“
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can be done.  You can use smoke, lights as blinders to 
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if the shape of the set is clever, even if it’s white. 
The use of the upside down bowl on Siegfried and Roy 
was genius when it came to mirror illusions.
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elements, or outline portions of the set.  Something 
that wasn’t easily possible before LED’s became 
common.  They seem like mini light boxes that can be 
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the use of these?  

OMG, I’m so guilty of over using this relatively new 
technology. I always used a lot of light-boxes and 
neon, but now you can do super thin light-boxes that 
can’t easily be broken and can change color. 
From a magic perspective this hasn’t been fully 
explored on props yet. A one-inch line of light on the 
front of a box can really blur the audiences’ eyes into 
thinking the box is smaller. Then, on a cue the light can 
bump up to 100% brightness just as the girl jumps out.

V - With so many ways of changing the coloring of your 
sets, how important is color in creating the mood of a 
show?  And, if those changes can affect emotion, do 
you feel that the set can become a character of its own 
in the show?
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I rarely get involved with picking colors 
these days. Before all this LED ribbon 
technology I would choose a neon 
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with it for the whole show. Now that 
the fake neon or LED light-boxes can 
change color in a snap, it’s all down to 
the lighting designer. 

It is a shame that it has taken some 
control away from me.  I’ve yet to meet 
a lighting guy who can restrain himself 
and not scroll through a million colors 
in a 3-minute routine.
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for your dislike of this being used in 
productions?
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V - How does your own personality, 
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joke that made it into a design that 
makes you laugh or those “in the 
know"?
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Mickey’. 
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books for sale about how to find these 
throughout the Disney parks and 
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backdrops.
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I’m talking about a Vegas magic illusion show in the 
round. It can be done. I know it can.

V - What advice would you give to magicians & 
illusionists to make their stage look more professional 
or exciting to audiences?  Is the addition of production 
value a missing element in the magic industry?

If you are a regular magician without the biggest of 
budgets and can’t afford a full set I would say at least 
have a proscenium arch built, particularly one with 
lights in it.  
There is nothing better to frame a show and fool the 
audience that there is actually a full set up there than a 
nice arch. 

But also it can help blur the eyes to disguise what is 
going on up-stage if it has lights built in.

These are some wonderful observations from a 
creative, knowledgeable, experienced, progressive, 
and open-minded designer who really understands the 
power of visuals and magic.  The advice and expertise 
shared here should become a starting point for the 
future of illusion presentation.

Vanish Magazine has been ground-breaking in its 
approach to content and how a magic magazine 
is distributed.  I’ve been fortunate in my column to 
interview true visionaries that can help progress our 
art form with influences beyond the magic book, magic 
convention, or magic shop.

Please take this enlightened information and continue 
to bring our art forward.

Read more about Andy Walmsley and his work at: 
WWW.ANDYWALMSLEY.COM

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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PRODUCING 
YOUR OWN SHOW

BEN WHITING

So you have scheduled a meeting with a venue 
owner/event planner, be it at a boutique hotel, vine-
yard, or an event space in a craft cocktail lounge, 
what the heck do you say at the meeting? I’ll tell 

you the LAST thing you want to say is, “I have a great show 
tons of people will come to see and then they’ll become 
your customers!” Venue owners hear this ALL the time from 
amateur bands and bad comics. It’s a weak sales pitch and 
doesn’t require any thought. The only thing worse than this 
is excitedly talking about the effects in your show. This is 
something only magicians tend to do and it’s ineffective at 
best and annoying at worst. Praise be to Vernon though, 
because there is another option! 

What Venue owners rarely see are bands/comics/magicians 
that prioritize helping the venue. Zig Ziglar said you can 
get anything you want by helping others get what they 
want.  This is our new mantra. When people believe you 
truly care about them (and you aren’t annoying about it) 
they will start to care about you and want to help you. With 
this in mind we have to figure out how a magic show can 
truly help the venues we approach. It will be different for 
each venue, but it’s relatively easy to figure out when we 
combine common sense with a little research. 

First the common sense… To help any venue you simply 
need to ask yourself, “How does this venue make money?” 
Keep in mind that getting people in a bar, does NOT make 
that bar money. Selling drinks makes the bar money. Event 
planners don’t need people to see an event space, they 
need people to book an event space. Vineyards don’t need 
people to be entertained, they need people to by bottles 
of wines and memberships to join their wine club. This is 
what we must always keep in mind when talking to venue 
owners and event planners. 

Second the research… No matter what the venue is start 
by finding out any interesting history you can about it. 
How long it’s been around? Is it family owned? Where does 

the name of the venue come from? Are there any interest-
ing stories about it or the people that work there?

Now let’s do some specific research on how venues make 
money… If they sell drinks, what are the signature cock-
tails, beers, and/or wine vintages? What are the ingredi-
ents? Are they made in a cool way? (The place I work burns 
wood chips and infuses the smoke into a bourbon-based 
cocktail right in front of you) Do they pair well with certain 
types of food (specifically food the venue serves)? How 
often do the signature cocktails/taps change? And my 
favorite question - What are your favorite drinks and why? 
It’s research my fellow magi, so call up some friends and 

Why would a person in charge of a venue need a magic show?
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invite them to research with 
you. Ask your them what  
their favorite drinks are and 
why, and remember it. 

If you’re meeting with 
boutique hotel, find these 
answers out about the hotel 
restaurant/bar.
If you’re meeting at an event 
space with multiple rooms 
for events, find out which 
rooms will fit your show, 
then find out which of those 
rooms they book the LEAST 
(this is the room you’re 
going to book yourself in), 
and find out what interest-
ing events have happened 
there in the past year or so. 

Prepared with all these answers, 
you’re ready for your meeting with 
the owner/booker of the venue. Start 
the meeting off by letting them know 
you’re a customer and you really like 
what they’re doing. If it’s a bar or res-
taurant tell them you and your friends 
hang out there because of the great 
atmosphere and the drinks. Then tell 
him what drinks you like and why. Ask 
intelligent questions about the his-
tory based on what you read. Keep it 
conversational and DO NOT describe 
or perform a magic effect unless you 
are asked to.

What you ARE going to describe is 
how you’re excited to tell people at 
your show about the amazing drinks/
wines/memberships/event space/etc. 
so they can have the great experience 
you’ve already had. How will you do 
this? Here is a list of things I’ve done 
that have gone over well. 

-Make a featured drink or bottle of 
wine appear. To do this I’ve used 
David Stone’s Splash or Thom 
Peterson’s Cheers, but there a loads 
(no pun intended) of effects and 
methods.
-Promote other events happening at 
the venue. To do this I’ve incorporated 
the info into a storytelling deck rou-
tine. 
-Promote features of the room itself 
while performing a helstromism act.
-Promote and describe drinks using 
Promystic’s Taste 2.0 or a standard 
blindfold routine
-Get people to scream the name of 

the venue using Mark Wilson’s Bingo

It’s ideas like this that will let the 
owner/booker know you understand 
what their business is all about and 
raise your value. It will also make 
you stand out as an entertainer who 
doesn’t just want to put themselves 
on a pedestal and more importantly 
will make you likable. 

Once you’ve planted a few of these 
ideas ask the owner/booker what they 
think and if they have anything else 
they’d like you to communicate or 
accomplish with your show. Listen to 
what they say. If they come up with a 
good idea for a presentation tell them 
it’s great. If they have a problem that 
needs a solution tell them you’re con-
fident you can come up with one. Just 
keep in mind you need to deliver on 
this when the time comes.

As for negotiating money, we’d all 
love it if we could get a 80/20 ticket 
split right off the bat, but it rarely 
happens unless you already have an 
established show and a following out-
side your friends and family. Odds are 
you’ll need to do what I did the first 
time and actually rent the venue for 
a show or two. Let the owner/booker 
know that you don’t want him to have 
any risk at all to start, and you under-
stand most people don’t realize there 
is such a thing as a good magician 
or a fun magic show for people over 
the age of 30. After you knock these 
shows out of the park, and get what 
you need to market future shows, 

ABOUT
BEN
Ben Whiting is an award win-
ning actor, magician, and play-
wright who lives in Traverse 
City, Michigan with his beauti-
ful wife and very good dog. He 
makes his living as a profes-
sional speaker and corporate 
entertainer throughout the US. 
In his spare time he enjoys rain-
drops on roses and whiskers on 
kittens, bright copper kettles 
and warm woolen mittens, 
brown paper packages tied up 
with string, whiskey and Bruce 
Springsteen. 

To learn more visit benwhiting.com

we’ll negotiate a ticket split. For now, 
book a date and start preparing an 
amazing setlist. 

Next time we’ll discuss marketing the 
show itself and some strategies we can 
use to make sure the owner/booker 
wants you to stay. 
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John Carney wrote “There’s not one great secret  ... there’s a great many little ones” in his fabulous book Carneycopia,  
while talking about the many people who approached Dai Vernon hoping for the “One Great Secret” to help 
their magic.  And it’s just as true in creating success in your magic career as it is in creating success in your magic 
performance. Here are ten little secrets...

TEN 
LITTLE 
SECRETS

TIMOTHY
HYDE

"Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment."  Jim Rohn

Weekly One thing

In the last edition we talked about the 
power of having an Accountability 
Buddy and I mentioned a specific tool, 
The Weekly One Thing. 

This concept is used by a lot of Business 
Coaches, Membership Sites and Master-
mind Groups. But it's an easy exercise to 
do by yourself and is very effective.  

Note - this is a bit different to the con-
cept put forward by Gary Keller in his 
bestselling book The One Thing, though 
it does have many similarities.
You decide  ....  What's the ONE THING 
that you could knock off in the next 
week that would have the most impact 
on your business?

Not too big that you won't complete it.  
Not too small that you'll knock it off too 
easily.  
And commit to it! This could be to your 
accountability buddy or partner,  or just 

written up on your White Board, 
daily task list or Journal.

Then in the hurly burly of life 
- doing shows, your domestic 
duties and running your office, 
you can still keep your main 
important projects moving  
forwards.

Check on progress each day or 
at very least half way through 
the week. Block out time to 
make it happen.

And make a big deal of it when 
you do knock it off. Keep a 
record of your progress through 
the year.

One of the important aspects of 
this is the Domino effect. Each 
week the momentum picks up 
both with the activities you are 
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getting done but also with your own sense of accomplish-
ment and confidence.

Remember though, when choosing your Task, size is not 
really the important thing here. It's the impact that it will 
have.

Making that one phone call that you've been putting off for 
months because it scares you, may have much more impact 
on your business than spending the whole week designing 
a new webpage.

Going to a networking event may have more impact than 
spending all week working on a new routine.

After 52 weeks you'll be amazed at the power of this one 
simple tool. 

Two useful extra tools to help your progress  - 
Check out the Impact Ease Grid concept  to help pinpoint 
your Weekly One Thing. 
Check out the Seinfeld Tracker to keep a track of progress. 

IMAGINE being able to perform at 
least SIX DIFFERENT routines from 
one pocket calendar.

Created by  Paul  Romhany &  Mike  Maione

Now available at your favorite MM dealer. Visit www.murphysmagic.com for more.

...every trick

revealed...

Now you can

perform the

routine that
went viral.

T h e  D r e a m  A c t
by Shin Lim

Both of these can be found at http://www.magiccoach.com/
vanish 

Who is Timothy Hyde

Timothy Hyde has been a full time performer since 1977 
and is widely acknowledged as one of Australia's busiest 
and most successful magicians. A wide ranging career has 
taken him through street performance, comedy clubs, 
theme parks, trade shows and casino seasons. He now 
works almost exclusively in the corporate sector, both 
speaking and entertaining, with an occasional cruise ship 
assignment.

His online MagicCoach project, running since 1999, includ-
ing a free newsletter, manuscripts and unique products can 
be found here      http://www.MagicCoach.com  
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An Interview with YouTube Magicain 
Chris Ballinger

By Nickle Van Wormer

What is the first thought that comes 
to mind when you hear the phrase 
“YouTube magic?” To find out what 

magicians think of when they hear that phrase 
I took the question to social media. Within 
minutes of posting the question on a magician 
only social media site, the opinions and 
thoughts started popping up. The majority of 
the magicians who responded did not express a 
positive outlook on YouTube magic. Some of the 
topics addressed included exposure, whether 
intentional or unintentional, and the poor 
quality of YouTube magical performances. Caleb 
Sheptock humorously, yet accurately described 
YouTube magic as, “Crotch videos haha.” 
However, as the discussion thread progressed, a 
valid point was brought up that YouTube magic 
is not intended for magicians. So while it appears 
that many magicians do not hold YouTube magic 
in very high esteem, and for good reasons, does 
magic performance have a place on YouTube? If 
so, what could it look like? 

Chris Ballinger is what I would call a five threat 
(nod to Miranda Sings). He is a New York Times 
bestselling Author, television producer and 
writer, magic creator, magician, and YouTuber. 
However, when I asked him which of his 
professions he would choose, if he could only 
choose one, he answered “a stay at home dad.” I 
was first acquainted with Chris through YouTube 
when he worked for the online magic shop 
Magic Geek.  At that time Chris was performing 
YouTube magic for magicians, in the form of 
straight forward magic trick demonstrations.  As 
time went on Chris and his coworkers started 
creating YouTube sketches such as the Geek 
Report featuring characters, such as Terry 
Rinclnoggen. The concept behind the Magic 
Geek videos was to connect with magicians to 
help Magic Geek sell magic. Chris stated that, 
“I didn’t get the six hundred and something 
thousand subscribers that I have now at Magic 

Geek. But I wasn’t using it for that. I was using 
it to talk to magicians and engage with people 
aspiring to be magicians. I didn’t want it to 
appeal to everybody.” In 2014 Magic Geek closed 
its cyberspace doors and Chris found himself 
unemployed. “I had other job offers in the magic 
industry, which was wonderful and flattering. 
But my wife and I decided we wanted to try and 
just focus on our YouTube channel and see if we 
could make it work.” The transition to full-time 
YouTuber didn’t come easy, and it definitely 
did not happen overnight. Chris explained that 
when they embraced the decision to do YouTube 
as a job, they had to sell their house, “because it 
[YouTube] wasn’t supporting the family. It wasn’t 
enough money to feed everybody.” Chris faced 
this challenge with a very optimistic attitude. 
“Jobs are temporary and so I’ve always kind of 
embraced getting laid off [laughs]. Obviously 
that door’s closed. What door can I either kick 
open, or is already open there for me.” 

https://youtu.be/zg9x3zREeRo

“Chris stated that, “I didn’t get the six hundred and something 
thousand subscribers that I have now at Magic Geek. But I wasn’t 
using it for that. I was using it to talk to magicians and engage 
with people aspiring to be magicians. I didn’t want it to appeal to 
everybody.”
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Using many of the skills he developed while make videos 
for Magic Geek, Chris started creating a YouTube channel 
that encouraged the viewers to interact with him. Magic 
Mondays started out as a give and take between Chris and 
his viewers. The viewers would give suggestions about 
what objects Chris should use for his next magic video, and 
Chris would then either invent or find a magic trick that 
“corresponded with one of the suggestions.” Here is an early 
Magic Monday video. 

https://youtu.be/N437-3C1kPM?list=PLzRMyi4UlEG8jnRD2p
BQZSZuPGHsXvmOu

Chris looks back at these beginning days as being fun and 
challenging but ultimately it became too much to create or 
find an object specific trick each week. Interestingly, Chris 
has taken the concept of asking viewers for suggestions 
and incorporated it into a live show. “I had people put stuff 

in a bucket and I did a trick with something out of the 
bucket.” Chris has stopped the suggestion aspect of Magic 
Mondays, but that does not eliminate the issue of having 
a performance worthy effect ready each week. “A lot of it is 
just pulling from the Magic Geek Days. I did so many demo 
videos for them…I’m not very well versed at the new magic 
that’s coming out at this point, but anything that came out 
before two thousand fourteen I can tell you who invented it, 
where it came from, who’s distributing it, and I read all the 
manuscripts and watched all the DVD’s. I had to because I 
was posting three magic videos a week on Magic Geek.” 

There is still an element of interaction in the Magic Monday 
video, but now it comes in the form of interacting with 
other YouTubers. Chris attributes his high number of 
subscribers to both viewer interaction, and YouTuber 
collaboration. “For the most part early on it was 
collaborating with people and being interactive. I really 
think that what I designed with Magic Mondays, in those 
early days, really helped us reach that hundred thousand 
subscriber mark very quickly.” Watching his Magic Monday 
videos, you will be introduced to non-magic YouTubers. One 
such YouTuber is GloZell Green, who currently has over four 
million subscribers. If there is one Magic Monday video you 
have seen, chances are it was the one with GloZell and the 
spider.  Here is the video ..
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had to learn. It was posted on multiple, 
multiple sites, and one of the sites had 
over a hundred million views on the 
video – that’s a lot.” Chris explained to 
me that YouTube has rules and enforces 
rules about stealing content, but that 
Facebook is “a different beast.” He went 
on to say that “Facebook, traditionally, 
has been very, very slow taking down 
stolen content…I think things are 
shifting there, but that was a huge issue 
with that video in particular. The views 
were not going to my channel; they 
were going to other people’s Facebook 
accounts.”

As mentioned earlier, the magicians 
who responding to my question about 
YouTube magic, did point out that 
magic on YouTube is not normally for 
magicians. This is the case with Magic 
Mondays. Unlike the magic demo 
videos Chris made for Magic Geek, 
Magic Monday performances are for 
non-magicians. In fact, because of the 
collaboration with other YouTubers, 
Magic Mondays actually has two 
separate audiences, the views and the 
YouTubers Chris is performing live for.  

Except for the spider trick with Glozell, 
Chris says he chooses a trick that fits 
the specific YouTuber. Again, his time 
spent making magic demo videos 
comes into play. “I have this huge 
database in my brain, that sometimes 
fails me, but for the most part I’m 
able to pull up different things I can 
do each week. Which is really helpful 
for me because I can cater it to who 
I’m performing for.” As a magician 
watching the Magic Monday videos, 
I couldn’t help but wonder how 
authentic the reactions are that Chris 
gets from the other YouTubers. Watch 
a YouTuber react to Chris’s magic. 

https://youtu.be/WjWzDOZmmxU

 While this video generated a lot of views on social 
media, I was surprised to discover that it did not 
boost the Magic Monday subscription base. Chris 
explained why this happened, getting into some 
of the more technical aspects of social media. “It 
was one of those one-off videos, and it went more 
viral on Facebook from people that had stolen the 
video from me and reposted it on Facebook than 
it did on YouTube, or on my Facebook. Someone 
smarter than me edited it down and posted a clip 
and stole a lot of views. Which was a lesson that I 
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Chris with his children 
on the set of Haters 
Back off.

Chris at VidCon

Chris was very candid about the 
reactions he gets. “I think most 
YouTubers are an exaggeration 
of themselves. So yes, they’re real 
responses, but it’s that kind of bigger 
than life mentality. I get the comment 
from them, after I do a trick for them, 
that it’s nice that they don’t have to 
put out as much as they normally do.” 
An example of a completely authentic 
reaction is Chris’s after performing the 
spider trick to GloZell. “The biggest 
reaction I got was from GloZell, and 
that one frightened me because she’s 
a good friend of mine. I thought I had 
ruined the friendship. If you go back 
and watch it, I am shrinking. I actually 
thought I had – I saw her yesterday so 
we're all good – but I thought in that 
moment ‘what have I done?’” 

Being unfamiliar with the 
interworking’s of YouTube I wanted 
to know how people make a living off 
of YouTube? “That’s the number one 

dreaded question I get at parties when 
I tell people what I do.” Chris explained 
that there are a couple of ways to 
generate income from YouTube. First, 
you can generate content that is 
brand friendly. YouTube will then sell 
add space on the video. A monetary 
percentage of the click rate on the 
add goes to the channel owner. “So 
anytime you see an add at the bottom 
of the screen, or an add plays before a 
video there’s a very small percentage 
of that coming back to the creator, 
and you need a lot of views and a lot 
of clicks to make any sort of money 
there.” A second way is to do brand 
deals with companies. “A company 
will approach us and say will you 
promote this thing for certain amount 
of minutes on your channel, and they 
pay a fee. There’s a whole business side 
of it, that kind of goes hand in hand 
with the creative side of it, and if you 
embrace both sides you can make a 
living.” 

There’s no question that Chris has 
embraced performing magic on 
YouTube, but at the same time he is 
aware of the criticisms surrounding it. 
“It’s the same type of thing as magic 
and television when that was being 
debated, like ‘is that going to work out.’ 
It will work if you do the right kind of 
magic to the right kind of people, and 
frame it the right way.”  “Social media 
can be a fantastic tool. And tools can 
hurt you if you use them wrong. So 
as long as you look at it as a tool, as 
a way to engage with your audience, 
to reach an audience, and know what 
the end result of that tool is, then it 
can be a useful tool.” Chis believes 
that it is important to match your 
content to the proper tool, and went 
on to explain the considerations when 
using different social media platforms. 
“If you think about Facebook, how 
Facebook video works – I’m going 
to get technical here – a Facebook 
video auto plays without sound. So if 

Chris with his son Parker 
on the set of Haters 
Back off.
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you're scrolling through you’re going 
to see something without sound, so 
what’s going to work in this realm 
is something that is a bit flashier 
that catches your attention, that 
encourages you turn on the sound, 
to click on the video, to like the video. 
Something that grabs your attention 
without any words or any music right 
from the start. So that type of video 
is going to work better on Facebook. 
On YouTube it’s the content, who’s in 
it and what your thumbnail looks like, 
that’s what gets clicks there, because 
it doesn’t auto play. You have to click 
on something in order to open the 
video…so there’s different strategies 
for both of those mediums. The 
same thing with Snapchat, I’m sure 
there’s magicians that are killing it 
on Snapchat, it’s hard to tell because 
those videos go away right away…it’s 
all sort of like knowing the medium 
and being able to cater your magic 
and your presentation to that. And it 
was the same way when magic went 
on television. Certain tricks looked like 
camera tricks…I think magic is the 
thing that survives. Not necessarily 
the way that it’s transmitted to people. 
That’s my take on social media and 
magic.”

For anyone thinking of making a 
career as a YouTuber, or social media 
magician, it is important to understand 
that as successful as Chris has been 
with YouTube, he has other income 
apart from his YouTube channel. 
However, some of his additional 
projects do stem directly from his 
work with YouTube. Chris co-wrote 
with his sister Colleen, who is also a 
YouTuber, a book which became a #1 
New York Times Best Seller. The book 
is titled Selp-Helf by Maranda Sings. 
Maranda is a character Colleen created 
and performs as on YouTube. Colleen’s 
YouTube performances as Miranda has 
led to her performing on the Tonight 
Show, Comedians in Cars Getting 
Coffee and multiple live venues. Chris 
has been working with his sister along 
the way as a writer for the different 
Miranda projects. Their latest joint 
venture has been taking Maranda to 
television. Haters Back Off is a Netflix 
Original that premiers on October 
14th. Chris is a writer and Executive 
Producer for the series which is about 
the wacky world of Maranda Sings. (By 

the way, Maranda is also a magician, 
and according to Chris there may 
or may not be some magic in the 
television show.) Watch Chris answer 
questions about the tv show. 

      https://youtu.be/PTV5TBVRHxo

Even with a bestselling book, and a 
television series to his credit, Chris is 
still a magician. “I don’t think I could 
ever just burn all my magic supplies 
and be done. Even then I think I 
would pick up sticks and rocks and do 
magic tricks.” Chris’s passion for magic 
also finds its way into his non-magic 
projects. For example, as a writer for 
Haters Back Off television show Chris 
said that he was constantly having to 
pitch ideas and that, “knowing how to 
tell a joke, knowing how to structure 
a joke, knowing how to tell a story, 
those are all things I learned from 
doing magic.” He even found himself 
applying principles of magic while 
editing the television show. “Netflix 
gave us a note that they wanted to 
see the layout of this location we were 
at. So we needed to insert a shot of 
this location. But the only shot we 
had the actors were inverted. So they 
were standing in the wrong spots, 
they weren’t on their marks. And so I 
had to figure out a way to misdirect 
the audience to not noticing that, 
because I wanted that shot in there. 
So I had to use time misdirection, and 
the larger action covering the smaller 
action in the editing room in order 
to get that shot in. My sister is super 
critical of things being - of having no 
inconsistencies or discrepancies in the 
shots - I edited it without her in the 
room and had her come back in and 
try and find it. She couldn’t find it. That 
was the ultimate test to me.” 

Today when you watch Chris’s YouTube 
channel you will notice that it has 
expanded from the original Magic 

Mondays to now include family vlogs, 
and challenges. Chris explained that 
social media is constantly changing, 
presenting him with the challenge 
to constantly adapt and overcome. 
Inspired by advice that was given to 
his sister Colleen, Chris continues to 
live by working outside of his comfort 
zone. “Somebody told her, I forget who 
it was, told her to do everything she is 
afraid of, then you won’t be afraid of 
anything. Then more opportunities will 
happen. I consistently see her do that, 
and since I’ve embraced that mentality 
I’ve gotten a lot of experiences – not 
all of them are fantastic- but definitely 
a lot more opportunities. If you don’t 
try for something, then you don’t get 
the chance to say that you failed…you 
have to just embrace it and go for it.”  

So, does magic performance have 
a place on YouTube? Can it be more 
than crotch shots and poorly executed 
double lifts? Does YouTube magic 
connect with the audience? Looking 
at what Chris is doing I would say 
the answer is yes, yes and yes. That 
being said, one of the main points I 
took away from Chris is that YouTube 
is simply a tool, and tools only work 
as well as the person using them. 
Therefore, in order for magic to 
succeed on YouTube, it is important 
for magicians to learn how to match 
the proper magic with the tool. Not an 
easy feat. But one that can pay off, as 
seen by Chris’s continued success. 
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percentage of the click rate on the 
add goes to the channel owner. “So 
anytime you see an add at the bottom 
of the screen, or an add plays before a 
video there’s a very small percentage 
of that coming back to the creator, 
and you need a lot of views and a lot 
of clicks to make any sort of money 
there.” A second way is to do brand 
deals with companies. “A company 
will approach us and say will you 
promote this thing for certain amount 
of minutes on your channel, and they 
pay a fee. There’s a whole business side 
of it, that kind of goes hand in hand 
with the creative side of it, and if you 
embrace both sides you can make a 
living.” 

There’s no question that Chris has 
embraced performing magic on 
YouTube, but at the same time he is 
aware of the criticisms surrounding it. 
“It’s the same type of thing as magic 
and television when that was being 
debated, like ‘is that going to work out.’ 
It will work if you do the right kind of 
magic to the right kind of people, and 
frame it the right way.”  “Social media 
can be a fantastic tool. And tools can 
hurt you if you use them wrong. So 
as long as you look at it as a tool, as 
a way to engage with your audience, 
to reach an audience, and know what 
the end result of that tool is, then it 
can be a useful tool.” Chis believes 
that it is important to match your 
content to the proper tool, and went 
on to explain the considerations when 
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“If you think about Facebook, how 
Facebook video works – I’m going 
to get technical here – a Facebook 
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on television. Certain tricks looked like 
camera tricks…I think magic is the 
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the way that it’s transmitted to people. 
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Original that premiers on October 
14th. Chris is a writer and Executive 
Producer for the series which is about 
the wacky world of Maranda Sings. (By 

the way, Maranda is also a magician, 
and according to Chris there may 
or may not be some magic in the 
television show.) Watch Chris answer 
questions about the tv show. 
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gave us a note that they wanted to 
see the layout of this location we were 
at. So we needed to insert a shot of 
this location. But the only shot we 
had the actors were inverted. So they 
were standing in the wrong spots, 
they weren’t on their marks. And so I 
had to figure out a way to misdirect 
the audience to not noticing that, 
because I wanted that shot in there. 
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the larger action covering the smaller 
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critical of things being - of having no 
inconsistencies or discrepancies in the 
shots - I edited it without her in the 
room and had her come back in and 
try and find it. She couldn’t find it. That 
was the ultimate test to me.” 

Today when you watch Chris’s YouTube 
channel you will notice that it has 
expanded from the original Magic 

Mondays to now include family vlogs, 
and challenges. Chris explained that 
social media is constantly changing, 
presenting him with the challenge 
to constantly adapt and overcome. 
Inspired by advice that was given to 
his sister Colleen, Chris continues to 
live by working outside of his comfort 
zone. “Somebody told her, I forget who 
it was, told her to do everything she is 
afraid of, then you won’t be afraid of 
anything. Then more opportunities will 
happen. I consistently see her do that, 
and since I’ve embraced that mentality 
I’ve gotten a lot of experiences – not 
all of them are fantastic- but definitely 
a lot more opportunities. If you don’t 
try for something, then you don’t get 
the chance to say that you failed…you 
have to just embrace it and go for it.”  

So, does magic performance have 
a place on YouTube? Can it be more 
than crotch shots and poorly executed 
double lifts? Does YouTube magic 
connect with the audience? Looking 
at what Chris is doing I would say 
the answer is yes, yes and yes. That 
being said, one of the main points I 
took away from Chris is that YouTube 
is simply a tool, and tools only work 
as well as the person using them. 
Therefore, in order for magic to 
succeed on YouTube, it is important 
for magicians to learn how to match 
the proper magic with the tool. Not an 
easy feat. But one that can pay off, as 
seen by Chris’s continued success. 
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A REAL MAGIC 
SHOP IN THE UK 

Merlins of Wakefield were established in the UK in 1995 
by two  local professional magicians Phil Peters and Mark 
Lee. Between them, they have over 50 years of experience, 
so can answer most questions, or guide you in the right 
direction. Their magic shop in Wakefield is open every day except Sundays and visitors are always 
welcome. With over 3000 items in stock, there is something for everyone from the beginner to the 
professional. They also provide magic tuition as well as running an adult and junior magic club in 
Wakefield. If you want to know anything magical, contact them—www.merlinswakefield.com 
 

The GPS deck aka the Regatta Deck, is a groundbreaking deck which utilises a worlds first cunning unique marking system which 
means you can get the spectator to shuffle the deck, name any card, and then locate their card in a 
few seconds without spreading the deck. You can then cut, cull or force this card on them or even 
load it into the card box, pocket or wallet. You can do an ambitious card routine and get the spectator 
to put the card in themselves, shuffle it, and it still ends up on top! You could also cut to any four of 
a kind for example! Another killer one is that they shuffle the deck and name any card, you dead cut 
to it. Then you name a card and the spectator dead cuts to it! 

The amount of effects you can perform is staggering and limited by your imagination. Included are 
printed instructions and online videos including a “Conversation with Pete Turner” who goes 
through just some of the awesome effects, adding his advice and ideas. 

The Deck is custom printed by the United States Playing Card Company (USPCC Bicycle quality) 
and includes a double backed card, a custom ace of spades and two custom designed jokers. 

• Use the force: They shuffle, name a card and pick a card. The card they pick is the one they name! 
• Panini - a posh sandwich: a posh sandwich effect. They shuffle, name a card, cut 2 jokers face up anywhere they like, and 

they spread to find their card sandwiched between the jokers! Truly stunning and baffling! 
• 4 of a kind: They shuffle, name a value, i.e. the sevens, and you can cut to all 4 sevens! 
• Card to box: They shuffle, name any card and it appears in the card box. Dead cut - They shuffle, name a card and you cut 

straight to it, then you name a card and they cut to it! 
Ambitiously: A new option to your ambitious card routine! 

MERLINS OF WAKEFIELD (UK) 
15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF11QE 

Tel: 01924 339933 
email: Merlins@btconnect.com 

www.Merlinswakefield.com 

It’s Always Magic at..........Merlins 

http://www.lewinenterprises.com
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DANCING, 
SINGING NECK,

TIES 
AND THE 

GOOD, BETTER, 

BEST TEST

It seemed like a great idea at the time: the magi-
cian borrows a guy’s necktie and makes it suddenly come to 
life and dance about the stage! When the concept first came 
to me it seemed to have “TV Magic Special Gold” written all 

over it. That is until I pitched “The Dancing Necktie” to a certain 
magician as we sat poolside at Caesar’s Palace, circa 1988---him 
baking to a golden brown in the Vegas sun and me turning red-
der by the minute.

“So, the tie jumps around the stage…that’s it?” said the magi-
cian. “Yeah!” I said proudly, “Just like the dancing handkerchief.” 
At that moment it hit me that this magician had already made his 
version of the Dancing Handkerchief famous. Only the “handker-
chief” was a white dinner napkin. And the magician was David 
Copperfield.

“Dancing necktie,” DC said, as if mulling over entrée options on a 
menu. “It’s a good idea. But it needs a lot more to make it a com-
plete routine.”  I knew better than to ask DC what that “a lot more” 
might be. It was up to me to develop my idea further if I wanted 
him to give it serious consideration. It was time to put “The Dancing 
Necktie” to the “Good, Better, Best Test” (GBBT). 

I was no stranger to the GBBT. I had encountered the process a few 
years earlier after mentioning to DC that the old kid’s birthday party 

trick “Run Rabbit Run” could be turned into a fun stage routine featuring 
Webster the Duck. That idea eventually became “Run Duck Run”, a com-
edy illusion that debuted on “The Magic of David Copperfield VII” in 1985 
and again on “MODC X” in 1988. 

                   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58QDbksj7X0
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After passing the Good, 
Better, Best Test, the 

“Dancing Necktie” became 
“The Dancing, Singing 

Neckties”, which debuted 
on “The Magic of David 

Copperfield XI”, in 1989.

“What is the Good, Better, Best Test?” I’m glad 
you asked, because it’s the refining process 
that every idea for a trick (close-up, platform, 
or stage) must go through in order to become 
the engaging, entertaining and magically 
strong routine that your audience deserves. A 
routine that will make you stand out from all 
those other magicians who can’t be bothered 
with the GBBT. 

Got an idea you’d like to refine into your next 
hit routine? Great! Let’s put it to the test by 
asking three key questions:

Is it Good?
Like all performers, magicians have egos. As a 
result we tend to assume that pretty much any 
idea we come up with for a trick is good. We’re 
not talking “great” here. This is only about 
good, meaning good enough to consider for 
development. To make that determination you 
need to share your idea with others that you 
trust to give you honest feedback to questions 
such as:  

---Is it an interesting concept that has some 
depth to it? 

---Does it feel fresh, or is it just a rehash of 
something that has already been done and 

done better?

---Is the idea based on something relatable that 
makes it inherently engaging to an audience?

---Does the idea fit your performance style? 

If the answers to these questions suggest that 
your idea is good, it’s time to ask the next key 
question: 

What will make it Better?
Sometimes magic concepts come to your 
mind as a package deal, accompanied by other 
thoughts your subconscious supplies to propel 
those concepts into the “better” category. For 
me, these rare “Eureka” moments typically occur 
around 3:30 a.m. Jarred by a rush of adrenalin 
into a state of instant wakefulness, I head for my 
office and type like a madman to get everything 
down while it’s fresh. If I’m lucky, I’ve got a rough 
draft of a script by mid-morning---a script with 
some of the beats and bits to make my good 
idea better right off the bat. However, being that 
I have no control over when or if these clarifying 
moments come, I am forced to wrestle with the 
“What will make it better?” question. 

Once more, the best way to work this essential 
“better” part of the refinement process is to turn 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iBRgzCunlM
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to others for suggestions. In fact, just asking others if your 
idea is good often leads into those “what if you did this?” 
conversations that generate ideas you can use to shape 
your concept into an actual routine. The key to making 
collaboration with others effective is to entertain all ideas 
that present themselves, no matter how good or bad they 
seem at the time. More often than not it’s the seemingly 
trivial ideas that, when tossed about, shift the conversation 
in a totally unexpected direction that ultimately leads to a 
creative breakthrough.

Is it the Best it can be?
Should your idea survive the Good and Better portions of 
the refinement process and become (at least on paper) an 
actual routine, it now must face the most telling test of all-
--the audience test. Sure, you may think that your routine 
is all that, but there is no escaping the fact that during the 
final trial the audience will decide whether it is worthy of 
them, or not. So you put your routine out there and you 
get feedback, you make changes, you do it again and make 
more changes, and you repeat this process over and over 
until your audience response tells you that you’re on the 
right track. But that doesn’t mean you are home free. If you 
are a savvy performer your gut will most likely remind you 
every now and then that making your routine the best is an 
ongoing process.               

Since that time in the sun at Caesar’s, I encountered the 
GBBT with DC on other occasions. And each time I came 
out of that process I couldn’t help feeling that I had gone 
through the Good, Better, Best Test myself, and that a bet-
ter version of me as a magic consultant had also emerged. 
After all, I was granted the rare opportunity to work with 
two of the most brilliant minds in magic, David Copper-
field and Don Wayne. And while I would like to take credit 
for all of the best bits and ideas associated with any of the 
routines that I was fortunate enough to collaborate on over 
the years, the reality is that I was more of an apprentice who 
watched in wonder as two wizards worked their alchemy to 
transform good ideas into “TV Magic Special Gold.” 

Bio: For over 30 years Doug Bennett has worked with some 
of magic’s biggest names as a freelance writer and magic 
consultant for stage and TV. Doug has also marketed a 
number of original magical effects including his current hit 
The Dancing Selfie Stick. If you’re looking for a scriptwriter, 
a magic consultant, or a collaborator to help take your idea 
through the Good, Better, Best test, you can contact Doug at 
Dougbennettmagic.com. 
  

Improve your magic 
wtih cards that feel 
better and shuffle 
flawlesly:

“Richard Turner has 
finally created what I 
feel is the best quality 
Bicycle playing cards 
I’ve had in my hands.”
-Bill Malone

“I made the Gold Seal 
Bicycles for the 
professional -they are 
the Gold Standard in 
playing cards!”
-Richard Turner 
“The Chest”

“The Gold Seal 
Bicycles are great!” 
-Lennart Green

Turner Traditionally Cut   using BEE   Stock Paper.

http://Dougbennettmagic.com
http://Dougbennettmagic.com
http://vimeo.com/145350490
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“ My logo is on everything.  
In my shows I am always 

saying my name ... 
My point is make sure 

WHATEVER YOU DO they 
remember your name.

Hello my name is Ken Scott from 
Atlanta Georgia.  I am thrilled 
to be writing for this incredible 
magazine.  Over the next 12 
issues I will have a column on 
family shows,  I hate saying 
KID shows. I will also have a 
some guest writers who will 
be contributing on some of the 
upcoming issues as well.   

In the next 3 issues we are going to discuss the Birthday market.  
To this day I have some of my closest friends ask me “Why do you 
keep on doing Birthday parties?”  My answer is easy, its good 

money and the spin off work is great for me.  I want to give you 
two very powerful tips in this issue for your business.  Now as I 
write this for birthdays it could easily be for any other show as well.  

WARNING: As anything what works for me may not work for you 
but do know what I am telling you is facts and not theories.  If I am 
writing about something, then I have done it or am doing it. 

If you have ever been to one of my lectures you may recall me 
talking about customers versus clients.  When a person calls you 
for the first time they are a customer.  When they book you again 
and refer you to their friends they are your client. In our business 
we WANT clients and this again is not just for birthdays. In my 

library market I have LOTS of clients, in my schools I have lots of 
clients.  With a client you almost feel that you are friends with 
them and they are friends of you.  Learn about your clients!  Know 
what a birthday Mom or Dad does for living because you might 
be able to do something for their company they work for.  BTW 
a client wants to help you.  They want to tell their friends about 
you (assuming you did a GREAT job at their kids party).  Successful 
people like helping other successful people.  

Referrals!!!! Love them, cherish them, reward them.

If a client is referring you to their friends and you are getting 
bookings make sure you know the person who is referred you to 
them.  And once you find out who referred you send them a thank 
you card or a small gift.  Maybe a Starbucks gift card, or movie 
theater gift card.  People don’t expect thank you’s and gift cards, 
but when they get them they do appreciate  the gesture and 
will not forget you and more likely will keep referring you out to 
others.  

Make sure they know your name and make sure they know how 
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to get in contact with you!  This all sounds very easy and 
elementary but you will be surprised how many performers 
do a show and the parents and kids have no idea the 
performers name or worse how to get in touch with the 
performer.  In my case, my logo is my name KEN SCOTT.  

My logo is on everything.  In my shows I am always saying 
my name for example, when i get someone up to help I 
reintroduce  myself by saying my name again.  I often call 
a prop the “Ken Scott Magic wand”.  My point is make sure 
WHATEVER YOU DO they remember your name.  This is vital 
to your success in a successful business.  In addition, make 
sure they know how to get in touch with you.  I leave many 
business cards on the table after my shows. I also leave a 
pad of paper with my business card on it that attaches to 
the refrigerator with a magnet. I place this up there myself.  
The kids all leave with a mystery dollar bill or some sort of 
activity sheet that has my information on it.  I also give the 
birthday child his or her own Ken Scott signed poster. Now 
of course this poster has all my information on it.  

Ken Scott

www.kenscottproducts.com

Performed 5 times at the White House.

Performs yearly at the Famous 

Magic Castle.

Is the creator and producer of the 

Highly acclaimedDVD’s 

“Make the Birthday Dough 2.0” 
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MAGIC REVIEWS

PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are based out of BC Canada. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com

Based upon top selling products 
from magic retailers and 
wholesalers, as well as consulting 
with over a dozen professional 
magicians, Paul Romhany reviews 
tricks, DVDs, books and Apps.

MAGIC 
REVIEWS
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SENTIO
 By Alan Rorrison1 

"Punching" cards is one of the most powerful weapons in 
the cheater's arsenal. Magicians who do "punch work" are 
able to do miracles on an entirely new level. So, what is 
"punching" cards about? And what makes "Sentio" unique?

"Punching" cards is a system in which the magician or cheat 
can put very small, light pin pricks in cards so that he can 
actually feel for spades, or aces, or selected cards. It allows 
you to perform in a way that is entirely casual, even looking 
away from the deck, and yet still be able to feel for the key 
card or the start of a stack.

Most punch work takes place before a show, when you can 
set the four aces or any cards you wish to "punch" with the 
proper markings. What makes "Sentio" extraordinary is that 
the punching device has been built into a Sharpie pen. This 
allows you to put the "work" into the deck DURING your 
PERFORMANCE!

Imagine having a card signed by a spectator, then immedi-
ately allowing them to shuffle their signed card back into 
the deck. When you take back the deck, you have immedi-
ate control over the selected card.

Whether your interest is in cheating material or performing 
impossible card magic, "Sentio" delivers a James Bond-like 
device that is easy to use and limitless in its applications.

MY THOUGHTS
This is ingenious ! For the card worker this is a great little 
weapon where you can punch cards to secretly mark them 
during performance. Some really nice features here are the 
natural look of the punch. It’s built in to a regular Sharpie so 
you can use the Sharpie and when you need to do the dirty 
work it looks very natural. Another fine feature is that you 
can control how heavy you punch the card. This is useful if 
punching a card with a lot of white on it for example. The 
punch is so easy to use and Alan’s structure happens right in 
front of the audience under guise of a natural move. Once 
you have punched the card you are clean. There is no way 

the spectator will even think you have marked the card.

NOTE: Before you start playing with the pen be sure to 
watch the online video because if you don’t you might 
break the gimmick. Each gimmick is hand made but you will 
need to take care of the gimmick. 

Alan shares various routines including a signed card routine 
where a chosen card is signed and found by talking about 
different weights of a card. You can easily find the card with 
the punch in it just by feel. A nice way to do this is do to if 
blindfolded so they don’t suspect you can see the markings 
on the back of the cards. Because this is a way to feel for 
a card it means you don’t need to see it at all. There are a 
variety of routines taught and not all playing cards. You can 
mark blank cards, business cards, etc. There is also a great 
routine with bank notes which shows just how versatile this 
tool really is.

I highly recommend this to any serious card worker or 
close-up worker - actually this can even be used on stage 
it’s such a versatile tool if you want to mark something.

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

THE JOURNEY by 
Matt Johnson2 

Imagine this.

A single deck of cards is sitting on the table. A spectator is 
asked to name a card; they are then asked to name a num-
ber from 1 to 52. The cards are removed at fingertips from 
the box and handed to the spectator.

One by one the cards are counted down to the spectators 
chosen number. When the card at the chosen number is 
turned over it is the spectators freely chosen card!

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
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READ THAT AGAIN!

Every word that you just read is true. Nothing added or 
taken away. Nothing but the single deck of cards on the 
table!

Not only that, when the effect is over the deck is instantly 
reset and ready to go again for your next performance with 
a completely different card and number.

The Journey represents 6 years of Matt Johnson's life in 
one amazing instructional DVD. You will be taken step by 
step through multiple versions of arguably one of the most 
talked about effects in the world of magic.

You will receive custom gimmicks to create your very own 
Journey deck. You will also learn how to perform The Jour-
ney any time and anywhere with a borrowed and shuffled 
deck!

As an added bonus, you will find Matt's original release 
from 2011 "ACAAN" included on the DVD along with bonus 
handling tips and suggestions.

The entire DVD was shot on location in Blackpool, England 
at the world's largest magic convention where Matt fooled 
professional magicians with The Journey. Every perfor-
mance and mind blowing reaction is shown in full and 
unedited.

If you have been searching for the ultimate version of 
ACAAN look no further. Join Matt Johnson in one of his 
most anticipated releases to date and get ready to take The 
Journey.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with an hour and a half tutorial and 
performances plus some little gimmicks. When it comes 
to ACAAN number routines there are two effects I always 
compare them to. The first is A.A.C.A.A.N by Asi Wind on his 
DVD “Three Card Routines,” and the other is an unreleased 
version I saw performed by Andrew Gerard. Both of these 
versions to me are the purest and closest you’ll ever get 
to see anybody perform an ACAAN routine that is true to 
the original version. So with that in mind I will compare 
Matthew’s effects to  those two versions. The ultimate ef-
fect these guys were able to do is to have a deck of cards 
untouched on the table. The spectator calls out a card and 
another a number. The cards dealt (in both cases) by the 
spectator and it is the chosen card. This is what ACAAN 
should be if you are seriously looking at trying to recreate 
this famous routine. 

Version 1: The first effect Matthew offers on his DVD is very 
clever and can be done anytime. His use of the JB or Longi-
tudinal Palm is excellent and he does a great job teaching 
it. It will require a little work on your part to get it as perfect 
as Matthew but it’s well worth learning. In his first version 
the deck is borrowed and shuffled. A card is named then 
you spread through the deck. A number is then called out 

and you are able to deal to the number and it is the chosen 
card. Matthew does this flawlessly and it’s a great effect. 
Once you learn the move you’ll be able to do this anytime. 
It’s a terrific routine using a borrowed deck for sure. As far as 
ACAAN you have to look through the deck after the card is 
called out so it’s not as clean as my two favourite versions. 
In this version you also have to count the cards so this is 
totally out of the hands of the spectator. This is a nice varia-
tion on ACAAN and I will definitely be adding this to my 
card repertoire.

VERSION 2:  This version uses a force by Joshua Jay which 
is a fantastic way to force a group of cards. It also uses the 
palm taught earlier plus you need to gimmick a deck of 
cards which would take a few minutes but allows you to 
do this version. With this version the deck can’t be touched 
by the spectator and everything happens in your hands. 
It’s not as clean as the first version. I do like the presenta-
tion Matthew has come up with an imaginary deck and the 
spectators imagination vs. reality. It’s a nice way to do this 
routine and make sense. This isn’t as clean because the faces 
can’t be seen when you spread because of the order. Mat-
thew does mention how he gets away with this problem 
but it will mean having to re-set after each performance.  
This method of taking cards out of the box has been done 
with other versions and allows you to get a certain number 
to the force card. 

VERSION 3: A similar theme to version 2 and by far my 
favourite  The gimmick is clever and is in plain sight  so you 
don’t have to memorize anything. You will put to use the 
little gimmick that comes with the DVD.  In this version the 
spectator gets to deal the cards which is much better than 
version 2. You do use Joshua Jay’s force and an idea by Dan 
Harlan and an idea by Marc Paul. I actually like this version 
the best because it is so direct and the spectator deals the 
cards face down. This does use a special deck of cards and 
the faces can’t be seen by the spectators. It will take a few 
decks of cards to make this version up but I believe it is well 
worth it. The reset is easy and this would make a fantastic 
walk-about trick. As I said, this is a very direct and easy 
routine using a gimmick deck.  There is no palm and the 
spectator deals. On this version remember the face of the 
cards can’t be shown because of the way the gimmick is 
constructed. 

VERSION 4: This idea is nowhere as clean because you have 
to carry four decks of cards with you and depending on 
which suit is called out will decide on which deck you bring 
out, so in this version the deck is not in play from the start. 
This will require quite a lot of decks to make up the gim-
micks in each set. I think there is a lot of work here whereas 
the other versions are much easier to do and less work. 
Nowhere near as clean as the other versions Matthew has 
done.

VERSION 5: This version uses two decks from the four deck 
system above. It also uses special decks as above and the 
crib gimmicks. This version does allow the spectator to deal 
the cards face down but again they can’t see the face cards 
because of the workings. Again not as clean as the first ver-
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sion. 

FINAL WORDS: Matthew has done a great job sharing his 
versions of this plot. I think the best version by far is the 
Version 1 where you can use a borrowed deck. It does use a 
card sleight but anybody with basic handling skills should 
be able to do this. While it isn’t as clean or direct as the 
original theme it is a nice variation  In comparing them to 
the two versions by Gerard and Asi I feel these don’t match 
up if you are looking for a true ACAAN where the deck is 
sitting in front and ANY NUMBER and ANY CARD can be 
called out then dealt to by the spectator, plus the face cards 
can be shown afterwards. Having said that I do like Version 
1 and Version 2. If you are looking for a true ACAAN then 
check out Asi Wind but certainly check this product out 
because Matthew has done a great job presenting every-
thing and he has created easy routines to do and certainly 
very commercial version that would work in walk-about or 
close-up conditions. 

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Whether you're a beginner or an expert in Rubik's Cube 
Magic, Cube Cards is the ideal routine to add to your reper-
toire.

It's perfect for close-up or parlour as it connects with your 
audience, comes full circle and contains four eye popping 
moments of magic including matches, changes and solves!

You explain how many possible combinations the cube has 
as well as the World Championship competition and events 
held each year. Your spectators freely choose a Rubik's cube 
World Championship "challenge" card from a selection, 

which display different cube patterns.

The card is shown to you for ten seconds and you amaz-
ingly proceed to mix the cube matching it to the pattern 
selected.

Not only that, but you take their chosen challenge card and 
it visually changes to a solved image of a cube. You then 
turn over the other cards and they are also now showing 
solved cube images.

The cube is now the odd item not being solved so you 
shake it from side-to-side and it visually is solved - now 
everything matches and you take your applause!
Easy to learn routine
No memory work required
No real cube solving skills required - You do not need to 
know how to solve a Rubik's Cube
Examinable before and after
Quick reset and instant reset options
Only one ungimmicked speed cube required (not included - 
different cube types are discussed)
Bonus #1 - Additional "creative" cards and ideas included
Bonus #2 - Kev G's cube holder design explained
Custom "World Championship Challenge Cards" included 
and online tutorial

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a deck of cards plus a download DVD that is 
an hour and a half in length. The tutorial is extremely well 
done. It covers everything from what cubes to use (you 
will need to buy a Rubics cube or more specifically a speed 
cube), how to mix the cube so you can solve it in a few steps 
plus a lot of great routines. This will allow you to solve the 
cube in only four steps. It’s something you will need to sit 
down with the cube and practice but once mastered you 
are going to use it all the time. By combining this with the 
cards you get some really strong magic with a cube. The 
method of combining the cube with the cards is extremely 
clever and super easy. What this allows you to do is show 
a stack of cards that look like they come from a champion-
ship of Rubics Cubes and any one is chosen at random - it’s 
a free choice - and you are able to solve it to match the card 
starting from a solved cube. The nice thing here is that all 
the cards are all different, and there is nothing for you to 
memorize other than the original unsolving that you will 
learn at the beginning. It then goes a step further to show 
the card that was just chosen now becomes solved and 
you shake the rubics cube and it is instantly solved. This is 
the basic routine and perfect for walk-about. Unlike a lot 
of other Rubic Cubes magic tricks where you have to be 
able to solve the cube from a real mix this will take you a 
lot less time to learn because there are only four moves on 
the cube that can be done with one hand. With this routine 
the more you practice the quicker you’ll be able to solve the 
cube. I think this could very well be one of the best Rubic 
Cube magic tricks around for a walk-around type gig. 

Kev also shows a longer version where all the cards that 
were just looked at now solved. This is a really great kicker. 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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READ THAT AGAIN!

Every word that you just read is true. Nothing added or 
taken away. Nothing but the single deck of cards on the 
table!

Not only that, when the effect is over the deck is instantly 
reset and ready to go again for your next performance with 
a completely different card and number.

The Journey represents 6 years of Matt Johnson's life in 
one amazing instructional DVD. You will be taken step by 
step through multiple versions of arguably one of the most 
talked about effects in the world of magic.

You will receive custom gimmicks to create your very own 
Journey deck. You will also learn how to perform The Jour-
ney any time and anywhere with a borrowed and shuffled 
deck!

As an added bonus, you will find Matt's original release 
from 2011 "ACAAN" included on the DVD along with bonus 
handling tips and suggestions.

The entire DVD was shot on location in Blackpool, England 
at the world's largest magic convention where Matt fooled 
professional magicians with The Journey. Every perfor-
mance and mind blowing reaction is shown in full and 
unedited.

If you have been searching for the ultimate version of 
ACAAN look no further. Join Matt Johnson in one of his 
most anticipated releases to date and get ready to take The 
Journey.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with an hour and a half tutorial and 
performances plus some little gimmicks. When it comes 
to ACAAN number routines there are two effects I always 
compare them to. The first is A.A.C.A.A.N by Asi Wind on his 
DVD “Three Card Routines,” and the other is an unreleased 
version I saw performed by Andrew Gerard. Both of these 
versions to me are the purest and closest you’ll ever get 
to see anybody perform an ACAAN routine that is true to 
the original version. So with that in mind I will compare 
Matthew’s effects to  those two versions. The ultimate ef-
fect these guys were able to do is to have a deck of cards 
untouched on the table. The spectator calls out a card and 
another a number. The cards dealt (in both cases) by the 
spectator and it is the chosen card. This is what ACAAN 
should be if you are seriously looking at trying to recreate 
this famous routine. 

Version 1: The first effect Matthew offers on his DVD is very 
clever and can be done anytime. His use of the JB or Longi-
tudinal Palm is excellent and he does a great job teaching 
it. It will require a little work on your part to get it as perfect 
as Matthew but it’s well worth learning. In his first version 
the deck is borrowed and shuffled. A card is named then 
you spread through the deck. A number is then called out 

and you are able to deal to the number and it is the chosen 
card. Matthew does this flawlessly and it’s a great effect. 
Once you learn the move you’ll be able to do this anytime. 
It’s a terrific routine using a borrowed deck for sure. As far as 
ACAAN you have to look through the deck after the card is 
called out so it’s not as clean as my two favourite versions. 
In this version you also have to count the cards so this is 
totally out of the hands of the spectator. This is a nice varia-
tion on ACAAN and I will definitely be adding this to my 
card repertoire.

VERSION 2:  This version uses a force by Joshua Jay which 
is a fantastic way to force a group of cards. It also uses the 
palm taught earlier plus you need to gimmick a deck of 
cards which would take a few minutes but allows you to 
do this version. With this version the deck can’t be touched 
by the spectator and everything happens in your hands. 
It’s not as clean as the first version. I do like the presenta-
tion Matthew has come up with an imaginary deck and the 
spectators imagination vs. reality. It’s a nice way to do this 
routine and make sense. This isn’t as clean because the faces 
can’t be seen when you spread because of the order. Mat-
thew does mention how he gets away with this problem 
but it will mean having to re-set after each performance.  
This method of taking cards out of the box has been done 
with other versions and allows you to get a certain number 
to the force card. 

VERSION 3: A similar theme to version 2 and by far my 
favourite  The gimmick is clever and is in plain sight  so you 
don’t have to memorize anything. You will put to use the 
little gimmick that comes with the DVD.  In this version the 
spectator gets to deal the cards which is much better than 
version 2. You do use Joshua Jay’s force and an idea by Dan 
Harlan and an idea by Marc Paul. I actually like this version 
the best because it is so direct and the spectator deals the 
cards face down. This does use a special deck of cards and 
the faces can’t be seen by the spectators. It will take a few 
decks of cards to make this version up but I believe it is well 
worth it. The reset is easy and this would make a fantastic 
walk-about trick. As I said, this is a very direct and easy 
routine using a gimmick deck.  There is no palm and the 
spectator deals. On this version remember the face of the 
cards can’t be shown because of the way the gimmick is 
constructed. 

VERSION 4: This idea is nowhere as clean because you have 
to carry four decks of cards with you and depending on 
which suit is called out will decide on which deck you bring 
out, so in this version the deck is not in play from the start. 
This will require quite a lot of decks to make up the gim-
micks in each set. I think there is a lot of work here whereas 
the other versions are much easier to do and less work. 
Nowhere near as clean as the other versions Matthew has 
done.

VERSION 5: This version uses two decks from the four deck 
system above. It also uses special decks as above and the 
crib gimmicks. This version does allow the spectator to deal 
the cards face down but again they can’t see the face cards 
because of the workings. Again not as clean as the first ver-
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sion. 

FINAL WORDS: Matthew has done a great job sharing his 
versions of this plot. I think the best version by far is the 
Version 1 where you can use a borrowed deck. It does use a 
card sleight but anybody with basic handling skills should 
be able to do this. While it isn’t as clean or direct as the 
original theme it is a nice variation  In comparing them to 
the two versions by Gerard and Asi I feel these don’t match 
up if you are looking for a true ACAAN where the deck is 
sitting in front and ANY NUMBER and ANY CARD can be 
called out then dealt to by the spectator, plus the face cards 
can be shown afterwards. Having said that I do like Version 
1 and Version 2. If you are looking for a true ACAAN then 
check out Asi Wind but certainly check this product out 
because Matthew has done a great job presenting every-
thing and he has created easy routines to do and certainly 
very commercial version that would work in walk-about or 
close-up conditions. 

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Whether you're a beginner or an expert in Rubik's Cube 
Magic, Cube Cards is the ideal routine to add to your reper-
toire.

It's perfect for close-up or parlour as it connects with your 
audience, comes full circle and contains four eye popping 
moments of magic including matches, changes and solves!

You explain how many possible combinations the cube has 
as well as the World Championship competition and events 
held each year. Your spectators freely choose a Rubik's cube 
World Championship "challenge" card from a selection, 

which display different cube patterns.

The card is shown to you for ten seconds and you amaz-
ingly proceed to mix the cube matching it to the pattern 
selected.

Not only that, but you take their chosen challenge card and 
it visually changes to a solved image of a cube. You then 
turn over the other cards and they are also now showing 
solved cube images.

The cube is now the odd item not being solved so you 
shake it from side-to-side and it visually is solved - now 
everything matches and you take your applause!
Easy to learn routine
No memory work required
No real cube solving skills required - You do not need to 
know how to solve a Rubik's Cube
Examinable before and after
Quick reset and instant reset options
Only one ungimmicked speed cube required (not included - 
different cube types are discussed)
Bonus #1 - Additional "creative" cards and ideas included
Bonus #2 - Kev G's cube holder design explained
Custom "World Championship Challenge Cards" included 
and online tutorial

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a deck of cards plus a download DVD that is 
an hour and a half in length. The tutorial is extremely well 
done. It covers everything from what cubes to use (you 
will need to buy a Rubics cube or more specifically a speed 
cube), how to mix the cube so you can solve it in a few steps 
plus a lot of great routines. This will allow you to solve the 
cube in only four steps. It’s something you will need to sit 
down with the cube and practice but once mastered you 
are going to use it all the time. By combining this with the 
cards you get some really strong magic with a cube. The 
method of combining the cube with the cards is extremely 
clever and super easy. What this allows you to do is show 
a stack of cards that look like they come from a champion-
ship of Rubics Cubes and any one is chosen at random - it’s 
a free choice - and you are able to solve it to match the card 
starting from a solved cube. The nice thing here is that all 
the cards are all different, and there is nothing for you to 
memorize other than the original unsolving that you will 
learn at the beginning. It then goes a step further to show 
the card that was just chosen now becomes solved and 
you shake the rubics cube and it is instantly solved. This is 
the basic routine and perfect for walk-about. Unlike a lot 
of other Rubic Cubes magic tricks where you have to be 
able to solve the cube from a real mix this will take you a 
lot less time to learn because there are only four moves on 
the cube that can be done with one hand. With this routine 
the more you practice the quicker you’ll be able to solve the 
cube. I think this could very well be one of the best Rubic 
Cube magic tricks around for a walk-around type gig. 

Kev also shows a longer version where all the cards that 
were just looked at now solved. This is a really great kicker. 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEVPVZ_Ot6M
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TOPIT 180 
BY DAVID PENN4 

The cards the spectators just looked at which shows all 
mixed up cards are now all solved. Adding this to the rubics 
cube solve and being able to match the chosen card with 
the cube makes a really terrific and highly commercial 
routine. This is great for any type of close-up and even 
parlour type show. This will require a little more work, but 
nothing too difficult. If you work restaurants you’ll love this 
because you can put these away and pretty much ready to 
start again for the next table. This is a real worker using the 
Rubics cube mixed with the cards. 

Couple of points - you don’t need to be able to solve the 
cube because of the minimal amount of work needed and 
the structure of the routine. This is a fantastic routine and 
something I very highly recommend. Something I did not 
know is that there is an APP available that will help you 
solve the cube so if you can’t solve it go to the website Kev 
talks about and it will show you how to solve your cube. 
This is great if you should mix your cube and it’s wrong or 
you make a mistake. It’s a free APP that is well worth get-
ting if you can’t solve a cube. This is such an incredible APP 
which I did not know existed. 

There is also a Facebook group that has been started for 
people who purchase this to share routines and ideas as 
well as additional cards so you can create your own little 
packet tricks. 

Extremely recommended - a fantastic effect and one of the 
most entertaining close-up routines I’ve seen with a Rubics 
Cube. I’m working on this NOW to put in my repertoire.

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: All magic dealers

For the first time ever with David Penn's revolutionary de-
sign of Topit...Vanish, Steal & Ditch.

David Penn has lectured all over the world on his natural 
technique with a Topit. Recognized as a modern master, of 
this sometimes forgotten utility device, David now presents 
his evolution of this incredible gimmick - TOPIT 180

With TOPIT 180 you can vanish a small object at any time! 
This can be presented as an effect or to covertly 'finish 
clean' after an effect that requires a gimmick.

As described, and shown on the trailer, the very same object 
can then be retrieved under very little misdirection after it is 
transited to a holding area, which is all built into TOPIT 180. 
This very same area can be used to ditch objects covertly 
giving you so much freedom in your routining. 

If you are familiar with a topit you will revel in these new 
possibilities however if you are new to topitting David cov-
ers obsoletely everything in the comprehensive download 
that you are given access to.

As well as the techniques involving vanishing, stealing and 
ditching small objects, you will be taught effects with: Metal 
Bending, Candles, 8 Ball Transformations, Glass Restorations, 
Coin In Bottle and Salt Pot Vanishes. 

TOPIT 180 is the ultimate TOPIT!

MY THOUGHTS:

I’ve been a huge fan of the Topit and I think have prob-
ably owned almost every version that has come on the 
market. I’ve also spent a lot of money having tailors make 
them and put them in my jackets. There have been a few 
in recent times that did away with any sewing and this has 
now become my favourite way of using a Topit. David has 
created at Topit that can placed in to any jacket very simply 
and very quickly making the Topit transferable. There are 
some real subtle ideas that David has added to his Topit 
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that make it much easier to vanish and stop any noise if you 
throw multiple objects in the Topit.  What this Topit allows 
you to do is to ditch, vanish and steal and object. This is an 
incredible tool for any working magician making it so much 
more versatile than other Topits on the market. In this case 
if you want to use it as a way to steal an object such as a 
black 8 Ball, then vanish it. This really is an incredible tool 
and David shares some killer routines.

David does a thorough job with the explanation and the 
download video is over an hour in length. Something else I 
must say I love about the tutorial is that, like a DVD and un-
like most downloads, there is a menu so you can easily go 
between any of the chapters. This is something that many 
producers don’t seem to have been able to do yet so kudos 
to David for doing this. It might seem like a little thing but it 
is my only pet peeve with most download tutorials. 

The installation is incredibly easier - it would take about 
a minute or two if that. I love the fact I no longer have to 
have a lot of safety pins in my jacket or have somebody 
sew it in. David also teaches different techniques of using 
a Topic including the Open Pitch, Reverse Pitch and others. 
You will also learn some great routines using salt shakers, 
an 8 Ball production and vanish and by using Topit 180 you 
have instant reset without having to reach back in to the 
Topit to retrieve any object. There is a brilliant routine based 
on an idea by Gregory Wilson using a wine glass. With the 
Topit 180 it becomes an instant re-set and the ending is 
so much cleaner. This makes the ultimate opening routine 
for any walk-about performance. Sharp This is Craig Petty’s 
routine is just fantastic and uses an Omni (clear) Sharpie. 
Such a great routine I can see this becoming a standard of 
the working close-up magician. By using the Topit 180 you 
get the cleanest version you’ll ever see where everything 
vanishes and you are left clean at the end. 

There is a great bonus where David includes the original 
footage from his original Topit DVD and this is filled with 
some killer magic such as coin in bottle. Well worth watch-
ing this because it is filled with great material.

As far as Topits go I have to say this is one of the very best, if 
not THE BEST I’ve come across. It’s so easy to set-up and the 
even easier to use. 

Extremely Highly Recommended 

PRICE: $55.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

PRISMA LITES BY 
ROCCO5 

Rocco, the originator of "light from anywhere" and Murphy's 
Magic are proud to announce PRISMA LITES™. 

For hundreds of years magicians have dreamed of harness-
ing light with their bare hands. 
With PRISMA LITES™ you will have the ability to control light 
with superhuman ability. 

Make light appear, disappear, move from hand to hand or 
pass through solid objects! 

Magically pluck the light from a lightbulb! 
Take light from smartphones as well as other objects, and 
miraculously have the light appear wherever you wish! 

Features:
Durable, bright light 
Soft texture 
Realistic feel, color and detail 
In-depth expert online instructions by Rocco 
Customizable fit 
Easy to learn and perform 
Perfect for any age 
Available in multiple colors and sizes. 
*Single and double packs available.

MY THOUGHTS:
The originator of Dlites is Roger Mayfarth and I believe 
Rocco was hired as the front person for the product. As far 
as I'm aware he did not invent them. Lights from Anywhere 
is probably something that was names after D'lites.

If you are familiar with DLites  or Lights from Anywhere then 
you’ll know exactly what these are. These are are higher 
quality product than the original and the lights themselves 
are much stronger. The thumbtips are also better quality 
and more realistic. Dlites have been around for such a long 
time that there are now numerous rip offs and versions 
are included in all beginner magic kits. I’m not sure how 
popular they still are but there have been some really great 
routines out there and additions to go with them.  The nice 
thing about this updated version is that the lights are stron-
ger and more in tune with LED lights used today. They come 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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The cards the spectators just looked at which shows all 
mixed up cards are now all solved. Adding this to the rubics 
cube solve and being able to match the chosen card with 
the cube makes a really terrific and highly commercial 
routine. This is great for any type of close-up and even 
parlour type show. This will require a little more work, but 
nothing too difficult. If you work restaurants you’ll love this 
because you can put these away and pretty much ready to 
start again for the next table. This is a real worker using the 
Rubics cube mixed with the cards. 

Couple of points - you don’t need to be able to solve the 
cube because of the minimal amount of work needed and 
the structure of the routine. This is a fantastic routine and 
something I very highly recommend. Something I did not 
know is that there is an APP available that will help you 
solve the cube so if you can’t solve it go to the website Kev 
talks about and it will show you how to solve your cube. 
This is great if you should mix your cube and it’s wrong or 
you make a mistake. It’s a free APP that is well worth get-
ting if you can’t solve a cube. This is such an incredible APP 
which I did not know existed. 

There is also a Facebook group that has been started for 
people who purchase this to share routines and ideas as 
well as additional cards so you can create your own little 
packet tricks. 

Extremely recommended - a fantastic effect and one of the 
most entertaining close-up routines I’ve seen with a Rubics 
Cube. I’m working on this NOW to put in my repertoire.

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: All magic dealers

For the first time ever with David Penn's revolutionary de-
sign of Topit...Vanish, Steal & Ditch.

David Penn has lectured all over the world on his natural 
technique with a Topit. Recognized as a modern master, of 
this sometimes forgotten utility device, David now presents 
his evolution of this incredible gimmick - TOPIT 180

With TOPIT 180 you can vanish a small object at any time! 
This can be presented as an effect or to covertly 'finish 
clean' after an effect that requires a gimmick.

As described, and shown on the trailer, the very same object 
can then be retrieved under very little misdirection after it is 
transited to a holding area, which is all built into TOPIT 180. 
This very same area can be used to ditch objects covertly 
giving you so much freedom in your routining. 

If you are familiar with a topit you will revel in these new 
possibilities however if you are new to topitting David cov-
ers obsoletely everything in the comprehensive download 
that you are given access to.

As well as the techniques involving vanishing, stealing and 
ditching small objects, you will be taught effects with: Metal 
Bending, Candles, 8 Ball Transformations, Glass Restorations, 
Coin In Bottle and Salt Pot Vanishes. 

TOPIT 180 is the ultimate TOPIT!

MY THOUGHTS:

I’ve been a huge fan of the Topit and I think have prob-
ably owned almost every version that has come on the 
market. I’ve also spent a lot of money having tailors make 
them and put them in my jackets. There have been a few 
in recent times that did away with any sewing and this has 
now become my favourite way of using a Topit. David has 
created at Topit that can placed in to any jacket very simply 
and very quickly making the Topit transferable. There are 
some real subtle ideas that David has added to his Topit 
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that make it much easier to vanish and stop any noise if you 
throw multiple objects in the Topit.  What this Topit allows 
you to do is to ditch, vanish and steal and object. This is an 
incredible tool for any working magician making it so much 
more versatile than other Topits on the market. In this case 
if you want to use it as a way to steal an object such as a 
black 8 Ball, then vanish it. This really is an incredible tool 
and David shares some killer routines.

David does a thorough job with the explanation and the 
download video is over an hour in length. Something else I 
must say I love about the tutorial is that, like a DVD and un-
like most downloads, there is a menu so you can easily go 
between any of the chapters. This is something that many 
producers don’t seem to have been able to do yet so kudos 
to David for doing this. It might seem like a little thing but it 
is my only pet peeve with most download tutorials. 

The installation is incredibly easier - it would take about 
a minute or two if that. I love the fact I no longer have to 
have a lot of safety pins in my jacket or have somebody 
sew it in. David also teaches different techniques of using 
a Topic including the Open Pitch, Reverse Pitch and others. 
You will also learn some great routines using salt shakers, 
an 8 Ball production and vanish and by using Topit 180 you 
have instant reset without having to reach back in to the 
Topit to retrieve any object. There is a brilliant routine based 
on an idea by Gregory Wilson using a wine glass. With the 
Topit 180 it becomes an instant re-set and the ending is 
so much cleaner. This makes the ultimate opening routine 
for any walk-about performance. Sharp This is Craig Petty’s 
routine is just fantastic and uses an Omni (clear) Sharpie. 
Such a great routine I can see this becoming a standard of 
the working close-up magician. By using the Topit 180 you 
get the cleanest version you’ll ever see where everything 
vanishes and you are left clean at the end. 

There is a great bonus where David includes the original 
footage from his original Topit DVD and this is filled with 
some killer magic such as coin in bottle. Well worth watch-
ing this because it is filled with great material.

As far as Topits go I have to say this is one of the very best, if 
not THE BEST I’ve come across. It’s so easy to set-up and the 
even easier to use. 

Extremely Highly Recommended 

PRICE: $55.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

PRISMA LITES BY 
ROCCO5 

Rocco, the originator of "light from anywhere" and Murphy's 
Magic are proud to announce PRISMA LITES™. 

For hundreds of years magicians have dreamed of harness-
ing light with their bare hands. 
With PRISMA LITES™ you will have the ability to control light 
with superhuman ability. 

Make light appear, disappear, move from hand to hand or 
pass through solid objects! 

Magically pluck the light from a lightbulb! 
Take light from smartphones as well as other objects, and 
miraculously have the light appear wherever you wish! 

Features:
Durable, bright light 
Soft texture 
Realistic feel, color and detail 
In-depth expert online instructions by Rocco 
Customizable fit 
Easy to learn and perform 
Perfect for any age 
Available in multiple colors and sizes. 
*Single and double packs available.

MY THOUGHTS:
The originator of Dlites is Roger Mayfarth and I believe 
Rocco was hired as the front person for the product. As far 
as I'm aware he did not invent them. Lights from Anywhere 
is probably something that was names after D'lites.

If you are familiar with DLites  or Lights from Anywhere then 
you’ll know exactly what these are. These are are higher 
quality product than the original and the lights themselves 
are much stronger. The thumbtips are also better quality 
and more realistic. Dlites have been around for such a long 
time that there are now numerous rip offs and versions 
are included in all beginner magic kits. I’m not sure how 
popular they still are but there have been some really great 
routines out there and additions to go with them.  The nice 
thing about this updated version is that the lights are stron-
ger and more in tune with LED lights used today. They come 
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BIO BENDER by Eric 
Jones6 

What if you had the ability to distort metal at the palm 
of your spectator's hands or at the very tips of your own 
fingers? Introducing Eric Jones' BioBender. BioBender is a 
set of tools that allow you to create the illusion that you 
can bend a coin, warp a key, or misshape any small metallic 
object.

And before you even ask, yes this can be signed! BioBender 
is one of the few metal benders that allows you to do real-
time, in their face bends, without ever needing long sleeves 
or any type of clothing restrictions. No need to perform any 
switches and no awkward handling as the spectator signs 
the coin - it is their coin the entire time.

It utilizes a simple hidden in plain sight gimmick that you 
are already familiar with - a thumb tip. And for those who 
have mastered this tool, you already know exactly how 
invisible it can be. It's ready to be performed right out of 
the box, and its modular design allows you to re-attach 
the gimmick to any thumb tip of your choosing. BioBender 
secretly creates the bend so you can produce the magic.

What you get:

in a variety of colors and also single and double versions. 
A nice idea with the white light is to take a light from a 
borrowed cell phone and throw it back on.Each unit comes 
with a short online video where Rocco shares some simple 
routines and handlings.
For those that like Dlites I suggest you get these because 
the quality is far superior and the lights much stronger.

PRICE: Double - $14.95 Single : $9.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Two precision engineered modular gimmicks
Expert instruction from coin master, Eric Jones
Two thumb tips
The ability to create real moments of magic for your specta-
tors
NOTE: BioBender works with any coin 2mm thick and under.

MY THOUGHTS:
There are some really great coin bending gimmicks on the 
market and my favorite thus far is Coinvexed. What Eric 
has tried to do here is to enable you to easily bend coins in 
your hands in a clean manner without any other gimmicks 
that might be seen. With Coinvexed it is natural to have a 
Sharpie in play so it’s never been an issue. With this version 
you use your special gimmicks which are rather bulky on 
each thumb. Unfortunately with mine the gimmick came 
out of the thumb tip (the screw) and wouldn’t go back in so 
it rendered it not useable. I’d hate to have that happen dur-
ing performance. While the idea of hiding something in a 
Thumbtip is clever the fact there are two thumbtips in play 
does feel awkward and you still have to ditch both tips after 
you bend the coin. I will say though that the gimmick itself 
(the metal part) for bending is good and probably the best 
use of this is the get rid of the thumb tip and hide it some-
where else. Certainly having two gimmicks the same on 
each thumb does make it easy to bend the coin but you do 
need good misdirection so it just doesn’t look like you are 
bending it with your fingers. I noticed in the performance 
Eric did the spectator did actually say to him, “wow you 
must have strong hands.” - so it wasn’t really a coin bend 
from that spectator’s point of view but more something of 
strength. 

I did try it with a fork and just one thumbtip and I found this 
much better. By placing a spoon for fork in one end of the 
gimmick and bending it made it easier for sure. 

I think some more work needed to go in the making of this 
rather than just screwing it in to a thumptip. While this is 
cheap in price unfortunately the quality isn’t great if you are 
a worker. You can’t afford to have gimmicks break on you 
during a gig. This comes with a download DVD with perfor-
mance and various handling and while I am a huge fan of 
Eric’s work I don’t feel this was as good as the blurb makes 
it out to be. Perhaps it needed more R&D to get it where it 
is 100% perfect. Eric does a great job in the instructions and 
it’s well filmed.

Overall not something I could use myself as I found is awk-
ward and the fact you have to hide something in each hand 
to do the work just didn’t feel right to me. I’m still sticking 
with my CoinVexed for now because it’s a natural prop that 
can be brought in and out and nobody will notice.  Perhaps 
the best use of this gimmick is to take out the bender and 
use it in another way to bend coins.

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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MOVING HOME BY 
SANS MINDS7 

Almost everyone carries a mobile phone these days. Most 
people probably know more about their phone than their 
family. What if you can manipulate the beloved phone for a 
brief moment? 

SansMinds Creative Lab is proud to present you the first of 
its kind. A phone manipulation effect that has never been 
done before. Moving Home allows you to move the loca-
tion of a working home button. Each phase the routine 
crushes your spectator's reality more and more. You have to 
check out the live demo to experience the full three phase 
routine! 

Note: TV rights not included with purchase. Please contact 
SansMinds Magic for TV performance rights.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with something ‘invisible’ that can’t be 
seen plus a magnet. I must say this is such a cool looking 
effect. The DVD explains how to make this up and would 
probably take about 15 minutes. This works best on an 
iPhone but they do explain other phones it might work on 
such as a Samsung 6. The white iPhone works best because 
of the white button on the black screen. With the black 
iPhone you’ll need to have your screen on when perform-
ing so they can see the black dot moving across the screen. 
The method is simple and allows for a very visual effect. This 
won’t work on all phones but they do supply two different 
versions for various phones. It does depend on your phone. 
There is an automatic version and a manual version. 

You will need a few things to make this up that can eas-
ily be bought from a dollar shop and access to a printer. 
Once made up you’ll need to practice this to get it working 
smoothly, as well as getting in to the effect. I think this type 
of effect is best suited for a more intimate situation with 
friends. It’s such an odd effect but very visual. This will re-
quire handling practice and time to put together but if you 
don’t mind that then you’ll have a great little visual routine 
that will certainly come as a surprise to people. You use your 
phone to do this but you can end clean so the phone can 

be handed out to people afterwards.

A nice update on the moving hole and something I think 
will appeal to those who love phone magic.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

SPELL-O-MATIC BY 
LIAM MONTIER8 

Based on an original idea by Hen Fetsch, the SPELL-O-MATIC 
is an astonishing piece of card magic. 

Imagine having a spectator name ANY card, and you spell 
straight to it! Then, another spectator does the same, and 
you spell to that too! 

Then you have both spectators 'create a card', one naming a 
suit at random, and another naming a value! BOOM! It turns 
up when you spell! 

Finally, both spectators create a card again, but they don't 
even tell you their choices! One chooses a suit, one a value, 
and you drop the deck to the table. For the first time, both 
choices are named, and you spell it, from the table top, 
with no moves or sneaky stuff! AND THEIR CARD TURNS UP 
WHEN YOU SPELL IT! 

Works with any number of freely thought-of cards! 
Easy to do - no sleight of hand! 
Perform it entirely in the hands! 
Perfect for walk around! 
No reset required! 
No Forces! 
A specially prepared Bicycle Deck packaged with full color 
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BIO BENDER by Eric 
Jones6 

What if you had the ability to distort metal at the palm 
of your spectator's hands or at the very tips of your own 
fingers? Introducing Eric Jones' BioBender. BioBender is a 
set of tools that allow you to create the illusion that you 
can bend a coin, warp a key, or misshape any small metallic 
object.

And before you even ask, yes this can be signed! BioBender 
is one of the few metal benders that allows you to do real-
time, in their face bends, without ever needing long sleeves 
or any type of clothing restrictions. No need to perform any 
switches and no awkward handling as the spectator signs 
the coin - it is their coin the entire time.

It utilizes a simple hidden in plain sight gimmick that you 
are already familiar with - a thumb tip. And for those who 
have mastered this tool, you already know exactly how 
invisible it can be. It's ready to be performed right out of 
the box, and its modular design allows you to re-attach 
the gimmick to any thumb tip of your choosing. BioBender 
secretly creates the bend so you can produce the magic.

What you get:

in a variety of colors and also single and double versions. 
A nice idea with the white light is to take a light from a 
borrowed cell phone and throw it back on.Each unit comes 
with a short online video where Rocco shares some simple 
routines and handlings.
For those that like Dlites I suggest you get these because 
the quality is far superior and the lights much stronger.

PRICE: Double - $14.95 Single : $9.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Two precision engineered modular gimmicks
Expert instruction from coin master, Eric Jones
Two thumb tips
The ability to create real moments of magic for your specta-
tors
NOTE: BioBender works with any coin 2mm thick and under.

MY THOUGHTS:
There are some really great coin bending gimmicks on the 
market and my favorite thus far is Coinvexed. What Eric 
has tried to do here is to enable you to easily bend coins in 
your hands in a clean manner without any other gimmicks 
that might be seen. With Coinvexed it is natural to have a 
Sharpie in play so it’s never been an issue. With this version 
you use your special gimmicks which are rather bulky on 
each thumb. Unfortunately with mine the gimmick came 
out of the thumb tip (the screw) and wouldn’t go back in so 
it rendered it not useable. I’d hate to have that happen dur-
ing performance. While the idea of hiding something in a 
Thumbtip is clever the fact there are two thumbtips in play 
does feel awkward and you still have to ditch both tips after 
you bend the coin. I will say though that the gimmick itself 
(the metal part) for bending is good and probably the best 
use of this is the get rid of the thumb tip and hide it some-
where else. Certainly having two gimmicks the same on 
each thumb does make it easy to bend the coin but you do 
need good misdirection so it just doesn’t look like you are 
bending it with your fingers. I noticed in the performance 
Eric did the spectator did actually say to him, “wow you 
must have strong hands.” - so it wasn’t really a coin bend 
from that spectator’s point of view but more something of 
strength. 

I did try it with a fork and just one thumbtip and I found this 
much better. By placing a spoon for fork in one end of the 
gimmick and bending it made it easier for sure. 

I think some more work needed to go in the making of this 
rather than just screwing it in to a thumptip. While this is 
cheap in price unfortunately the quality isn’t great if you are 
a worker. You can’t afford to have gimmicks break on you 
during a gig. This comes with a download DVD with perfor-
mance and various handling and while I am a huge fan of 
Eric’s work I don’t feel this was as good as the blurb makes 
it out to be. Perhaps it needed more R&D to get it where it 
is 100% perfect. Eric does a great job in the instructions and 
it’s well filmed.

Overall not something I could use myself as I found is awk-
ward and the fact you have to hide something in each hand 
to do the work just didn’t feel right to me. I’m still sticking 
with my CoinVexed for now because it’s a natural prop that 
can be brought in and out and nobody will notice.  Perhaps 
the best use of this gimmick is to take out the bender and 
use it in another way to bend coins.

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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MOVING HOME BY 
SANS MINDS7 

Almost everyone carries a mobile phone these days. Most 
people probably know more about their phone than their 
family. What if you can manipulate the beloved phone for a 
brief moment? 

SansMinds Creative Lab is proud to present you the first of 
its kind. A phone manipulation effect that has never been 
done before. Moving Home allows you to move the loca-
tion of a working home button. Each phase the routine 
crushes your spectator's reality more and more. You have to 
check out the live demo to experience the full three phase 
routine! 

Note: TV rights not included with purchase. Please contact 
SansMinds Magic for TV performance rights.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with something ‘invisible’ that can’t be 
seen plus a magnet. I must say this is such a cool looking 
effect. The DVD explains how to make this up and would 
probably take about 15 minutes. This works best on an 
iPhone but they do explain other phones it might work on 
such as a Samsung 6. The white iPhone works best because 
of the white button on the black screen. With the black 
iPhone you’ll need to have your screen on when perform-
ing so they can see the black dot moving across the screen. 
The method is simple and allows for a very visual effect. This 
won’t work on all phones but they do supply two different 
versions for various phones. It does depend on your phone. 
There is an automatic version and a manual version. 

You will need a few things to make this up that can eas-
ily be bought from a dollar shop and access to a printer. 
Once made up you’ll need to practice this to get it working 
smoothly, as well as getting in to the effect. I think this type 
of effect is best suited for a more intimate situation with 
friends. It’s such an odd effect but very visual. This will re-
quire handling practice and time to put together but if you 
don’t mind that then you’ll have a great little visual routine 
that will certainly come as a surprise to people. You use your 
phone to do this but you can end clean so the phone can 

be handed out to people afterwards.

A nice update on the moving hole and something I think 
will appeal to those who love phone magic.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

SPELL-O-MATIC BY 
LIAM MONTIER8 

Based on an original idea by Hen Fetsch, the SPELL-O-MATIC 
is an astonishing piece of card magic. 

Imagine having a spectator name ANY card, and you spell 
straight to it! Then, another spectator does the same, and 
you spell to that too! 

Then you have both spectators 'create a card', one naming a 
suit at random, and another naming a value! BOOM! It turns 
up when you spell! 

Finally, both spectators create a card again, but they don't 
even tell you their choices! One chooses a suit, one a value, 
and you drop the deck to the table. For the first time, both 
choices are named, and you spell it, from the table top, 
with no moves or sneaky stuff! AND THEIR CARD TURNS UP 
WHEN YOU SPELL IT! 

Works with any number of freely thought-of cards! 
Easy to do - no sleight of hand! 
Perform it entirely in the hands! 
Perfect for walk around! 
No reset required! 
No Forces! 
A specially prepared Bicycle Deck packaged with full color 
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THUMBTIPEDIA By 
Vernet9 pamphlet instructions, plus downloadable HD video in-

structions!

MY THOUGHTS:
To be honest spelling tricks bore me. I’ve never found 
them entertaining and they are always too long winded. 
This product changed my mind. Liam has taken a classic 
routine and added few few really nice touches that make it 
direct - very easy to do and has a great ending. The method 
is self working and helped out by the deck supplied. The 
cards are all regular except certain cards that will help make 
this work. This is a three phase routine although you could 
do it over-and-over and it will work. It makes the perfect 
walk-about trick if you want instant reset and something 
that is different for each person. Liam also has a nice finale 
where the deck is in play prior to the cards being named. 
Couple of points you need to know. The deck can be 
examined however the must remain in order so you can’t 
have it shuffled if you want to do it over and over. You could 
perform it and perform other card tricks but you’ll need to 
re-set, which would take too long. I like the way Liam has 
built this up which the original never had. He has made his 
routine a three phase one with a nice strong finish. The only 
short point in this routine is that you have to do one cut 
after the card is named, however Liam does cover this and 
talks about this. The way the handling is structured looks 
as though you are mixing the cards up so the cutting of the 
cards really doesn’t mean too much. This will take a little 
work to get it smoothly but well worth it. Liam has convert-
ed me to actually enjoying a spelling trick.

PRICE: $25
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

The thumb tip is the most powerful gimmick you can carry 
in your pocket.

In 1970 Vernet revolutionized the world of magic with the 
release of his famous thumb tip. For more than forty years 
Vernet has been using cutting edge technology to make 
the most realistic thumb tip ever seen!

Finally Vernet is releasing a DVD with more than thirty 
unique and fantastic routines! With this DVD you'll be able 
to release all the potential this extraordinary gimmick has.

These routines are truly professional, extremely practical 
and with really clever methods!

You'll find a wide range of routines ideal for close-up, parlor, 
stage and bar magic.

You'll be amazed with all the different applications that this 
weapon can have for every possible situation!

Includes: thumb tip gimmick and DVD
Languages: Spanish and English
Duration: 90min approx.

MY THOUGHTS:
This really is an encyclopedia of ThumbTip magic. From 
platform to closeup magic this DVD has it all. Vernet are 
famous for their well made thumbtips and this is the perfect 
addition.
The parlor section includes routines using rope, silks, salt, 
fish, cigarettes and eggs. What is great about this is that 
it reminds me just how great the thumbtip is and that it 
can be used for much more than just vanishing an object. 
You can use it for doing a cut and restored rope or silk, for 
changing a color of a silk such as in Gaetan Bloom’s routine, 
and so much more. If you have always thought everybody 
knows about a thumbtip and are worried people will know 
how you vanished an object then you MUST buy this. The 
parlour part of the DVD has 16 effects and all of them are 
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things professional magicians are using today. This is a proj-
ect every magician should own so they know how to use a 
thumbtip properly but also be armed with the knowledge 
because a thumbtip could save your show if you every lose 
your luggage, as I have done 14 times in a year on ships. It 
think when it comes to silk in egg Gaetan Bloom’s version is 
the easiest and the very best. You can learn it on this DVD. 
You will need a King Size Thumbtip for this version.

The Close-Up section again is filled with practical and great 
magic and includes one of my favorite routines by David 
Williamson called The Sweet Return. It is filled with over 14 
different routines and again the material is very practical 
and commercial routines that you could perform in real 
world working conditions. Such a great variety of close-up 
effects and one thing I enjoyed again was how it was used 
in ways that lay people who might know about it would 
never know one was being used. On here you can also learn 
the classic bill switch which is a must for any magician to 
know. 

Another chapter is dedicated to other types of thumbtips so 
you can move flames from one hand to the other, cut and 
restored ribbon, an idea using a magnet and spoons and a 
clean torn and restored strip of paper. There is also a cute 
little addition for magicians only using some funny bits with 
thumb tips including a thumbtip matrix. 

This DVD is jam packed with practical routines and ideas us-
ing a Thumbtip. I would definitely recommend this to any-
body who is knew to a TT but also anybody who owns one. 
It is filled with so much material that it might just spark and 
idea or something you can keep in the back of your mind 
should you find yourself with lost luggage and a thumb 
tip.  The TT is definitely still the most versatile tool a magi-
cian can own. From mentalism to close-up to stage magic. I 
don’t think there is anything as diverse. Vernet are definitely 
the best manufacturers of this gimmick and it comes with a 
medium sized tip.  VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

FORCE PAD 
By Warped 
Magic

10 

A small note pad is shown and the pages are flipped to 
show different words.
A spectator looks at one of the pages and remembers the 
word. You can instantly reveal the word!

The Force Pad looks like a simple note pad yet it allows you 
to perform a natural and direct force.

The pad works on the long and short principle. The pages 
are precision cut and each pad is professionally glued and 
tape bound.

You will receive TWO blank Force Pads that can easily and 
quickly be customized in any language to force any word, 
time, celebrity, color, date, simple drawing, city, number, 
zodiac, magic square number, song etc.

Pocket size, easy to carry
Perfect for close-up and walk around
Professionally glued and tape bound
Precision cut pages
50 pages total, 25 long and 25 short
Each pad is approx. 3" x 4.5"
Unlimited possibilities
Manufactured in the UK

MY THOUGHTS:
I love this - and I should because I came up with the same 
idea years ago and had it published. I’m not claiming origi-
nality here because it’s a long/short pad and it’s been done 
many times before. I took the concept and developed it in 
to something completely different and for different uses. 
With this Force Pad you get two pocket sized pads and a 
small set of instructions. You probably won’t need the in-
structions because if you get this you’ll probably have a use 
for it already.  They are well made and should last a while. 
I suggest if you do a lot of work using these buy several 
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THUMBTIPEDIA By 
Vernet9 pamphlet instructions, plus downloadable HD video in-

structions!

MY THOUGHTS:
To be honest spelling tricks bore me. I’ve never found 
them entertaining and they are always too long winded. 
This product changed my mind. Liam has taken a classic 
routine and added few few really nice touches that make it 
direct - very easy to do and has a great ending. The method 
is self working and helped out by the deck supplied. The 
cards are all regular except certain cards that will help make 
this work. This is a three phase routine although you could 
do it over-and-over and it will work. It makes the perfect 
walk-about trick if you want instant reset and something 
that is different for each person. Liam also has a nice finale 
where the deck is in play prior to the cards being named. 
Couple of points you need to know. The deck can be 
examined however the must remain in order so you can’t 
have it shuffled if you want to do it over and over. You could 
perform it and perform other card tricks but you’ll need to 
re-set, which would take too long. I like the way Liam has 
built this up which the original never had. He has made his 
routine a three phase one with a nice strong finish. The only 
short point in this routine is that you have to do one cut 
after the card is named, however Liam does cover this and 
talks about this. The way the handling is structured looks 
as though you are mixing the cards up so the cutting of the 
cards really doesn’t mean too much. This will take a little 
work to get it smoothly but well worth it. Liam has convert-
ed me to actually enjoying a spelling trick.

PRICE: $25
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com

The thumb tip is the most powerful gimmick you can carry 
in your pocket.

In 1970 Vernet revolutionized the world of magic with the 
release of his famous thumb tip. For more than forty years 
Vernet has been using cutting edge technology to make 
the most realistic thumb tip ever seen!

Finally Vernet is releasing a DVD with more than thirty 
unique and fantastic routines! With this DVD you'll be able 
to release all the potential this extraordinary gimmick has.

These routines are truly professional, extremely practical 
and with really clever methods!

You'll find a wide range of routines ideal for close-up, parlor, 
stage and bar magic.

You'll be amazed with all the different applications that this 
weapon can have for every possible situation!

Includes: thumb tip gimmick and DVD
Languages: Spanish and English
Duration: 90min approx.

MY THOUGHTS:
This really is an encyclopedia of ThumbTip magic. From 
platform to closeup magic this DVD has it all. Vernet are 
famous for their well made thumbtips and this is the perfect 
addition.
The parlor section includes routines using rope, silks, salt, 
fish, cigarettes and eggs. What is great about this is that 
it reminds me just how great the thumbtip is and that it 
can be used for much more than just vanishing an object. 
You can use it for doing a cut and restored rope or silk, for 
changing a color of a silk such as in Gaetan Bloom’s routine, 
and so much more. If you have always thought everybody 
knows about a thumbtip and are worried people will know 
how you vanished an object then you MUST buy this. The 
parlour part of the DVD has 16 effects and all of them are 
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things professional magicians are using today. This is a proj-
ect every magician should own so they know how to use a 
thumbtip properly but also be armed with the knowledge 
because a thumbtip could save your show if you every lose 
your luggage, as I have done 14 times in a year on ships. It 
think when it comes to silk in egg Gaetan Bloom’s version is 
the easiest and the very best. You can learn it on this DVD. 
You will need a King Size Thumbtip for this version.

The Close-Up section again is filled with practical and great 
magic and includes one of my favorite routines by David 
Williamson called The Sweet Return. It is filled with over 14 
different routines and again the material is very practical 
and commercial routines that you could perform in real 
world working conditions. Such a great variety of close-up 
effects and one thing I enjoyed again was how it was used 
in ways that lay people who might know about it would 
never know one was being used. On here you can also learn 
the classic bill switch which is a must for any magician to 
know. 

Another chapter is dedicated to other types of thumbtips so 
you can move flames from one hand to the other, cut and 
restored ribbon, an idea using a magnet and spoons and a 
clean torn and restored strip of paper. There is also a cute 
little addition for magicians only using some funny bits with 
thumb tips including a thumbtip matrix. 

This DVD is jam packed with practical routines and ideas us-
ing a Thumbtip. I would definitely recommend this to any-
body who is knew to a TT but also anybody who owns one. 
It is filled with so much material that it might just spark and 
idea or something you can keep in the back of your mind 
should you find yourself with lost luggage and a thumb 
tip.  The TT is definitely still the most versatile tool a magi-
cian can own. From mentalism to close-up to stage magic. I 
don’t think there is anything as diverse. Vernet are definitely 
the best manufacturers of this gimmick and it comes with a 
medium sized tip.  VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

FORCE PAD 
By Warped 
Magic

10 

A small note pad is shown and the pages are flipped to 
show different words.
A spectator looks at one of the pages and remembers the 
word. You can instantly reveal the word!

The Force Pad looks like a simple note pad yet it allows you 
to perform a natural and direct force.

The pad works on the long and short principle. The pages 
are precision cut and each pad is professionally glued and 
tape bound.

You will receive TWO blank Force Pads that can easily and 
quickly be customized in any language to force any word, 
time, celebrity, color, date, simple drawing, city, number, 
zodiac, magic square number, song etc.

Pocket size, easy to carry
Perfect for close-up and walk around
Professionally glued and tape bound
Precision cut pages
50 pages total, 25 long and 25 short
Each pad is approx. 3" x 4.5"
Unlimited possibilities
Manufactured in the UK

MY THOUGHTS:
I love this - and I should because I came up with the same 
idea years ago and had it published. I’m not claiming origi-
nality here because it’s a long/short pad and it’s been done 
many times before. I took the concept and developed it in 
to something completely different and for different uses. 
With this Force Pad you get two pocket sized pads and a 
small set of instructions. You probably won’t need the in-
structions because if you get this you’ll probably have a use 
for it already.  They are well made and should last a while. 
I suggest if you do a lot of work using these buy several 
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Peurto Rican 
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Daryl
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packs to have as a back-up.  Do not write with a permanent 
market because it will bleed through the pages. They sug-
gest you use a ball point pen. The pads are the perfect size 
to fit in a pocket. You can force anything with this as long 
as you can write or draw it in the pad. It could be a great 
use for Mental Epic to force a picture or word at the end. 
You could use this even for kid shows to force a picture - so 
this is great for almost every style of magician from kids to 
close-up magic.

Both magicians and mentalists will love this and use it all 
the time.  There are 50 pages which include 25 short and 25 
long so you can have 25 different words plus the same force 
word, pictures etc. This really is one of the post products 
where you are limited by your imagination. This is suitable 
for both the new magician and the professional. 

Highly Recommended

PRICE: $22.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

This masterwork encapsulates not only some of world 
champion Daryl's finest work, but also some of the most 
influential material of the 1980s. Here we see Daryl's now 
legendary Cutting Display for Triumph, his stunning, perfect 
"Mysterious Cross of India" Coins Across, and "The Boomer-
ang Card of Mystery." There are also some forgotten gems, 
waiting to be resurrected from the early 80s and introduced 
to a new audience. "In the Pinch" allows you to snatch a 
selection from a cascading pack of cards. You will also find 
Daryl's touches on Twisting the Aces, an impossible card 

location, and more.

Secrets of a "Puerto Rican Gambler" is Daryl's rarest and 
most acclaimed work, and we're thrilled to present this 
updated reprint to fans worldwide. In addition to a spar-
kling new edit and layout, there are more than double the 
original photographs. Also included is a bonus routine not 
found in the original book but created during the same 
time period: Daryl's astounding "Double Dazzling Triumph."

Table of Contents:
The Boomerang Card of Mystery - Catch a selection from a 
falling waterfall of cards.
The Chicago Conspiracy - Trap two selections by causing 
them to come together.
Quick Silver - Two selected cards are attracted to a half dol-
lar, as if by magic.
Holding On - Alex Elmsley's "Between Your Palms" is a mod-
ern classic, and this is Daryl's terrific take.
The Puerto Rican Triumph - This is it! This is where Daryl's 
now-famous Cutting Display debuted.
The Mysterious Cross of India - A Coins Across of the Finest 
Order. No hand-to-hand transfers. A modern classic!
In the Pinch - You trap a selection as a spectator dribbles the 
cards to the table!
Just Tweezing - A variation of the above.
Conditional Assembly - A beautiful, thoughtful take on the 
classic four-Ace Assembly.
Twisted Aces Redivivus - If you love Vernon's Twisting the 
Aces, you'll love these fine finesses.
Double Dazzling Triumph - A show-stopping closer in the 
key of Triumph.

MY THOUGHTS:
I still have the original manuscripts from when I first pur-
chased them from Daryl MANY years ago in New Zealand. I 
would easily say that when I was doing my close-up magic 
this work was some of the best card work I ever used, and 
continue to use. It was some of the material I started with 
when I could finally master certain card moves and the 
material is incredibly strong. For those who have been 
looking for the manuscripts you can now get them in one 
hard copy book. It is a beautifully produced book with 
LOTS of photos and a few additions and thoughts that have 
been added just for this publication. I have always thought 
that The Double-Dazzling Triumph is one of the very best 
Triumph effects ever. It’s been in my repertoire from very 
early on and I continue to fool laymen and magicians with 
it. Over the years I’ve taken Daryl’s routine and added to it 
but I discovered some pretty neat things you can do with 
this routine.  While some of the card routines are classics 
they all have the Daryl touch which make them much 
stronger. There is also his Mysterious Cross Of India which 
is a Coins Across routine but quite possibly still one of the 
best! I first saw Daryl do this when he came to New Zealand 
in the 90s and it fooled the entire room of magicians. This 
is a small masterpiece of magic and Daryl has added many 
fine touches.

The magic in here will require handling skills but everything 
is very well explained and photographed making it easy to 
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learn and master. This book also contains one of my favou-
rite Ace Assembly routines. Even if you know several you 
need to do yourself a favour and learn this version - it could 
possibly out do any of the others you might know. If you 
aren’t familiar with this work then this will be a great treat, 
if you are and have tried to get hold of the original manu-
script then you will be glad this has been reproduced with 
new additions. This is definitely one of my all time favourite 
card books because I’ve used the material for many years.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
PRICE: $30.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

WINK By 
Darryl Davis 
& Daryl 
Williams

12 

Wink is a stunning way to reveal a card, thought-of number, 
initials, and more. See the trailer to experience just how 
magical Wink will look. Staring right through a wine glass, 
an eerie message appears and then vanishes without a 
trace.

The Other Brothers provide everything you need to perform 
this effect. Use any wine glass or bottle of water. The perfor-
mance is easy to learn and use, and it's an effect that is ideal 
for any venue or event that has wine glasses on tabletops.
Easy to perform

Carry the gimmick with you in your wallet and be ready to 
go at a moment's notice!
Complete with gimmicks for revealing cards, ESP symbols 
and more
Learn how to make your own gimmicks
Many versions and ideas taught on the DVD
The perfect (almost) impromptu bar trick
Complete with gimmicks and DVD. Running time: 30 mins. 
approx.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with instructions and handling plus quite 
a few gimmicks. They show the main handling which I think 
is the best using a wine glass. You can use any glass and 
almost any drink, not a dark drink like coke but white wine, 
champaign etc works great as well as even using a bottle 
of water. The glass actually makes the handling easier and 
allows for some really quick reveals and vanishes of the 
image. The nice thing here is that you can use any glass and 
be clean prior and after you have done it. It is however best 
viewed front on rather than for a large group of people. 
There is something really great about this that makes it look 
like a crystal ball where the spectator chooses a card, for 
example, and it appears in the glass. Other ideas might be 
to use this with two people and one can see it and the other 
can’t. There are so many ways to use this. You aren’t limited 
by just playing cards. You can use ESP symbols or any image 
you can draw.
The method is super simple and the handling is very easy 
to learn. The guys also show you different places where you 
can store it during performing. 

The nice thing about this is that while it is best viewed front 
on with one person you can make it much larger. It’s almost 
like a dual reality effect where one person gets a great view 
of it and the rest of group will ask that one person about it 
and talk about it. They do show you handling so you can do 
it almost surrounded which is well worth studying because 
it allows you to perform for a big group. This is a great use 
for one of Banachek’s forces as well where you might ask 
for a two digit number between 0 and 50, make them odd 
digits etc. The number then appears on the glass. Another 
great use is for a book test where a word can appear.

There are so many ideas on this DVD and so much you can 
do with WINK. I have a good friend who does magic in a bar 
situation and gave it to him to try out. He said it’s the best 
trick he’s ever purchased for working at the bar! I think that 
pretty much sums this up. If you want to create something 
quite unique whether it be magic or mentalism and almost 
impromptu and extremely clean I highly recommend this. 
Don’t let the simplicity put you off - this is a real worker.

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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packs to have as a back-up.  Do not write with a permanent 
market because it will bleed through the pages. They sug-
gest you use a ball point pen. The pads are the perfect size 
to fit in a pocket. You can force anything with this as long 
as you can write or draw it in the pad. It could be a great 
use for Mental Epic to force a picture or word at the end. 
You could use this even for kid shows to force a picture - so 
this is great for almost every style of magician from kids to 
close-up magic.

Both magicians and mentalists will love this and use it all 
the time.  There are 50 pages which include 25 short and 25 
long so you can have 25 different words plus the same force 
word, pictures etc. This really is one of the post products 
where you are limited by your imagination. This is suitable 
for both the new magician and the professional. 

Highly Recommended

PRICE: $22.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

This masterwork encapsulates not only some of world 
champion Daryl's finest work, but also some of the most 
influential material of the 1980s. Here we see Daryl's now 
legendary Cutting Display for Triumph, his stunning, perfect 
"Mysterious Cross of India" Coins Across, and "The Boomer-
ang Card of Mystery." There are also some forgotten gems, 
waiting to be resurrected from the early 80s and introduced 
to a new audience. "In the Pinch" allows you to snatch a 
selection from a cascading pack of cards. You will also find 
Daryl's touches on Twisting the Aces, an impossible card 

location, and more.

Secrets of a "Puerto Rican Gambler" is Daryl's rarest and 
most acclaimed work, and we're thrilled to present this 
updated reprint to fans worldwide. In addition to a spar-
kling new edit and layout, there are more than double the 
original photographs. Also included is a bonus routine not 
found in the original book but created during the same 
time period: Daryl's astounding "Double Dazzling Triumph."

Table of Contents:
The Boomerang Card of Mystery - Catch a selection from a 
falling waterfall of cards.
The Chicago Conspiracy - Trap two selections by causing 
them to come together.
Quick Silver - Two selected cards are attracted to a half dol-
lar, as if by magic.
Holding On - Alex Elmsley's "Between Your Palms" is a mod-
ern classic, and this is Daryl's terrific take.
The Puerto Rican Triumph - This is it! This is where Daryl's 
now-famous Cutting Display debuted.
The Mysterious Cross of India - A Coins Across of the Finest 
Order. No hand-to-hand transfers. A modern classic!
In the Pinch - You trap a selection as a spectator dribbles the 
cards to the table!
Just Tweezing - A variation of the above.
Conditional Assembly - A beautiful, thoughtful take on the 
classic four-Ace Assembly.
Twisted Aces Redivivus - If you love Vernon's Twisting the 
Aces, you'll love these fine finesses.
Double Dazzling Triumph - A show-stopping closer in the 
key of Triumph.

MY THOUGHTS:
I still have the original manuscripts from when I first pur-
chased them from Daryl MANY years ago in New Zealand. I 
would easily say that when I was doing my close-up magic 
this work was some of the best card work I ever used, and 
continue to use. It was some of the material I started with 
when I could finally master certain card moves and the 
material is incredibly strong. For those who have been 
looking for the manuscripts you can now get them in one 
hard copy book. It is a beautifully produced book with 
LOTS of photos and a few additions and thoughts that have 
been added just for this publication. I have always thought 
that The Double-Dazzling Triumph is one of the very best 
Triumph effects ever. It’s been in my repertoire from very 
early on and I continue to fool laymen and magicians with 
it. Over the years I’ve taken Daryl’s routine and added to it 
but I discovered some pretty neat things you can do with 
this routine.  While some of the card routines are classics 
they all have the Daryl touch which make them much 
stronger. There is also his Mysterious Cross Of India which 
is a Coins Across routine but quite possibly still one of the 
best! I first saw Daryl do this when he came to New Zealand 
in the 90s and it fooled the entire room of magicians. This 
is a small masterpiece of magic and Daryl has added many 
fine touches.

The magic in here will require handling skills but everything 
is very well explained and photographed making it easy to 
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learn and master. This book also contains one of my favou-
rite Ace Assembly routines. Even if you know several you 
need to do yourself a favour and learn this version - it could 
possibly out do any of the others you might know. If you 
aren’t familiar with this work then this will be a great treat, 
if you are and have tried to get hold of the original manu-
script then you will be glad this has been reproduced with 
new additions. This is definitely one of my all time favourite 
card books because I’ve used the material for many years.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
PRICE: $30.00
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

WINK By 
Darryl Davis 
& Daryl 
Williams

12 

Wink is a stunning way to reveal a card, thought-of number, 
initials, and more. See the trailer to experience just how 
magical Wink will look. Staring right through a wine glass, 
an eerie message appears and then vanishes without a 
trace.

The Other Brothers provide everything you need to perform 
this effect. Use any wine glass or bottle of water. The perfor-
mance is easy to learn and use, and it's an effect that is ideal 
for any venue or event that has wine glasses on tabletops.
Easy to perform

Carry the gimmick with you in your wallet and be ready to 
go at a moment's notice!
Complete with gimmicks for revealing cards, ESP symbols 
and more
Learn how to make your own gimmicks
Many versions and ideas taught on the DVD
The perfect (almost) impromptu bar trick
Complete with gimmicks and DVD. Running time: 30 mins. 
approx.

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a DVD with instructions and handling plus quite 
a few gimmicks. They show the main handling which I think 
is the best using a wine glass. You can use any glass and 
almost any drink, not a dark drink like coke but white wine, 
champaign etc works great as well as even using a bottle 
of water. The glass actually makes the handling easier and 
allows for some really quick reveals and vanishes of the 
image. The nice thing here is that you can use any glass and 
be clean prior and after you have done it. It is however best 
viewed front on rather than for a large group of people. 
There is something really great about this that makes it look 
like a crystal ball where the spectator chooses a card, for 
example, and it appears in the glass. Other ideas might be 
to use this with two people and one can see it and the other 
can’t. There are so many ways to use this. You aren’t limited 
by just playing cards. You can use ESP symbols or any image 
you can draw.
The method is super simple and the handling is very easy 
to learn. The guys also show you different places where you 
can store it during performing. 

The nice thing about this is that while it is best viewed front 
on with one person you can make it much larger. It’s almost 
like a dual reality effect where one person gets a great view 
of it and the rest of group will ask that one person about it 
and talk about it. They do show you handling so you can do 
it almost surrounded which is well worth studying because 
it allows you to perform for a big group. This is a great use 
for one of Banachek’s forces as well where you might ask 
for a two digit number between 0 and 50, make them odd 
digits etc. The number then appears on the glass. Another 
great use is for a book test where a word can appear.

There are so many ideas on this DVD and so much you can 
do with WINK. I have a good friend who does magic in a bar 
situation and gave it to him to try out. He said it’s the best 
trick he’s ever purchased for working at the bar! I think that 
pretty much sums this up. If you want to create something 
quite unique whether it be magic or mentalism and almost 
impromptu and extremely clean I highly recommend this. 
Don’t let the simplicity put you off - this is a real worker.

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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MONTE TEST 
By Anthony 
Stan

13 

Monte Test is an original version of the famous three 
card monte routine. Anthony Stan presents to you a new 
approach with MULTIPLE PHASES, and where you finish 
completely CLEAN.

The game is simple, the spectator must find the winning 
card which is the different card (for example: the 9 of 
spades).

Phase 1: The spectator tries to find the winning card, but he 
is wrong.

Phase 2: The winning card (the 9 of spades) becomes red. 
Now, the card has a red back and it's easy to follow.

Phase 3: The spectator tries again but when the red card is 
revealed, it's not the winning card (for example: it's the 9 of 
hearts). The magician gives two other chances to the spec-
tator but he is wrong on both of them. Then, the red backed 
card turns to a blue backed card once again.

Phase 4: The magician puts one card (the 9 of hearts) in 
his pocket and keeps only two cards in his hands. But now, 
these cards are the 9 of hearts and the winning card (the 9 
of spades) is in the magician's pocket. 
Hand the cards to the spectator for examination
Includes the cards and video instructions(English/Français)
Ready out of the box
Easy to do
Examinable
4 killer phases
2 handlings
Note: The cards included may have different faces to those 
shown in the trailer

MY THOUGHTS:

TELEKINETIC 
BY 
DIAMOND 
JIM TYLER

14 

A card box comes to life in this sensational new take on a 
classic plot. After removing the cards from the box, the ma-
gician causes the card box to spin, stand up, rise, and open, 
without moving his fingers. 
Cause your card box to twist, rise, and animate at will. 
Cause a selected card to spring from the card box. 
Animate a matchbox to stand on end. 
Make a cigarette pack move around on your palm and turn 
over.
What you'll see is the most natural of props--the card box-
-as it comes to life on the magician's outstretched palm. 
Without moving the fingers at all, the box slides, turns, 
stands on end, and then opens. As with everything we re-

This is a neat twist on a classic effect. You receive gimmick 
cards and access to the online tutorial. This is a great walk-
about trick because everything happens in your hands, 
so for those who do any type of performance with people 
looking down this is perfect. It’s a very entertaining monte 
routine and done as a magic trick where the cards change 
front and back throughout the effect.  The moves are fairly 
straight forward making this easy for all levels. To master 
this you will need to sit down with the cards in hand take 
time to go through all the moves. It will take a little time 
and practice but is worth it. One of the nice touches in this 
is that you are left clean at the end - it’s a very commercial 
routine that many magicians should definitely look at.  I 
really enjoyed this as it’s clever, fun and entertaining. The 
perfect packet trick with a classic theme and lots of new 
twists and turns making it very entertaining. Great value for 
money because this is a real worker.

PRICE: $19.95
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
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lease, WE GUARANTEE THAT WHAT YOU SEE IN THE TRAILER 
IS EXACTLY HOW IT LOOKS IN REAL LIFE. 

There is an epidemic of deceptive trailers in the magic 
industry. We hope you appreciate that every effect we 
produce lives up to its representation online. "Telekinetic" 
is truly wonderful. Here's why: before or after your favourite 
card trick, you have a card box naturally in your pocket or 
on the table, and this effect is therefore MOTIVATED in your 
show. It is the perfect ending or encore piece--just a tiny 
touch of visual before you end your performance. And as 
you can see in the trailer, it freaks people out. 

The gimmick is durable, the handling is easy, and you'll be 
performing it within minutes. 

Includes DVD and gimmicks. Running time: approximately 
30 minutes

MY THOUGHTS:
 I’m a big fan of the acrobatic match box. This is that plus 
so much more. The main version he teaches is his set up 
(complete with gimmicks) using a regular card box. This 
plays much larger than the matchbox and is extremely easy 
to get in and out of making it the perfect walk-about effect.  
You can’t animate it with cards inside but you simply take 
out the cards and at anytime animate the box. I love anima-
tion over floating as it is much more magical and realistic. 
You can cause the box  to spin 180 degrees, stand up and 
even have the lid will open. It looks so magical and you can 
hand out the box straight away or have somebody put the 
cards back in. The re-set is only seconds and everything fits 
nicely in your pocket. There is also a really great twist where 
you can add a rising card from the box or have the card fly 
out of the box.

Jim goes in to detail and shares everything he has discov-
ered about this from 25 years of doing it . He also shows 
other handling for versions using a matchbox where the 
box opens to reveal matches  a version using a matchbook 
and a cigarette box. A really nice idea Jim came up with is 
to do this using a borrowed cigarette box which makes it 
impromptu. You could also set this up so a cigarette comes 
out of your own box at the end. He also has a great idea 
where you take out a stack of your business cards and they 
start to animate on your hand and one will rise out. Again, 
everything can be handed out. Once you have mastered 
the basic technique you will find yourself trying to animate 
other objects. You could easily pick up a coaster at a bar and 
animate that for example. 

The quality of production is excellent and Jim does a great 
job teaching everything you need to know. It won’t take 
much practice and you can have this up and running in no 
time. Great effect for the beginner or the full time profes-
sional. You will also learn a haunted deck routine which 
I learnt from Eugene Burger's book “ he Performance Of 
Close-Up Magic," and have been performing it for over 30 
years. It is by far the best Haunted Card routine ever. No 
electronic gimmicks to break, works 100% of the time and 
everything can be handed out. You will learn the handling 

for this on the DVD.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED  - $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
Wholesale: www.murphysmagic.com

SWEETCH 
BY GABRIEL 
TORRES15 

Vanishing Inc. jumped at the chance to produce and manu-
facture "Sweetch" because it's such a simple, organic prop 
to incorporate into your magic. You cause a signed selected 
card to appear inside an isolated pack of gum. Having a 
pack of gum on your person is as natural as a phone or set 
of keys, and the precision-made prop included does all the 
work for you.
An organic card to impossible location
No assembly of any kind is required
Each gimmick is handmade with care
Several handling variations and ideas taught
Online instructions
Running time: 32 min

MY THOUGHTS:
A very organic way to have a card end up in a location 
(gum packet) that doesn’t look at all like a magic prop. You 
receive a download tutorial that is 30 minutes in length and 
teaches you everything you need to know. You also receive 
a well made gimmick with the gum packet and there is 
nothing for you to make up, all the work is done. There are 
some alternative handlings and ideas you might want to 
add to your gimmick and they will only take a few seconds 
to do. You can also change the card that appears inside the 
box from the red one supplied to any other card. Again it is 
very easy to make any changes to the gimmick you want. 
There isn’t a lot of sleight of hand involved in this but you 
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Monte Test is an original version of the famous three 
card monte routine. Anthony Stan presents to you a new 
approach with MULTIPLE PHASES, and where you finish 
completely CLEAN.

The game is simple, the spectator must find the winning 
card which is the different card (for example: the 9 of 
spades).

Phase 1: The spectator tries to find the winning card, but he 
is wrong.

Phase 2: The winning card (the 9 of spades) becomes red. 
Now, the card has a red back and it's easy to follow.

Phase 3: The spectator tries again but when the red card is 
revealed, it's not the winning card (for example: it's the 9 of 
hearts). The magician gives two other chances to the spec-
tator but he is wrong on both of them. Then, the red backed 
card turns to a blue backed card once again.

Phase 4: The magician puts one card (the 9 of hearts) in 
his pocket and keeps only two cards in his hands. But now, 
these cards are the 9 of hearts and the winning card (the 9 
of spades) is in the magician's pocket. 
Hand the cards to the spectator for examination
Includes the cards and video instructions(English/Français)
Ready out of the box
Easy to do
Examinable
4 killer phases
2 handlings
Note: The cards included may have different faces to those 
shown in the trailer

MY THOUGHTS:

TELEKINETIC 
BY 
DIAMOND 
JIM TYLER

14 

A card box comes to life in this sensational new take on a 
classic plot. After removing the cards from the box, the ma-
gician causes the card box to spin, stand up, rise, and open, 
without moving his fingers. 
Cause your card box to twist, rise, and animate at will. 
Cause a selected card to spring from the card box. 
Animate a matchbox to stand on end. 
Make a cigarette pack move around on your palm and turn 
over.
What you'll see is the most natural of props--the card box-
-as it comes to life on the magician's outstretched palm. 
Without moving the fingers at all, the box slides, turns, 
stands on end, and then opens. As with everything we re-

This is a neat twist on a classic effect. You receive gimmick 
cards and access to the online tutorial. This is a great walk-
about trick because everything happens in your hands, 
so for those who do any type of performance with people 
looking down this is perfect. It’s a very entertaining monte 
routine and done as a magic trick where the cards change 
front and back throughout the effect.  The moves are fairly 
straight forward making this easy for all levels. To master 
this you will need to sit down with the cards in hand take 
time to go through all the moves. It will take a little time 
and practice but is worth it. One of the nice touches in this 
is that you are left clean at the end - it’s a very commercial 
routine that many magicians should definitely look at.  I 
really enjoyed this as it’s clever, fun and entertaining. The 
perfect packet trick with a classic theme and lots of new 
twists and turns making it very entertaining. Great value for 
money because this is a real worker.

PRICE: $19.95
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
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lease, WE GUARANTEE THAT WHAT YOU SEE IN THE TRAILER 
IS EXACTLY HOW IT LOOKS IN REAL LIFE. 

There is an epidemic of deceptive trailers in the magic 
industry. We hope you appreciate that every effect we 
produce lives up to its representation online. "Telekinetic" 
is truly wonderful. Here's why: before or after your favourite 
card trick, you have a card box naturally in your pocket or 
on the table, and this effect is therefore MOTIVATED in your 
show. It is the perfect ending or encore piece--just a tiny 
touch of visual before you end your performance. And as 
you can see in the trailer, it freaks people out. 

The gimmick is durable, the handling is easy, and you'll be 
performing it within minutes. 

Includes DVD and gimmicks. Running time: approximately 
30 minutes

MY THOUGHTS:
 I’m a big fan of the acrobatic match box. This is that plus 
so much more. The main version he teaches is his set up 
(complete with gimmicks) using a regular card box. This 
plays much larger than the matchbox and is extremely easy 
to get in and out of making it the perfect walk-about effect.  
You can’t animate it with cards inside but you simply take 
out the cards and at anytime animate the box. I love anima-
tion over floating as it is much more magical and realistic. 
You can cause the box  to spin 180 degrees, stand up and 
even have the lid will open. It looks so magical and you can 
hand out the box straight away or have somebody put the 
cards back in. The re-set is only seconds and everything fits 
nicely in your pocket. There is also a really great twist where 
you can add a rising card from the box or have the card fly 
out of the box.

Jim goes in to detail and shares everything he has discov-
ered about this from 25 years of doing it . He also shows 
other handling for versions using a matchbox where the 
box opens to reveal matches  a version using a matchbook 
and a cigarette box. A really nice idea Jim came up with is 
to do this using a borrowed cigarette box which makes it 
impromptu. You could also set this up so a cigarette comes 
out of your own box at the end. He also has a great idea 
where you take out a stack of your business cards and they 
start to animate on your hand and one will rise out. Again, 
everything can be handed out. Once you have mastered 
the basic technique you will find yourself trying to animate 
other objects. You could easily pick up a coaster at a bar and 
animate that for example. 

The quality of production is excellent and Jim does a great 
job teaching everything you need to know. It won’t take 
much practice and you can have this up and running in no 
time. Great effect for the beginner or the full time profes-
sional. You will also learn a haunted deck routine which 
I learnt from Eugene Burger's book “ he Performance Of 
Close-Up Magic," and have been performing it for over 30 
years. It is by far the best Haunted Card routine ever. No 
electronic gimmicks to break, works 100% of the time and 
everything can be handed out. You will learn the handling 

for this on the DVD.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED  - $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
Wholesale: www.murphysmagic.com

SWEETCH 
BY GABRIEL 
TORRES15 

Vanishing Inc. jumped at the chance to produce and manu-
facture "Sweetch" because it's such a simple, organic prop 
to incorporate into your magic. You cause a signed selected 
card to appear inside an isolated pack of gum. Having a 
pack of gum on your person is as natural as a phone or set 
of keys, and the precision-made prop included does all the 
work for you.
An organic card to impossible location
No assembly of any kind is required
Each gimmick is handmade with care
Several handling variations and ideas taught
Online instructions
Running time: 32 min

MY THOUGHTS:
A very organic way to have a card end up in a location 
(gum packet) that doesn’t look at all like a magic prop. You 
receive a download tutorial that is 30 minutes in length and 
teaches you everything you need to know. You also receive 
a well made gimmick with the gum packet and there is 
nothing for you to make up, all the work is done. There are 
some alternative handlings and ideas you might want to 
add to your gimmick and they will only take a few seconds 
to do. You can also change the card that appears inside the 
box from the red one supplied to any other card. Again it is 
very easy to make any changes to the gimmick you want. 
There isn’t a lot of sleight of hand involved in this but you 
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will need to know how to control a card and a Mercury Fold. 
Kyle teaches both on the download. The reveal or ‘switch’ 
from inside the box to the card in your hand looks amazing. 
The gimmick is reliable and you would swear that the card 
comes from the gum box and is dumped in to your hand. 
What I really like about this is that it’s great for a casual situ-
ation where you might carry gum with you. It makes a great 
addition to an ambitious card routines. You can also use this 
as a great way to switch a card out in the open. You show 
the inside of the gum box and place a card inside and the 
spectator can hold on to it. By this time you have switched 
the original folded card for the one already in the box and 
can make it vanish later on. This has a lot of potential for 
some clever presentation and routines. 

If you are looking for something very practical and organic 
to switch a card then this is a great option. It fits inside your 
pocket because it is flat and very easy to carry. The perfect 
walk-about trick for informal and formal occasions  I love 
this - it’s simple to operate and handling won’t take long 
to get the hang of. Great for both the beginner and the full 
time professional. It is definitely something you’ll want to 
use.

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

CONSCIOUS 
MAGIC BY 
GERARD AND 
RAN PINK

16 

With more than TWO DECADES of creating and perform-
ing magic, and producing magic on TV, Ran and Andrew sit 
down for the FIRST TIME and openly discuss and reveal their 
approach to performing magic and mentalism in EVERYDAY 
environments.

In this series Ran and Andrew reveal their GO-TO routines 
that they perform in real life casual situations such as bars, 
house parties, and on the street. "Our mission with con-
scious magic is to elevate the art of magic by empowering 
the performer to have a deeper insight into the process of 
creating, performing and even thinking about magic on a 
new level."

Not only do they teach NEW effects but they also break 
them down, discussing their creative process and give in-
sight that will help make the magic you create even better.

RUNTIME: Sixty-five minutes

Conscious Magic Episode 1 includes:

REAL WORLD
Ever since Paul Curry released "Out of This World" there 
have been many versions, but none are like Gerard's "Real 
World". Using a NORMAL deck of playing cards the SPECTA-
TOR creates their own reality by mentally separating them 
into two piles by color. There are NO moves and NO difficult 
sleights. This creative and simple method happens in the 
spectator's mind while exploring the concept of the law of 
attraction.

T-REX
Learn Ran Pink's ripping technique and create the illusion of 
REAL mind-reading in the most direct, personal, casual and 
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powerful way; AND be able to do it ANYTIME with noth-
ing more than a pen and piece of paper. Never look at your 
hands as you rip the paper and there's NO FUMBLING with 
too many pieces. It's classic and simple, yet SO STRONG that 
it can bring people to tears. For the FIRST TIME Ran also ex-
plains his technique for using post-it notes which are readily 
available everywhere and easy to come by so you'll always 
be ready to "read minds". See why so many professionals 
around the world have chosen T-Rex as their secret weapon 
to get into someone's mind.

Bonus: OPTIKA
Optika is the perfect opener for any social situation. Cap-
tivate audiences and make yourself known as a magical per-
former by utilizing a simple gimmick that is in most magi-
cian's arsenals. Andrew Gerard will teach you the "optikal" 
illusion that will cause debate amongst your spectators.

The Limited Deluxe Edition includes a genuine set of Loops®
Supplies are limited! Buy yours today!

MY THOUGHTS:
This is incredible. Two of the most creative people in the 
world of magic sit down and share some of their pet effects 
with us. This DVD is a refreshing way to present magic and 
help make our magic performances better. Both Rand and 
Gerard are artists with so much to offer. This DVD is set up in 
a conversational style and it is fun to watch. You will get to 
learn three excellent and very powerful routines direct from 
Ran and Gerard’s own repertoire. What I love about both 
these performers is how believable their material is. They 
don’t go for long winded material aimed to impress magi-
cians but rather material that works for performers who 
make a living by getting out there and doing it. You can see 
this in the performances and the power each effect has. For 
me this type of performance is what makes a person memo-
rable. The difference between this material and most is that 
after you do one of the routines people aren’t going to ask 
if you do kids parties of can make a balloon animal. It’s the 
type of material that takes you to a different level and can 
really connect with people. 

REAL WORLD: Andrew has really made Out Of This World 
super easy and his handling has done away with all the odd 
moves people have added to it over the years. This ver-
sion makes the spectator believe they are really doing the 
magic and it is the nuts and bolts of what it really should be. 
You will get a chance to see two performances and follow 
Andrew’s script because it really makes so much sense. He 
performs this in nightclubs and loud bars so if you ever 
thought it was a long winded trick then this will change 
your mind. Both Ran and Andrew talk about this and how 
to make it strong and aspects of the routine that make it 
strong and make it work. This is a great example of an effect 
where the performer can pace themselves and take their 
time performing. What is really great is Andrew talking 
about how he created his version. This is an interesting 
idea and shows some of the process he goes through when 
creating magic. This has now become my all time favorite 
version of Out Of This World! One of the strongest points 
about Andrew’s performances is that they are so believable.

T-REX: Quite possible THE BEST centre tear I’ve seen. If you 
want to get any information from a person then this is the 
way to do it. Inspired by Richard Osterlind who is a master 
at this. Ran’s version is so clean and even watching the 
performance you can’t see him do it. Ran gives reason to 
tearing up the paper by building trust with the spectator. 
In the context of what you are doing the tearing up really 
isn’t important in the mind of the spectator. You can see this 
in the live performances and they talk through each point 
on the DVD.  T-Rex is an amazing way to get a peek not just 
for words but also for drawings and other things. T-Rex is 
probably the quickest way to get information as you tear 
the paper.

OPTIKA - this is a great opening and way to get everybody’s 
attention. The effect is great but the real magic is how this 
creates a conversation of the spectators. This uses a gim-
mick pretty much very magician will have, especially those 
doing close-up magic. This is a non-floating bill routine with 
a bill that floats for some and not for others. 

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

DEVIL MAY 
CARE BY IAN 
DUNFORD17 

REVIEW BY CARL ANDREWS

http://www.lulu.com/shop/iain-dunford/devil-may-care/

paperback/product-22788561.html

From The Author

A book for mentalists. I consider mentalism at its most 
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will need to know how to control a card and a Mercury Fold. 
Kyle teaches both on the download. The reveal or ‘switch’ 
from inside the box to the card in your hand looks amazing. 
The gimmick is reliable and you would swear that the card 
comes from the gum box and is dumped in to your hand. 
What I really like about this is that it’s great for a casual situ-
ation where you might carry gum with you. It makes a great 
addition to an ambitious card routines. You can also use this 
as a great way to switch a card out in the open. You show 
the inside of the gum box and place a card inside and the 
spectator can hold on to it. By this time you have switched 
the original folded card for the one already in the box and 
can make it vanish later on. This has a lot of potential for 
some clever presentation and routines. 

If you are looking for something very practical and organic 
to switch a card then this is a great option. It fits inside your 
pocket because it is flat and very easy to carry. The perfect 
walk-about trick for informal and formal occasions  I love 
this - it’s simple to operate and handling won’t take long 
to get the hang of. Great for both the beginner and the full 
time professional. It is definitely something you’ll want to 
use.

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

CONSCIOUS 
MAGIC BY 
GERARD AND 
RAN PINK

16 

With more than TWO DECADES of creating and perform-
ing magic, and producing magic on TV, Ran and Andrew sit 
down for the FIRST TIME and openly discuss and reveal their 
approach to performing magic and mentalism in EVERYDAY 
environments.

In this series Ran and Andrew reveal their GO-TO routines 
that they perform in real life casual situations such as bars, 
house parties, and on the street. "Our mission with con-
scious magic is to elevate the art of magic by empowering 
the performer to have a deeper insight into the process of 
creating, performing and even thinking about magic on a 
new level."

Not only do they teach NEW effects but they also break 
them down, discussing their creative process and give in-
sight that will help make the magic you create even better.

RUNTIME: Sixty-five minutes

Conscious Magic Episode 1 includes:

REAL WORLD
Ever since Paul Curry released "Out of This World" there 
have been many versions, but none are like Gerard's "Real 
World". Using a NORMAL deck of playing cards the SPECTA-
TOR creates their own reality by mentally separating them 
into two piles by color. There are NO moves and NO difficult 
sleights. This creative and simple method happens in the 
spectator's mind while exploring the concept of the law of 
attraction.

T-REX
Learn Ran Pink's ripping technique and create the illusion of 
REAL mind-reading in the most direct, personal, casual and 
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powerful way; AND be able to do it ANYTIME with noth-
ing more than a pen and piece of paper. Never look at your 
hands as you rip the paper and there's NO FUMBLING with 
too many pieces. It's classic and simple, yet SO STRONG that 
it can bring people to tears. For the FIRST TIME Ran also ex-
plains his technique for using post-it notes which are readily 
available everywhere and easy to come by so you'll always 
be ready to "read minds". See why so many professionals 
around the world have chosen T-Rex as their secret weapon 
to get into someone's mind.

Bonus: OPTIKA
Optika is the perfect opener for any social situation. Cap-
tivate audiences and make yourself known as a magical per-
former by utilizing a simple gimmick that is in most magi-
cian's arsenals. Andrew Gerard will teach you the "optikal" 
illusion that will cause debate amongst your spectators.

The Limited Deluxe Edition includes a genuine set of Loops®
Supplies are limited! Buy yours today!

MY THOUGHTS:
This is incredible. Two of the most creative people in the 
world of magic sit down and share some of their pet effects 
with us. This DVD is a refreshing way to present magic and 
help make our magic performances better. Both Rand and 
Gerard are artists with so much to offer. This DVD is set up in 
a conversational style and it is fun to watch. You will get to 
learn three excellent and very powerful routines direct from 
Ran and Gerard’s own repertoire. What I love about both 
these performers is how believable their material is. They 
don’t go for long winded material aimed to impress magi-
cians but rather material that works for performers who 
make a living by getting out there and doing it. You can see 
this in the performances and the power each effect has. For 
me this type of performance is what makes a person memo-
rable. The difference between this material and most is that 
after you do one of the routines people aren’t going to ask 
if you do kids parties of can make a balloon animal. It’s the 
type of material that takes you to a different level and can 
really connect with people. 

REAL WORLD: Andrew has really made Out Of This World 
super easy and his handling has done away with all the odd 
moves people have added to it over the years. This ver-
sion makes the spectator believe they are really doing the 
magic and it is the nuts and bolts of what it really should be. 
You will get a chance to see two performances and follow 
Andrew’s script because it really makes so much sense. He 
performs this in nightclubs and loud bars so if you ever 
thought it was a long winded trick then this will change 
your mind. Both Ran and Andrew talk about this and how 
to make it strong and aspects of the routine that make it 
strong and make it work. This is a great example of an effect 
where the performer can pace themselves and take their 
time performing. What is really great is Andrew talking 
about how he created his version. This is an interesting 
idea and shows some of the process he goes through when 
creating magic. This has now become my all time favorite 
version of Out Of This World! One of the strongest points 
about Andrew’s performances is that they are so believable.

T-REX: Quite possible THE BEST centre tear I’ve seen. If you 
want to get any information from a person then this is the 
way to do it. Inspired by Richard Osterlind who is a master 
at this. Ran’s version is so clean and even watching the 
performance you can’t see him do it. Ran gives reason to 
tearing up the paper by building trust with the spectator. 
In the context of what you are doing the tearing up really 
isn’t important in the mind of the spectator. You can see this 
in the live performances and they talk through each point 
on the DVD.  T-Rex is an amazing way to get a peek not just 
for words but also for drawings and other things. T-Rex is 
probably the quickest way to get information as you tear 
the paper.

OPTIKA - this is a great opening and way to get everybody’s 
attention. The effect is great but the real magic is how this 
creates a conversation of the spectators. This uses a gim-
mick pretty much very magician will have, especially those 
doing close-up magic. This is a non-floating bill routine with 
a bill that floats for some and not for others. 

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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powerful, is
when it is combined with the ability to give readings. It 
adds depth,
it personalizes what can be quite dry information. Readings 
are also somewhat dangerous and can be difficult to do and 
still remain ethical and not encourage a negative and po-
tentially damaging belief and reliance on them. I show you 
how to avoid that. This book also contains a few little inven-
tions relating to envelopes and billets. No routines as such, 
but you will learn how i structure readings when combined 
with design duplications, with a careful breakdown on what 
exactly is going on. You will even get to learn a very simple 
visually driven way to give a simple, fun reading that might 
start off looking like palmistry, but definitely isn't. So in 
summary - readings, envelopes, billets. I do expect you to 
have studied the classics.

My Thoughts

I really enjoyed reading this book. Not only was the infor-
mation great but it was written in a fun, easy to read style. 
This is not a tech product but because of my love of mental-
ism and the value I found in this book, I want to share it 
with you.

The information on envelopes and peeks, I felt was price-
less. There are billet tears, readings, an envelope switch that 
you’re going to love, a peek a boo envelope that is also bril-
liant, and lots more. The book is 84 pages and an entertain-
ing as well as informative read. I know there is plenty in this 
book that I will use.

This is definitely geared toward the mentalist performer and 
Very Highly Recommended!

P.I.N BY SCOTT 
CREASEY18 

REVIEW BY CARL ANDREWS

http://www.scottcreasey.com/p-i-n/
Ask a volunteer to guess your PIN by naming any four digit 
number and then prove beyond a doubt they got it right

In this 20 min video Scott shares the routine and handling 
he has been using for years in order to enable a volunteer 
to guess the PIN for his American Express Card, Visa Card, or 
any other card. If you prefer, you can of course have them 
guess the PIN for your phone.

A low-tech no nonsense, no electronics, non-magnetic and 
App free approach to a PIN number revelation, using busi-
ness cards and a pen.

Set up in seconds, resets in seconds and great for table hop-
ping.

My Thoughts

While this is not an App, there have been several ways of 
doing this type of effect with a smart phone. This is a way 
to perform a PIN number revelation without a smart phone. 
I thought it worthy of a mention as it is very clever and a 
worker.

The performer mentally sends his pin number to a specta-
tor, one number at a time. The four digits named by the 
spectator are written down on a business card. That card 
is placed on the table and the performer removes a wallet 
from their pocket and folded inside the wallet is a business 
card with the pin numbers written on it and it matches the 
numbers guessed by the spectator.

This routine is well explained and very easy to do. All you 
really need is a stack of regular business cards and a card to 
wallet if you choose that ending. I have already started to 
think of variations. The reset is quick and the routine can be 
done at a walk- around gig. It is clean, direct and a nice way 
to giveaway a business card.

Very Highly Recommended!
PRICE: £12
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STEALTH 
WRITER BY
ANDREAS 
SEBRING

19 

https://youtu.be/IfTIMpaW75E

The Stealth Writer & Stealth Pad
This set contains everything needed to use the Stealth Writ-
er. You are provided with the clever gimmick that work with 
both a dry erase marker and a permanent marker, a special 
dry erase Stealth Pad that conceals the confabulation note, 
necessary tools and instructions. Included are a versatile as-
sociation routine that can be used in both cooperate work, 
lecturing and in mentalist shows.
Price: 680 SEK
 
Confabulous – The postcard routine
A spectator sign a postcard that are concealed in an enve-
lope. The Spectator think of a destination - a country and a 
special place and the audience make up details about the 
journey. The signed postcard is revealed and it has a match-
ing story with a picture from the thought of place.
 
With this extra set, you will get the instructions and addi-
tional equipment needed to perform the routine. You will 
also get access to a folder for downloading other postcards 
for other destinations. Included in the set is the Travel 
Agency deck – 2DVDs and elven standalone routines. To 
perform the routine, you need to have the Stealth Writer & 
Stealth Pad.
Price: 350 SEK
 
The lottery ticket routine
In an envelope, there is a lottery ticket. The audience guess 
the winning numbers and also a special series for the ticket. 
A spectator scratches the ticket and find that both the series 
and the number match the audience selection.
 
With this extra set, you will get the instructions and addi-
tional equipment for this commercial routine. It uses several 
principles and also a completely new method for preparing 
the lottery tickets. You will get access to a folder for down-
loading tickets in several languages – and the tools and 
method for preparing them. No need to buy extra refills, 

you will easily make them yourself. To perform the routine, 
you need to have the Stealth Writer & Stealth Pad.
Price: 350 SEK
 
 
The Sharpie Stealth Writer
This tool is perfect for your existing confabulation routine. 
You will write the original message with a red Sharpie and 
still your prediction is written in a black or blue pencil. This 
is an add on to the Stealth Writer set. Use the instructions 
that comes with the Stealth Pad to make your own small 
size version.
Price: 270 SEK
 
The Complete set
Why not get the complete set where you can do all the 
above effects and much more. If you buy this set from us - 
postage is free.
Complete set 1500 SEK

MY THOUGHTS:

Confabulation is something I have been performing for 
at least 25 years in various forms and also released sev-
eral of my own versions over the years. Much like myself 
Andreas has also been fascinated with Confabulation and 
he has come up with a very clever and innovative way to 
really mask the idea of double writing. You get a booklet of 
instructions with links to video so you can watch and learn 
all you need.  In this package you will receive necessary 
gimmicks needed so you can write what is called out by the 
audience, and show them the clip board, but also enable 
you to do the 'dirty' work and easily load it wherever you 
want. In my case I use my Dream Prediction and it is perfect 
- I would go as far to say this is made for that effect. There 
are some really nice ideas Andreas has added to his version 
that will throw everybody off, even those who know about 
double writing. The most important thing is that he has 
given reason why you need to write something down. This 
has always seemed odd to me as to why you would write 
things down and probably the biggest downfall of any 
confabultion style routine,  but Andreas has solved this in a 
very smart way that finally makes sense.
 
The clipboard itself is gimmicked so you can show it freely 
yet have your prediction hidden.  I have played around with 
this idea myself over the past few years but Andreas has 
created a really great looking and innocent board which is 
extrmely well made. What this now enables you to achieve 
is to have things called out and the audience can see you 
writing it down, however at anytime you can do the double 
writing part directly on to the prediction and turn it around 
showing the board freely. Note this does NOT use carbon 
paper as the original Confabulation method does. When I 
look at it the idea is pretty simple but works so incredibly 
well. 

The Stealth Writer itself is the key here to allow you to write 
in one color on the white board and have the prediction in 
another.  This idea is not new and I've covered this myself 
in my own effects, but not to the extent which Andreas has 
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powerful, is
when it is combined with the ability to give readings. It 
adds depth,
it personalizes what can be quite dry information. Readings 
are also somewhat dangerous and can be difficult to do and 
still remain ethical and not encourage a negative and po-
tentially damaging belief and reliance on them. I show you 
how to avoid that. This book also contains a few little inven-
tions relating to envelopes and billets. No routines as such, 
but you will learn how i structure readings when combined 
with design duplications, with a careful breakdown on what 
exactly is going on. You will even get to learn a very simple 
visually driven way to give a simple, fun reading that might 
start off looking like palmistry, but definitely isn't. So in 
summary - readings, envelopes, billets. I do expect you to 
have studied the classics.

My Thoughts

I really enjoyed reading this book. Not only was the infor-
mation great but it was written in a fun, easy to read style. 
This is not a tech product but because of my love of mental-
ism and the value I found in this book, I want to share it 
with you.

The information on envelopes and peeks, I felt was price-
less. There are billet tears, readings, an envelope switch that 
you’re going to love, a peek a boo envelope that is also bril-
liant, and lots more. The book is 84 pages and an entertain-
ing as well as informative read. I know there is plenty in this 
book that I will use.

This is definitely geared toward the mentalist performer and 
Very Highly Recommended!

P.I.N BY SCOTT 
CREASEY18 

REVIEW BY CARL ANDREWS

http://www.scottcreasey.com/p-i-n/
Ask a volunteer to guess your PIN by naming any four digit 
number and then prove beyond a doubt they got it right

In this 20 min video Scott shares the routine and handling 
he has been using for years in order to enable a volunteer 
to guess the PIN for his American Express Card, Visa Card, or 
any other card. If you prefer, you can of course have them 
guess the PIN for your phone.

A low-tech no nonsense, no electronics, non-magnetic and 
App free approach to a PIN number revelation, using busi-
ness cards and a pen.

Set up in seconds, resets in seconds and great for table hop-
ping.

My Thoughts

While this is not an App, there have been several ways of 
doing this type of effect with a smart phone. This is a way 
to perform a PIN number revelation without a smart phone. 
I thought it worthy of a mention as it is very clever and a 
worker.

The performer mentally sends his pin number to a specta-
tor, one number at a time. The four digits named by the 
spectator are written down on a business card. That card 
is placed on the table and the performer removes a wallet 
from their pocket and folded inside the wallet is a business 
card with the pin numbers written on it and it matches the 
numbers guessed by the spectator.

This routine is well explained and very easy to do. All you 
really need is a stack of regular business cards and a card to 
wallet if you choose that ending. I have already started to 
think of variations. The reset is quick and the routine can be 
done at a walk- around gig. It is clean, direct and a nice way 
to giveaway a business card.

Very Highly Recommended!
PRICE: £12
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STEALTH 
WRITER BY
ANDREAS 
SEBRING

19 

https://youtu.be/IfTIMpaW75E

The Stealth Writer & Stealth Pad
This set contains everything needed to use the Stealth Writ-
er. You are provided with the clever gimmick that work with 
both a dry erase marker and a permanent marker, a special 
dry erase Stealth Pad that conceals the confabulation note, 
necessary tools and instructions. Included are a versatile as-
sociation routine that can be used in both cooperate work, 
lecturing and in mentalist shows.
Price: 680 SEK
 
Confabulous – The postcard routine
A spectator sign a postcard that are concealed in an enve-
lope. The Spectator think of a destination - a country and a 
special place and the audience make up details about the 
journey. The signed postcard is revealed and it has a match-
ing story with a picture from the thought of place.
 
With this extra set, you will get the instructions and addi-
tional equipment needed to perform the routine. You will 
also get access to a folder for downloading other postcards 
for other destinations. Included in the set is the Travel 
Agency deck – 2DVDs and elven standalone routines. To 
perform the routine, you need to have the Stealth Writer & 
Stealth Pad.
Price: 350 SEK
 
The lottery ticket routine
In an envelope, there is a lottery ticket. The audience guess 
the winning numbers and also a special series for the ticket. 
A spectator scratches the ticket and find that both the series 
and the number match the audience selection.
 
With this extra set, you will get the instructions and addi-
tional equipment for this commercial routine. It uses several 
principles and also a completely new method for preparing 
the lottery tickets. You will get access to a folder for down-
loading tickets in several languages – and the tools and 
method for preparing them. No need to buy extra refills, 

you will easily make them yourself. To perform the routine, 
you need to have the Stealth Writer & Stealth Pad.
Price: 350 SEK
 
 
The Sharpie Stealth Writer
This tool is perfect for your existing confabulation routine. 
You will write the original message with a red Sharpie and 
still your prediction is written in a black or blue pencil. This 
is an add on to the Stealth Writer set. Use the instructions 
that comes with the Stealth Pad to make your own small 
size version.
Price: 270 SEK
 
The Complete set
Why not get the complete set where you can do all the 
above effects and much more. If you buy this set from us - 
postage is free.
Complete set 1500 SEK

MY THOUGHTS:

Confabulation is something I have been performing for 
at least 25 years in various forms and also released sev-
eral of my own versions over the years. Much like myself 
Andreas has also been fascinated with Confabulation and 
he has come up with a very clever and innovative way to 
really mask the idea of double writing. You get a booklet of 
instructions with links to video so you can watch and learn 
all you need.  In this package you will receive necessary 
gimmicks needed so you can write what is called out by the 
audience, and show them the clip board, but also enable 
you to do the 'dirty' work and easily load it wherever you 
want. In my case I use my Dream Prediction and it is perfect 
- I would go as far to say this is made for that effect. There 
are some really nice ideas Andreas has added to his version 
that will throw everybody off, even those who know about 
double writing. The most important thing is that he has 
given reason why you need to write something down. This 
has always seemed odd to me as to why you would write 
things down and probably the biggest downfall of any 
confabultion style routine,  but Andreas has solved this in a 
very smart way that finally makes sense.
 
The clipboard itself is gimmicked so you can show it freely 
yet have your prediction hidden.  I have played around with 
this idea myself over the past few years but Andreas has 
created a really great looking and innocent board which is 
extrmely well made. What this now enables you to achieve 
is to have things called out and the audience can see you 
writing it down, however at anytime you can do the double 
writing part directly on to the prediction and turn it around 
showing the board freely. Note this does NOT use carbon 
paper as the original Confabulation method does. When I 
look at it the idea is pretty simple but works so incredibly 
well. 

The Stealth Writer itself is the key here to allow you to write 
in one color on the white board and have the prediction in 
another.  This idea is not new and I've covered this myself 
in my own effects, but not to the extent which Andreas has 
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created. Each unit is hand crafted and  lathered out to per-
fect size. The gimmick is impossible to spot and hidden in 
plain site! It is SUPER clever and not what you would expect. 
I love this because it's such a subtle thing yet really helps 
sell the illusion of the prediction. This gimmick will enable 
you to write on the board in say white board marker and 
have the final prediction written out in heavy pencil. 

I have both the Lottery routine and the Confabulation 
routine and BOTH are excellent. The Lottery routine is just 
fantasic! You receive all necessary gimmicks and the effect is 
that you have 5 numbers called out and a color. At the end 
of the routine these all match the numbers on a scratch and 
win card which is scratched by a spectator. This is a one per-
son routine and thanks to the special clipboard and stealth 
writer it is super easy to do.  With a little handling you will 
have this down in no time. This is perfect for platform or 
stage, and quite possibly many close-up or intimate style 
conditions.

You can purchase the Lottery routine and the Confabultion 
routine separate as well as the Stealth Writer gimmick or as 
a complete package.

Any stand-up or stage worker should seriously use either of 
these because they are entertaining and will fool the pants 
of any audience. Another big advantage is that this can be 
seen in a large room rather than using a small pad to write 
on.  Anybody who performs my Dream Prediction Lite rou-
tine should seriously think about getting the Stealth Writer 
because quite frankly it takes it to another impossible level.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
www.metalwriting.com

OX- BENDER 
BY MENNY 
LINDENFELD

20 

Bend borrowed, signed coins like never before with the 
WORLDS FIRST SINGLE-HANDED COIN BENDER! 

The OX BENDER™ by Menny Lindenfeld is a custom-made, 
ingenious device, engineered for BENDING COINS EASILY 
with ONLY ONE HAND! It's actually EASIER to bend coins 
with the OX Bender™ than with any other coin Bender! 

With one hand free, you'll be more relaxed and have effort-
less, natural control over your coin bends. This means you 
will need very little to no misdirection during the crucial 
moment. 

The gimmick is fully concealed and requires only a small, 
natural hand-movement to EASILY BEND COINS LIKE BUT-
TER. 

Use the OX BENDER™ anywhere, in any situation and FULLY 
SURROUNDED. Use it close up, walk-around, on the street, 
on stage and even on TV. The bending action is 100% INVIS-
IBLE and done right in-their-face! But they'll never know or 
see anything! You can even bend coins while seated with 
your hands casually resting on the table. 

The OX BENDER™ leaves no evidence behind, producing 
spotless bends with no marks or scratches on the coin. 
Weighing only 26 grams (0.057 lb.) makes the OX BENDER™ 
the WORLDS MOST LIGHTWEIGHT coin bender. A hassle-
free gimmick you'll easily carry with you everywhere you 
go! 

The OX BENDER™ is more than just a coin bender -- BEND 
signed Coins, Spoons, Keys and more!! 

OX BENDER™ comes complete with custom-made secret 
device + full-HD video tutorial (download).
WORLDS FIRST SINGLE-HANDED COIN BENDER!
Bend borrowed, signed coins with only ONE hand!
With one hand free, you'll be more relaxed and have effort-
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less, natural control over your coin bends
Use OX BENDER™ single-handed or with both hands.
Fully concealed gimmick.
BLIND coin loading -- Easily load coins without the need to 
look at gimmick.
100% INVISIBLE BEND. Never get caught during action!
Use it anywhere and fully surrounded.
For close up, walk-around and stage.
Best bending tool for use on TV.
No switches. No pulls. No sleeving.
Bend small or large coins (max DIA = 27 mm./1.06 in.).
No scratch marks: Produces spotless coin bends.
OX BENDER™ can also be used for neck-twisting signed 
spoon. OX BENDER™ can also be used to bend, twist & break 
signed keys.
WORLDS MOST LIGHTWEIGHT COIN BENDER! (only 26 
gr./0.057 lb.).
Hassle-free gimmick. Easily carry OX BENDER™ with you 
everywhere you go!
Gimmick + Video tutorial (Download / Full HD 1080p / 53 
minutes).
In the video tutorial, Menny Lindenfeld will teach you:
Various methods and techniques for using the Ox Bender™.
Methods for using the Ox Bender™ single-handed.
Techniques for using the Ox Bender™ with both hands.
To use the Ox Bender™ while standing or seated.
To invisibly bend signed coins right in-their-face and never 
get caught during action.
Live performance routine with audio commentary.
To bend perfectly straight neck twists in signed spoons us-
ing OX BENDER™ + performance method.
To use the Ox Bender™ to bend, twist and break signed 
keys.

MY THOUGHTS:
I have seen many gimmicks that are used to bend coins 
secretly. Some are great and some not-so great. This one 
definitely comes in to the great category - actually more 
than that. 

The first thing you will notice about this gimmick is that it 
can easily hide in your hand. You can hold it while holding 
a Sharpie that the spectator uses to sign a coin and it's an 
easy matter of bending the coin under guise of putting the 
cap back on or another action. The really nice thing about 
this is of course it's all done with one hand. 

The fact it also bends such a variety of coins makes this 
great for workers around the world. The production itself 
and the quality is built to last. I've been using this for a few 
weeks now and really put it through its paces. Nothing has 
broken and it's stood up to a lot of bends so far. 

This can easily fit in your pocket and it is very light so 
doesn't get in the way of other props or look odd in your 
pocket.  Being able to bend a coin or key in one hand is a 
huge advancement because it now allows for more natural 
movement. Another great feature and something that I re-
ally like is that it doesn't leave any marks on the coin. There 
is nothing worse than some tell-tale-sign that something 
has bent the coin rather than the person's energy.  The gim-

mick is constructed in a way so you don't even have to look 
at the coin going in the gimmick. With a little work you will 
find you can easily and cleanly just place the coin in your 
hand straight in the gimmick, making it easy to use. 

Once you start playing with this you will realise just how 
easy it is to conceal and use in the real world. Menny also 
supplies a tutorial that you can watch online or download 
and will teach with lot of different techniques and share 
routines and ideas on handling the Ox Bender. I suggest 
you sit down the a bunch of coins and the gimmick and 
take your time watching this. The more you play with it the 
more you'll discover. You can now be super bold and bend 
the coin right in a spectator's face and they won't suspect 
anything. 

Another nice feature is that you can use it for more than 
coins. This will work with keys and quite possibly other 
things that I haven't had a chance to play with yet. As I said 
the gimmick is very well constructed and will take a lot of 
pressure.

If you want one of the very best coin benders on the market 
and the ONLY one you can do one-handed then this is the 
answer. I carry this with me everywhere and it's made coin 
bending that much easier for me.

For me personally I think this is one of the best products to 
come out in 2016. It is perfect for walk-about performances 
because you can repeat it over and over, and for platform 
or stage you could certainly incorporate this in to a larger 
bending style routine. I  could imagine this playing well 
with a screen and incorporating it in to a routine where you 
make other objects bend.

PRICE: $99.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com
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created. Each unit is hand crafted and  lathered out to per-
fect size. The gimmick is impossible to spot and hidden in 
plain site! It is SUPER clever and not what you would expect. 
I love this because it's such a subtle thing yet really helps 
sell the illusion of the prediction. This gimmick will enable 
you to write on the board in say white board marker and 
have the final prediction written out in heavy pencil. 

I have both the Lottery routine and the Confabulation 
routine and BOTH are excellent. The Lottery routine is just 
fantasic! You receive all necessary gimmicks and the effect is 
that you have 5 numbers called out and a color. At the end 
of the routine these all match the numbers on a scratch and 
win card which is scratched by a spectator. This is a one per-
son routine and thanks to the special clipboard and stealth 
writer it is super easy to do.  With a little handling you will 
have this down in no time. This is perfect for platform or 
stage, and quite possibly many close-up or intimate style 
conditions.

You can purchase the Lottery routine and the Confabultion 
routine separate as well as the Stealth Writer gimmick or as 
a complete package.

Any stand-up or stage worker should seriously use either of 
these because they are entertaining and will fool the pants 
of any audience. Another big advantage is that this can be 
seen in a large room rather than using a small pad to write 
on.  Anybody who performs my Dream Prediction Lite rou-
tine should seriously think about getting the Stealth Writer 
because quite frankly it takes it to another impossible level.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
www.metalwriting.com

OX- BENDER 
BY MENNY 
LINDENFELD

20 

Bend borrowed, signed coins like never before with the 
WORLDS FIRST SINGLE-HANDED COIN BENDER! 

The OX BENDER™ by Menny Lindenfeld is a custom-made, 
ingenious device, engineered for BENDING COINS EASILY 
with ONLY ONE HAND! It's actually EASIER to bend coins 
with the OX Bender™ than with any other coin Bender! 

With one hand free, you'll be more relaxed and have effort-
less, natural control over your coin bends. This means you 
will need very little to no misdirection during the crucial 
moment. 

The gimmick is fully concealed and requires only a small, 
natural hand-movement to EASILY BEND COINS LIKE BUT-
TER. 

Use the OX BENDER™ anywhere, in any situation and FULLY 
SURROUNDED. Use it close up, walk-around, on the street, 
on stage and even on TV. The bending action is 100% INVIS-
IBLE and done right in-their-face! But they'll never know or 
see anything! You can even bend coins while seated with 
your hands casually resting on the table. 

The OX BENDER™ leaves no evidence behind, producing 
spotless bends with no marks or scratches on the coin. 
Weighing only 26 grams (0.057 lb.) makes the OX BENDER™ 
the WORLDS MOST LIGHTWEIGHT coin bender. A hassle-
free gimmick you'll easily carry with you everywhere you 
go! 

The OX BENDER™ is more than just a coin bender -- BEND 
signed Coins, Spoons, Keys and more!! 

OX BENDER™ comes complete with custom-made secret 
device + full-HD video tutorial (download).
WORLDS FIRST SINGLE-HANDED COIN BENDER!
Bend borrowed, signed coins with only ONE hand!
With one hand free, you'll be more relaxed and have effort-
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less, natural control over your coin bends
Use OX BENDER™ single-handed or with both hands.
Fully concealed gimmick.
BLIND coin loading -- Easily load coins without the need to 
look at gimmick.
100% INVISIBLE BEND. Never get caught during action!
Use it anywhere and fully surrounded.
For close up, walk-around and stage.
Best bending tool for use on TV.
No switches. No pulls. No sleeving.
Bend small or large coins (max DIA = 27 mm./1.06 in.).
No scratch marks: Produces spotless coin bends.
OX BENDER™ can also be used for neck-twisting signed 
spoon. OX BENDER™ can also be used to bend, twist & break 
signed keys.
WORLDS MOST LIGHTWEIGHT COIN BENDER! (only 26 
gr./0.057 lb.).
Hassle-free gimmick. Easily carry OX BENDER™ with you 
everywhere you go!
Gimmick + Video tutorial (Download / Full HD 1080p / 53 
minutes).
In the video tutorial, Menny Lindenfeld will teach you:
Various methods and techniques for using the Ox Bender™.
Methods for using the Ox Bender™ single-handed.
Techniques for using the Ox Bender™ with both hands.
To use the Ox Bender™ while standing or seated.
To invisibly bend signed coins right in-their-face and never 
get caught during action.
Live performance routine with audio commentary.
To bend perfectly straight neck twists in signed spoons us-
ing OX BENDER™ + performance method.
To use the Ox Bender™ to bend, twist and break signed 
keys.

MY THOUGHTS:
I have seen many gimmicks that are used to bend coins 
secretly. Some are great and some not-so great. This one 
definitely comes in to the great category - actually more 
than that. 

The first thing you will notice about this gimmick is that it 
can easily hide in your hand. You can hold it while holding 
a Sharpie that the spectator uses to sign a coin and it's an 
easy matter of bending the coin under guise of putting the 
cap back on or another action. The really nice thing about 
this is of course it's all done with one hand. 

The fact it also bends such a variety of coins makes this 
great for workers around the world. The production itself 
and the quality is built to last. I've been using this for a few 
weeks now and really put it through its paces. Nothing has 
broken and it's stood up to a lot of bends so far. 

This can easily fit in your pocket and it is very light so 
doesn't get in the way of other props or look odd in your 
pocket.  Being able to bend a coin or key in one hand is a 
huge advancement because it now allows for more natural 
movement. Another great feature and something that I re-
ally like is that it doesn't leave any marks on the coin. There 
is nothing worse than some tell-tale-sign that something 
has bent the coin rather than the person's energy.  The gim-

mick is constructed in a way so you don't even have to look 
at the coin going in the gimmick. With a little work you will 
find you can easily and cleanly just place the coin in your 
hand straight in the gimmick, making it easy to use. 

Once you start playing with this you will realise just how 
easy it is to conceal and use in the real world. Menny also 
supplies a tutorial that you can watch online or download 
and will teach with lot of different techniques and share 
routines and ideas on handling the Ox Bender. I suggest 
you sit down the a bunch of coins and the gimmick and 
take your time watching this. The more you play with it the 
more you'll discover. You can now be super bold and bend 
the coin right in a spectator's face and they won't suspect 
anything. 

Another nice feature is that you can use it for more than 
coins. This will work with keys and quite possibly other 
things that I haven't had a chance to play with yet. As I said 
the gimmick is very well constructed and will take a lot of 
pressure.

If you want one of the very best coin benders on the market 
and the ONLY one you can do one-handed then this is the 
answer. I carry this with me everywhere and it's made coin 
bending that much easier for me.

For me personally I think this is one of the best products to 
come out in 2016. It is perfect for walk-about performances 
because you can repeat it over and over, and for platform 
or stage you could certainly incorporate this in to a larger 
bending style routine. I  could imagine this playing well 
with a screen and incorporating it in to a routine where you 
make other objects bend.

PRICE: $99.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphsymagic.com
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 It’s a new take on the old ketchup bottle that squirts a red 
string. This is a realistic looking glue bottle that squirts out a 
white string. It’s a comedy prop you can bring in anytime it 
seems appropriate. Use it when you need to fix a breakaway 
wand, use it when you need to fix a clatterbox, use it when 
you need to fix your Knot Funny prop… if you like this sort 
of thing and fits your persona, this is great! (I love this sort 
of thing and IMHO it fits my persona perfectly). The reaction 
from the kids is awesome, it even fools most of the adults for 
a few seconds and then they break out laughing because of 
the reactions of the children. Even after I show that it’s just 
string hanging from the bottle, I’ve had kids checking their 
clothes for glue several minutes later.
 
Gordon – 95%
 

Elmo’s Squirting Glue Bottle      - 
Tommy James

http://tommyjamesmagic.com
$12
 
Hey. What can I say? You shoot out a white string that looks 
like glue. Kids go nuts. Adults laugh like it’s the funniest 
thing since Carrot Top.  It’s not that dated, and without 
a reason, ketchup bottle gag. This one you can actually 
introduce with real meaning. Oh, look – my prop broke! Did 
I bring glue? Oh, I did – but I left the glue open all day and 
now it’s all hard and crusty at the top. Maybe if I squeeze it 
really hard….BAMMMM!!! Shoot it right into the audience. 
Kids will part like the Red Sea. 

This is used in every show. I’ve done it a thousand times. I’m 
on my second prop, and now they are made with a stronger 
label, thicker string and better design! I am happy (yet sad) 
to say this just might be the highlight of my show. It kills. 
Just buy it. It’s $12. Really.
 
Norden – 97%

www.DougScheer.com

Standard size intro sale price- $75 
Larger stage size sale price - $95

You know that feeling you get when you order a package 
and you are not sure if it’s going to be any good? And then 
you open it up and you are let down by poor packaging, 
lousy patter, crappy gimmick, and just an overall piece of 
poop? It happens a lot. This is why we do these reviews. To 
showcase what is GOOD out there. Yes, we will review some 

Punctuation Pandemonium – 
Doug Scheer
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bad stuff at some point – but why waste space on junk 
when we can talk about THIS!!!

THIS. IS. AWESOME.

You will NOT have any of the let down feelings when you 
order this. The opposite will occur. I have not seen this level 
of craftsmanship, thought, and creativity put into a product 
in a long time. I had goose bumps when I got it open. You 
might think it’s pricey, but once you get it, well you will 
understand. It is worth every penny.

The script is amazing. The cards are dry erase and will last 
forever. Really, just an amazing product form a guy that 
knows what he’s doing. Doug got permission from Victor 
Borge and you will have something no one else will have 
in your market. Well, you will if you buy this today and lay 
claim to it in your area. It will take time to perfect. I took 
a month to practice and did it in 4 shows this holiday. I 
bumbled the first one, but still funny. The second one I 
thought I nailed it – but then realized compared to the 4th 
time the 2nd time was just ok. I mean the 4th show brought 
down the house.

So excited to get something in the mail that I know will be 
in all my shows going forward.  Please do it justice and prac-
tice it. Doug – you have made a great gift to entertainers 
out there. You should have kept this to yourself! But I thank 
you for releasing it!

Norden – 96%

 
Looking to add more magic to your show? Then move on, 
this isn’t it. BUT, I advertise my show as “Magic and Enter-
tainment” and if you want to add entertainment, this just 
might be perfect for you. You get 5 volunteers up to help. 
How much pandemonium there is, and how entertainment 
there is, really depends on you and your skill with show-
manship and volunteer management.

I love the term “packs small, plays big”. The problem is that I 
find that so many of the props that are advertised with that 
term either fall short on the “plays big” part, or they’re just 
not something I find entertaining. This one lives up to it, it 
plays big and it’s as entertaining as YOU make it. I received 
the “Standard Size” and there’s also a “Stage Size”. I guess I 
really didn’t read the ad well, or just glossed over this part, 
because when I opened it I thought this was the “Stage 
Size”. Each high quality card with modern colorful graph-
ics are 8.5” x 11”, large enough to be easily seen on most of 
the stages I perform on. But, I do have some gigs in larger 
venues where I’m sure the Stage Size 11” x 14” would be 
considerably easier to see from a distance.

The purchase includes a 30 page book with tips, ideas and 
scripts, links to online tutorials and performances, and a 
Facebook Page you can join to share ideas with other own-
ers. There is already a “Script Upgrade” package available 
for purchase to give you more material to work with, and 
there’s more on the way with scripts for special holidays 

etc.. But the entire package is really a great launchpad and 
with just a little imagination on your part you’ll be able to 
easily create scripts for special holidays, customized for 
customers, or something that integrates with other parts of 
your act.

Gordon – 94%

Louie Foxx – 
Snake Wand Surprise
www.Hocus-Pocus.com (click on Louie Foxx)

$200  - Video online

 

For the last 3 years I have toyed with the script for a new 
act that was all about snake cans. It would use Mike Bent’s 
Snakeless Snake Can as the main trick. I would have the jelly 
bean can, peanuts can, Pringles can, wand to snake, Instant 
Snake can and the delayed snake can (from Wolf’s Magic) 
and would leave a big old mess on the stage ala Eric Buss. 
Hi Eric.

Gordon and I did part of the act a few months ago, and it 
was as funny as I thought it would be.  It just needed the 
big finish. Well, this prop just solved that problem. Louie 
Foxx made a giant magic wand that shoots out 2 snakes, 
then follows that up with 12 more!  They shoot an impres-
sive distance straight up and the byplay you get out of your 
helper is amazing.

Good quality and well made. I did find that my sample did 
jam. We tested it a 6 times and a two of them got jammed 
halfway. As we reloaded it we did get better at it – so it does 
depend on the loading technique. Plus my hands are too 
big to push them down, so I had to use a wooden spoon. 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://tommyjamesmagic.com
http://www.DougScheer.com
http://tommyjamesmagic.com
http://hard�.BAMMMM
http://www.DougScheer.com
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 It’s a new take on the old ketchup bottle that squirts a red 
string. This is a realistic looking glue bottle that squirts out a 
white string. It’s a comedy prop you can bring in anytime it 
seems appropriate. Use it when you need to fix a breakaway 
wand, use it when you need to fix a clatterbox, use it when 
you need to fix your Knot Funny prop… if you like this sort 
of thing and fits your persona, this is great! (I love this sort 
of thing and IMHO it fits my persona perfectly). The reaction 
from the kids is awesome, it even fools most of the adults for 
a few seconds and then they break out laughing because of 
the reactions of the children. Even after I show that it’s just 
string hanging from the bottle, I’ve had kids checking their 
clothes for glue several minutes later.
 
Gordon – 95%
 

Elmo’s Squirting Glue Bottle      - 
Tommy James

http://tommyjamesmagic.com
$12
 
Hey. What can I say? You shoot out a white string that looks 
like glue. Kids go nuts. Adults laugh like it’s the funniest 
thing since Carrot Top.  It’s not that dated, and without 
a reason, ketchup bottle gag. This one you can actually 
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to say this just might be the highlight of my show. It kills. 
Just buy it. It’s $12. Really.
 
Norden – 97%

www.DougScheer.com

Standard size intro sale price- $75 
Larger stage size sale price - $95

You know that feeling you get when you order a package 
and you are not sure if it’s going to be any good? And then 
you open it up and you are let down by poor packaging, 
lousy patter, crappy gimmick, and just an overall piece of 
poop? It happens a lot. This is why we do these reviews. To 
showcase what is GOOD out there. Yes, we will review some 

Punctuation Pandemonium – 
Doug Scheer
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bad stuff at some point – but why waste space on junk 
when we can talk about THIS!!!

THIS. IS. AWESOME.

You will NOT have any of the let down feelings when you 
order this. The opposite will occur. I have not seen this level 
of craftsmanship, thought, and creativity put into a product 
in a long time. I had goose bumps when I got it open. You 
might think it’s pricey, but once you get it, well you will 
understand. It is worth every penny.

The script is amazing. The cards are dry erase and will last 
forever. Really, just an amazing product form a guy that 
knows what he’s doing. Doug got permission from Victor 
Borge and you will have something no one else will have 
in your market. Well, you will if you buy this today and lay 
claim to it in your area. It will take time to perfect. I took 
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So excited to get something in the mail that I know will be 
in all my shows going forward.  Please do it justice and prac-
tice it. Doug – you have made a great gift to entertainers 
out there. You should have kept this to yourself! But I thank 
you for releasing it!

Norden – 96%
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was as funny as I thought it would be.  It just needed the 
big finish. Well, this prop just solved that problem. Louie 
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then follows that up with 12 more!  They shoot an impres-
sive distance straight up and the byplay you get out of your 
helper is amazing.

Good quality and well made. I did find that my sample did 
jam. We tested it a 6 times and a two of them got jammed 
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Some sort of tool to load would have been cool – it is 14 
snakes you are pushing down. Gordon has girly hands so he 
could fit them in the tube…..

It does take some time to reload, but I think the payoff is 
worth it. Will it be used in every birthday show I do on the 
weekends? No. It will be in school, festival and fairs shows 
though – and I know just the act it will go into after all these 
years of talking about it. If you want a big finish to your 
show this could be it!

Norden – 92%

 
I remember once day when I was very young (I don’t really 
know how young, but probably around 6 years old) we 
drove across the country to visit my grandmother, who 
lived in a very old house, with a basement that was dark, 
cold cement, and just a little bit scary. But there was one 
special room down there that had old toys (this was almost 
50 years ago, so the things that were down there would be 
treasures now). I found a can on one of the shelves, I don’t 
remember for sure what the label was but I think it might 
have been peanuts. Being very young I was having some 
trouble getting the lid off and I was holding it very close 
to my chest. As I finally managed to pry the lid off, my glee 
lasted about 0.15 seconds before a very strong spring snake 
popped out and hit me right in the eye. It took quite a few 
years before I was able to find any humour in spring snakes, 
I simply didn’t understand why someone would leave a 
booby trap like that for me to find.

Fast forward to now, and I love spring snakes; who doesn’t 
love watching Eric Buss “Spring Snake Symphony”?  But one 
of the problems has been finding good ones.

Enter “Snake Wand Surprise” by Louie Foxx. Personally I 
would never fall for the old peanut can again (probably) 
so Louie has updated and repackaged it as a large magic 
wand. While it doesn’t compete with Eric Buss, it does hold 
an impressive twelve spring snakes. The springs are nice 
and strong and surrounded in a nice soft material (rather 
then that cheap plastic feeling cover on a couple of cheap 
ones I have). The wand itself is solid and built to last.

Gordon – 90%

Louie Foxx – Applause Please

www.Hocus-Pocus.com (click on Louie Foxx)

$300

In my show I have used Brad Manuel’s Applause sign 
for over a decade. I turn it into a game with the kids. 
They can only clap and cheer when the sign is in front 
of me. As I explain I bring the sign out to demonstrate 
and the kids clap when the game hasn’t started yet. 
It’s a fun moment at the start of my show to warm 
them up.

Applause Please is even better. It lights up and you 
control it via a remote. Now it’s a “Look, Don’t See” rou-
tine like Flashlight Fun or a Silver Sceptre.  The bonus 
is that you end up using it as a magic trick when your 
liquid has vanished and appears in the light bulb of 
the sign.

You get the Evaporation trick included. The Tim Rose 
designed bulb, the props and electronics, the remote 
and a DVD. A quality prop that is worth the money 
and with a price will keep this out of the reach of some 
– which is not a bad thing at all.

I do wish that the sign turned only red when the liquid 
vanished and that it goes back to white after you drain 
the bulb. I might play with that idea – but the logic did 
bug me that the sign was red the whole time. Other 
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than that nitpick I think this is a strong effect and you 
will be glad you bought it.

I give it:

Norden – 94%

Back to my childhood memories, I was at a taping of 
a television show with a live audience and there were 
large “Applause” signs up high on each side of the set 
which would illuminate when they wanted the audi-
ence to applaud. I was young and naïve and thought 
audiences should only applaud when it’s deserved, 
not when they’re told to. I still subscribe to that theory, 
but the applause signs are effective. So, when I first 
saw Louis Foxx’s applause sign it made sense to me 
and I have no problem explaining to an audience why 
it’s there and what to do when the sign lights up, and 
it’s easy to get audiences to participate and have fun. 
Just having a remote control applause sign would be 
enough for me to have a ton of fun with throughout 
my show, but Louie takes it a step further and incor-
porates his Evaporation Trick with this (the Evapora-
tion Trick is included in this purchase). Now you can 
perform it the same way he does, or you incorporate 
this into something else like a milk jug routine.

The DVD that comes with it is excellent with nice clear 
instructions and plenty of bonus material to help you 
get more value out of this purchase. It’s not cheap, but 
it’s worth it.

Gordon – 96%

Santa, Skunk and the Magic 
Chimney – by Tommy James

www.TommyJamesMagic.com

$85 US

Tommy James is another of my favorite suppliers of 
props and routines and he has another winner with 
this. This is another routine which allows you to “lose” 
Santa and either have him appear on your back, or 
some other hiding place, or can be used as a closer to 
introduce Santa when you lose him and don’t know 
where he went. Packs small with nice colorful graphics 
and well made props that will last many years. As with 
all Tommy James products I’ve purchased it comes 
with very well written and illustrated instructions, and 
has demonstration videos available online.

One tip I’ll give is that as with several of the routines 
that end with something stuck on your back, I’ve 
fastened a steel washer on the card and use a magnet 
hanging down my back to hold it in place rather than 
hooking something on to my clothes (gives me a great 
purpose for that Raven that was sitting in a drawer).

Gordon – 95%

 

So, Gordon and I like similar things. Our shows are 
starting to look the same I think. I must have a dozen 
of Tommy’s effects, so expect to see more of him in the 
column down the road. This trick, which we will call 
the Skunk trick, is very fun to perform. I love getting 
the kids riled up to a fever pitch and then have stuff 
ending up on my back! This gives me a great reason to 
use my Raven….wait, Gordon told you about that in 
his review. He must have read it in my lecture notes….

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.Hocus-Pocus.com
http://www.Hocus-Pocus.com
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so Louie has updated and repackaged it as a large magic 
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then that cheap plastic feeling cover on a couple of cheap 
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They can only clap and cheer when the sign is in front 
of me. As I explain I bring the sign out to demonstrate 
and the kids clap when the game hasn’t started yet. 
It’s a fun moment at the start of my show to warm 
them up.

Applause Please is even better. It lights up and you 
control it via a remote. Now it’s a “Look, Don’t See” rou-
tine like Flashlight Fun or a Silver Sceptre.  The bonus 
is that you end up using it as a magic trick when your 
liquid has vanished and appears in the light bulb of 
the sign.
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and with a price will keep this out of the reach of some 
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Now, Tommy must really like the ‘hide and seek’ patter 
and principle. This trick has flavours of his Spelling 
Bee, and Hide and Seek and his new trick that came 
out with Dorian. I like to use props that are easily in-
terchangeable in my shows, and when the Christmas 
season comes around it is nice to dust off a trick like 
this, but still know how it works and how it will fit into 
my programs.

The price is decent, Tommy has fantastic customer 
service, and the graphics are simple and can be seen 
from far away.  It has a lot of audience involvement 
and gets fantastic reactions. My only complaint is the 
size is a little small, and I prefer a different handling 
of the cards. But if you do it the way his video shows, 
then you have 8 minutes of holiday fun! I will agree 
with Gordon on this one, and my rating is:

Norden – 95%

Norden & Gordon have a combined experience of over 
35 years, 5000 shows, and 50 international awards 
for their magic. They are experts in the fields of kids 
magic and own way to much stuff.  Visit them at www.
NordenandGordonReviews.com
If you would like to send in a product to be reviewed 
please visit the website for mailing information.

DIRECT AND TO THE POINT
VISUAL CARD MAGIC

DIRECT AND TO THE POINT
VISUAL CARD MAGIC

LEARN SIX 
INSANELY VISUAL 
CARD ROUTINES 

LEARN SIX 
INSANELY VISUAL 
CARD ROUTINES 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.NordenandGordonReviews.com
http://www.NordenandGordonReviews.com
http://NordenandGordonReviews.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmSygQCToyE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm9iZuQSDFA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpN4lFHsb9Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ta2KYvcwak
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Self-working • No Threads, Magnets or Blowing • Control  the Time

A Sharpie is placed on a table or on a glass. The performer concentrates and the 
pen falls dramatically to the floor. Simple, direct yet powerful. Both Banachek and 

Ryan have had people screaming and even running out of a room!
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